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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
Capture Power Ltd (CPL) plans to construct and operate a new 448 MWe (1)
(gross output) ultra-critical coal fired power station. The Project will have the
capacity to provide electricity sufficient for 630,000 households whilst
capturing two million tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) per year arising from
the combustion process (approximately 90% of CO2 emissions). The
generating station and the means to capture CO2 together comprise the White
Rose Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) Project (the ‘Project’).
This document including its annexes comprises the Environmental Statement
(ES) for the Project and reports the findings of the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) that has been undertaken. In doing so, it describes the
likely significant environmental effects resulting from the construction,
operation and decommissioning of the Project and, where appropriate, the
measures that are intended to mitigate any adverse impacts and how these
measures will be secured.
The application is being submitted to the Planning Inspectorate (PINs) in
accordance with the requirements of the Planning Act 2008 (“the 2008 Act”)
and the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
2009 (’the EIA Regulations’ for the purposes of this EIA).

1.2

BACKGROUND TO THE WHITE ROSE CCS PROJECT
The Project is also a key part of the UK’s development / commercialisation of
CCS, which the Government is supporting through over £1billion of capital
and research and development funding. Additionally, the Project will support
the development of a CO2 transmission pipeline (a separate project developed
by National Grid Carbon Ltd (NGCL)) which it is hoped will, in the future, be
used by other industries and power stations in the Yorkshire and Humber
area to transport their CO2 emissions for permanent storage in the North Sea in
geological features.
The application site (henceforth the ‘Project site’) is located on land adjoining
the existing Drax Power Station in North Yorkshire, England. CO2 captured
will not be stored on site as the Project will link to a CO2 transport and storage
solution as noted above. Figure 1.1 shows the Project’s location and Figure 1.2
the relationship between the Project and the CO2 transmission pipeline.

(1) MWe – Megawatt (electrical) – a megawatt is equal to one million watts
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The Project is in line with Government strategies (for instance the CCS
Roadmap(1)) for controlling the construction / operation of new electrical
generation infrastructure whilst meeting carbon reduction targets for the
energy sector in the UK.

(1) Department of Energy and Climate Change, Supporting the Deployment of Carbon Capture and Storage in the U, April
2012
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Figure 1.1

Project Site Location
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Figure 1.2 The relationship between the Project and the NGCL Pipeline
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1.3

APPLICATION FOR AN ORDER GRANTING DEVELOPMENT CONSENT
As the electrical output of the Project will exceed 50 MWe it is classed as a
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) and therefore a
Development Consent Order (DCO) is required under the Planning Act 2008
as amended.
Consent for a NSIP may only be granted by a DCO through an application
under Section 37 of the Planning Act 2008. Section 37 of the Planning Act 2008
as amended also governs the content of an application for a DCO, including
the requirements for the necessary supporting documentation. These
requirements are specified in the Infrastructure Planning (Applications:
Prescribed Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 (‘APFP Regulations’).
The Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
2009 (the EIA Regulations) require an EIA to be submitted with the DCO for
all projects within Schedule 1 of the Regulations. Developments in Schedule 2
of the Regulations only require EIA if they are likely to have significant effects
on the environment.
Schedule 1 development includes electrical generating stations with an output
of 300 MWe or more. The electrical output of the Project will be greater than
300 MWe and therefore an EIA is required.
The Planning Inspectorate examines the application and makes a
recommendation to the Secretary of State (SoS) as to whether to grant the
DCO. The decision of the SoS to grant consent will, amongst other matters,
authorise construction and operation of the Project.

1.4

POLICY CONTEXT AND NEED FOR THE PROJECT

1.4.1

Summary of Policy Context
The Climate Change Act 2008 sets an ambitious and binding target of at least
an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 relative to the 1990
level, including an interim ‘budget’ of 26% by 2020. This has led to, and will
continue to lead to, a substantial array of government legislation (such as the
Energy Acts 2004, 2008 and 2011) and policy that requires the development of
energy sources with reduced carbon emissions. The Project will be important
in developing and demonstrating CCS technology which is considered to be
great importance for allowing the construction / operation of new thermal
power stations fuelled with fossil fuels yet meeting the country’s increasingly
challenging CO2 reduction targets.
As noted in Section 1.2, by virtue of its nature and size the Project is
categorised as a NSIP and requires approval under Section 37 of the Planning
Act 2008. The Planning Act 2008 fundamentally reformed the planning
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
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system for NSIPs, seeking to create a more efficient, transparent and accessible
approach. The Act states that decisions on NSIPs must be taken in accordance
with the relevant National Policy Statement (NPS) (where published), and
noting what else the SoS must take into account. The NPSs set out types of
infrastructure that are needed and the criteria by which projects to develop
them should be assessed.
The first NPSs published were those for energy infrastructure, given the need
to replace around a third of the UK’s electricity generating capacity over the
next twenty years to maintain a resilient and secure supply. NPS EN-1
(Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy), EN-2 (Fossil Fuel
Electricity Generating Infrastructure) and EN-5 (Electricity Networks
Infrastructure) are relevant to this Project and were enacted on 19 July 2011.
The need for the Project is proven by virtue of it falling within the categories
of development set out in the Planning Act 2008 (as amended), and given the
very clear statements of need in the NPSs.
The Planning Act 2008 also requires that decisions on NSIPs for energy
infrastructure must be taken in accordance with the relevant NPSs except to
the extent that the SoS is satisfied that to do so would:


lead to the UK being in breach of its international obligations;



be in breach of any statutory duty that applies to the examining or
decision-making bodies;



be unlawful;



result in adverse effects from the project outweighing the benefits; or



be contrary to regulations about how its decisions are to be taken.

EN-1 states that the decision-maker “should start with a presumption in favour of
granting consent to applications for energy NSIPs” (paragraph 4.1.2).
It may also be noted that the Energy NPSs reinforce the Government’s
commitment to leading international efforts to develop CCS. A full policy
context for the Project is provided in Chapter 2 of the ES and within the
Planning Statement.
1.4.2

CCS Commercialisation Programme
The Peterhead(1) and White Rose CCS projects are the two schemes supported
under the Government’s £1 billion CCS commercialisation programme, with

(1) The Peterhead Project is an entirely separate CCS scheme being development by Shell and SSE retrofitting post
combustion capture technology to an existing gas fired plant.
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around £100 million of that funding supporting the detailed planning and
engineering. In early 2016, the projects will take final investment decisions,
with Government potentially investing the remainder of the £1 billion to
support construction.
In 2012 the UK CCS Roadmap (1) sets out the Government’s approach to the
development of the CCS industry in the UK. The five key components
outlined in the Roadmap are:


a CCS Commercialisation Programme with £1bn in capital funding and
additional operational support available through Contracts for
Difference(2) (CfDs);



a £125m, 4-year, co-ordinated research and development (R&D) and
innovation programme and a new UK CCS Research Centre;



development of a market for low carbon electricity through Electricity
Market Reform, including availability of Feed-in Tariff CfDs for low
carbon electricity;



commitments to working with industry to address other important areas
including developing the CCS supply chain, addressing regulatory
barriers and assisting the development of CCS infrastructure; and



international engagement focused on sharing knowledge generated
through the UK programme and learning from other projects around the
world.

Post to the CCS Roadmap, and as outlined in the government’s response to
the Cost Reduction Task Force(3), it has been re-emphasised by the government
that CCS technology has the potential to play a critical role in the UK’s future
low carbon energy mix. It states that these emerging technologies can turn
high carbon fuels into genuinely low carbon electricity, and crucially it is the
only approach available to decarbonise many energy intensive industries such
as steel and cement. This document also acknowledges that CCS projects are
major infrastructure developments which bring investment and growth, and
analysis suggests the technology could cut the annual cost of meeting the UK
carbon targets by up to 1% of gross domestic product (GDP) by 2050(4). It is
also noted that the CCS Commercialisation Programme will help to develop
into a strong CCS industry. It is suggested that the next ‘phase’ of projects
could benefit from lower costs associated with use of existing infrastructure,

(1) DECC CCS Roadmap Supporting the Deployment of carbon Capture and Storage in the UK April 2012
(2) Energy market Reform has been progressed by the coalition government and CfDs are one of the four core elements of
EMR. EMR’s stated aim is to deliver green energy and transform supply to low carbon emitting sources. CFD pays the
generator the difference between a measure of the cost of investing in a particular low-carbon technology (the ‘strike price’)
and a measure of the average market price for electricity (the ‘reference price’).
(3) DECC CCS in the UK. Government Response to the CCS Cost Reduction Task Force 16 October 2013
(4) http://eti.co.uk/downloads/literature/Ecofin_CCS_Report.pdf
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lower costs of capital and, potentially, synergies with enhanced oil recovery
(EOR) in the offshore production industry.
It is worth noting that the UK has the best offshore CO2 storage resources in
Europe, estimated at around 78 billion tonnes (1) which would be sufficient to
store 100 years’ worth of current emissions from the electricity sector.
DECC believes that the only feasible way to reduce CO2 emissions and
maintain fossil fuels in the electricity mix is to develop CCS. Fossil fuels are
an important part of the mix because they allow a balance between the
intermittency of renewable sources and the inflexibility of nuclear power.
CCS could:


allow for the safe removal and storage of CO2 emissions from coal and gas
fired power stations; and



remove and permanently store CO2 emissions from large scale industrial
sources such as steel, cement and chemicals factories.

The technologies used for capture, transport and storage of CO2 are not new
and have been used for a number of years individually but until recently the
capture, transportation and storage, of CO2 have not been used together on a
commercial scale.
To reduce the costs and encourage the wider develop of CCS, the entire chain
of capture, transport and storage needs to be constructed and operated on a
large commercial scale power stations.
After the Government announced its funding for Peterhead and the White
Rose, two further projects were officially deselected. The SoS however
confirmed that three phases of CCS projects are envisaged so those projects
could still be developed in Phases 2 or 3(2).
Generators of large amounts of CO2 in the Yorkshire and Humberside area
may be able to tap into the network to transfer CO2 to storage sites and these
could become regulated networks thus reducing costs. It may also be possible
to sell the CO2 for EOR in the North Sea.
1.4.3

The Importance of CCS as Part of the Energy Mix
As discussed there are considerable benefits to the UK in the
commercialisation of CCS technology with the UK already a frontrunner in
commercialisation. The two current schemes in the UK are the largest
commercially sized proposed CCS schemes in the European Union.

(1) http://www.co2stored.co.uk/home.php
(2) http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/ed-davey-raises-hopes-for-second-wave-ccs-developers/981312
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At a national level the Project will contribute to meeting a range of benefits,
including:


generating electricity with low CO2 emissions;



demonstrating Oxyfuel CCS plant as a commercially viable technology;



improving the UK’s security and diversity of electricity supply by
providing a new, flexible and reliable electricity generation option;



generating enough electricity to supply the energy needs of the equivalent
of over 630,000 households with low carbon electricity; and



helping to establish CO2 transportation and storage infrastructure
capability which will in turn benefit over industrial businesses.

Globally, only a limited number of projects are currently seeking to
commercialise Oxyfuel technology as a means of capturing CO2 from fossil
fuel electrical generation plant. As such the Project is important in
development of the technology and to enable the cost of construction
/operation to be reduced for future schemes.
The Carbon Capture and Storage Association (CCSA) estimates that a typical
CCS plant would employ 1,000 to 2,500 during construction and 200 to 300
during operation. The industry itself could employ between 15,000 and 30,000
people for 10 - 20 GWe(1) of installed capacity.
CCS will also be important in balancing the mix of energy generation
technologies and provide responsive plant for peaks in demand. The Project
design will allow the electrical output to the grid to be modulated down to
zero to meet peaks and troughs in demand for power on the grid. This is
important in offsetting the intermittency of renewable technologies and the
inflexibility of nuclear generation as outlined above.
It is important that CCS is developed soon if the Government wishes to
maintain fossil fuel fired power plants in the energy mix. This is due to the
forthcoming shortfall in power generation as older coal and gas fired plants
reach end of life under the European Large Combustion Plant Directive(2). To
avoid this impending shortfall, new plants will have to be built over the next
10 years. New gas plants will need to be CCS ready. New coal fired plants
will optimally need to be fitted with CCS due to the UK Emissions
Performance Standards or face limitations on the percentage of the year over
which they can operate and still remain within their allocated emissions limit.

(1) GWe – Giga watt (electrical) – a gigawatt is equal to one billion watts.
(2) DIRECTIVE 2010/75/EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 24 November 2010 on
industrial emissions (integrated pollution prevention and control)
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1.5

THE PROJECT

1.5.1

General Considerations
The Project has been developed to demonstrate oxy-fuel CCS technology
installed on a modern, state-of-the-art, ultra-supercritical coal fired power
plant with the ability to co-fire up to 10 % biomass. It includes the following
main components:
•

oxy-fuel boiler, steam turbine generator and other power block
components;

•

an Air Separation Units (ASU) which separates oxygen and nitrogen from
air, considerably reducing the content of nitrogen entering the boiler, and
in turn resulting in a CO2 rich flue gas (the oxy-fuel process) which can
then be processed and captured;

•

a flue gas cleaning system within the plant to reduce atmospheric
pollutants arising from combustion; and

•

a Gas Processing Unit (GPU) to process and compress the flue gas to
achieve the required transport and storage CO2 specifications and
pressure.

The Project will also include the following:
•

ancillary plant, equipment and buildings;

•

internal roads plus car and heavy goods vehicle (HGV) parking;

•

security fencing;

•

site raising to levels agreed with the Environment Agency (EA) to provide
flood protection to essential site infrastructure;

•

landscaping within the site boundary;

•

connection to the electricity grid infrastructure;

•

connection terminal points within the site boundary for the CO2 pipeline;

•

inter-connections with the existing Drax Power Station for water, fuel
transport, ash and other ancillary fuels / materials;

•

surface water management systems and foul drainage provision; and

•

lighting.
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Chapter 5 of this Environmental Statement (ES) provides a more detailed
description of the main components of the Project, construction activities and
overall scheduling.
1.5.2

The Project Site and Rochdale Envelope
Introduction
The general location of the Project site is shown on Figure 1.1. This land
currently forms part of the Drax Group Plc landholding. The Project site is
located to the northeast of the existing Drax Power Station and benefits from
fuel import and power transmission infrastructure currently in place.
Identifying Probable Effects Whilst Retaining Sufficient Design Flexibility
As noted in the Scoping Report and the Preliminary Environmental
Information it is important to retain design flexibility to respond to emerging
economic circumstances and technological advances to enable the
commercialisation of this technology. A degree of flexibility will, therefore, be
built into the Project design greater than would be typical for more ‘mature’
(or simpler) forms of electrical generation plants (for instance a combined
cycle gas turbine (CCGT)).
This need for flexibility does, however, introduce some complexity into the
EIA process. The EIA Regulations require an ES to provide a description of
the location, design and size of the project to enable the likely significant
environmental effects to be assessed and to enable the decision maker,
statutory consultees and the public to make a properly informed response.
In summary a balance has to be sought, therefore, between defining the
Project in enough detail to assess effects, while leaving enough flexibility to
enable the Project to be successfully delivered under conditions which may be
subject to change, such as final operational parameters. The adopted
approach is to provide a reasonable worst scenario as a basis for assessing the
effects of the Project. In practice the EIA takes account of all the reasonable
variations (up to the worst case scenario from an environmental perspective)
and presents the likely significant effects of these where appropriate. Such an
approach is good practice, as reflected in the Planning Inspectorate’s Advice
note 9 ‘Rochdale Envelope’.
Describing the Project Site
The following terms are used throughout the EIA to describe the various
components of the Project site. These areas are also shown on Figure 1.3 and
the main components of the operational project on Figure 1.4.
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Table 1.1

Terms Used to Describe the Project Site
Project Site

Operational
Area

Construction
laydown
areas
Infrastructure
corridors

All of the areas detailed below namely: the
Operational Area, Construction Laydown
Areas and the Infrastructure Corridor.
Approximately 28.7 hectares (ha) of land
required to operate the Project. Includes the
main power plant, the ASU, fuel and ash
handling facilities and cooling
infrastructure.
Approximately 39.4 ha of land to be used
temporarily (leased) during
construction. The land will be returned to
its former use at the end of construction.
Approximately 49.7 ha of land (within the
existing Drax Power site) which will be used
by the Project to house new water intake /
discharge, fuel conveyors, grid connection
and other associated facilities.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Relation to the ‘Work
Packages’ described in
the DCO
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Figure 1.3 The Component of the Project Site
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Figure 1.3
The Components of the Project Site

SOURCE: Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data. © Crown copyright, All rights reserved. 2012 License number 0100031673.
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Figure 1.4 Key Plant Elements
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Key Plant Elements
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1.6

THE PROJECT PROPONENT
The Project is being developed by a Joint Venture of Drax CCS Limited,
ALSTOM UK Holdings Limited, and The BOC Group Limited referred to as
Capture Power Ltd (CPL).
It is worth noting that all CO2 transportation and storage infrastructure is off
the Project site, not part of the Project and considered under a separate
Development Consent Order (DCO) being progressed by National Grid
Carbon Ltd (NGCL). Figure 1.5 below shows the structure of CPL and each of
the three respective companies are described in more detail below.

Figure 1.5

The White Rose Consortium

1.7

SUMMARY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROCESS

1.7.1

Scoping
As an initial stage in undertaking the EIA, a Scoping Report was prepared and
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate (PINs) in December 2012 (ERM, 2012).
The scoping exercise that was undertaken is described in detail in Chapter 3 of
this ES. As a result of the Scoping Report being submitted, in January 2013
the Secretary of State responded with a Scoping Opinion including responses
from a range of consultees
As noted in Chapter 3, the technical scope of the EIA has derived from both the
Scoping Report and the Scoping Opinion. It is important to note that since the
Scoping Report was prepared, some changes have been made to the internal
configuration and content of the Project. These changes have been discussed
with PINs and this ES reflects these changes in full.
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1.7.2

Preliminary Environmental Information
A Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR) was prepared to
accompany the consultation process as required under Regulation 10(b) of the
EIA Regulations.
The purpose of the PEIR was to provide information and details on the
Project, baseline conditions in the area of influence (including data collected to
date)(1), assessment methodologies, any identified effects and provisional
mitigation.
However, a key purpose of the PEIR was to provide consultees, particularly
the public and local communities with relevant information on the Project to
assist them in identifying the key environmental and social issues at a stage
where feedback could meaningfully influence the design process. The PEIR
process also helped the ‘scoping out’ of any aspects that are not likely to result
in significant adverse effects, thus focusing the subsequent completion of the
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and content of the Environmental
Statement (ES); for instance the exclusion of the consideration of tourism from
the socio-economic assessment.

1.7.3

The Environmental Impact Assessment Study Team
The preparation of the EIA for CPL was led by Environmental Resources
Management Ltd (ERM), working closely with the design team and various
other specialist consultants as detailed in Table 1.2 below.

Table 1.2

EIA Project Team
Organisation
Drax Power Ltd
Alstom and BOC Linde
Waterman Transport &
Development Ltd
Headland Archaeology
MS Environmental
Whitcher

Keystone Environmental

Input into the EIA
Project design and logistical information. Information on
interfaces with the currently operational units.
Project design and engineering information including data on
emission to atmosphere and operational noise levels.
Traffic and travel survey and modelling. Preparation of the
Transport Assessment (TA).
Cultural heritage and archaeological inputs into the EIA including
development of the Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI).
Three dimension model of the Project to inform the landscape and
visual impact assessment (LVIA).
Extended Phase 1 habitat surveys (including great crested newt,
water vole, otter and badgers) and reporting and bat transect
surveys/reporting.
Other specialist ecological surveys/reporting including additional
badger, watervole, bat roost and birds.

(1) The area of influence is defined as the area in which effects from construction, operation and decommissioning may
arise. The geographical extent of the area of influence will vary depending on the environmental/ social media being
considered.
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1.7.4

Structure of the Environmental Statement
This Environmental Statement (ES) has adopted the following structure.
 Non-Technical Summary provides a concise summary of volumes 1 to 3
accessible to a non-specialist readership.
Volume 1


Chapter 1 details the purpose of the EIA and Development Consent Order
processes and introduces the Project proponent, the Project’s background,
the Project site (and its key component) and provides an overview of the
need for the Projects and its benefits.



Chapter 2 outlines the planning policy and context for the Project and key
legislation and guidance.



Chapter 3 describes the EIA process applied in the EIA. This chapter also
details the methodology adopted to identify other significant development
and plans within the Project’s area of influence so that the potential for
cumulative effects can be considered in the technical assessments
contained within Volume 2 of the ES.



Chapter 4 describes the environmental and social baseline conditions
within the area of influence for the Project.



Chapter 5 provides a detailed description of how the Project will be
constructed and its operational components. This section also considers
key alternatives to the design assumptions adopted within this EIA and
how waste arising during construction / operation will be managed.



Chapter 6 summarises construction stage effects, mitigation (and how it is
best secured) and residual effects from the technical assessments contained
within Volume 2.



Chapter 7 summarises operational stage effects, mitigation (and how it is
best secured) and residual effects from the technical assessments contained
within Volume 2.



Chapter 8 summarises decommissioning stage effects, mitigation (and how
it is best secured) and residual effects from the technical assessments
contained within Volume 2.



Chapter 9 provides a summary of potential cumulative effects for the
Project in combination with other significant development within the areas
of influence from the technical assessments contained within Volume 2.
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Chapter 10 provides a conclusion on the Environmental Impact Assessment
process.

Volume 2


Chapter A addresses emissions to atmosphere of pollutants in relation to all
stages of the Project (construction, operation and decommissioning).



Chapter B addresses noise and vibration in relation to all stages of the
Project.



Chapter C addresses hydrogeology, drainage and flood risk in relation to
all stages of the Project.



Chapter D addresses geology and ground conditions in relation to all
stages of the Project.



Chapter E addresses traffic and transport in relation to all stages of the
Project.



Chapter F addresses socio-economic characteristics in relation to all stages
of the Project.



Chapter G addresses archaeology and cultural heritage in relation to all
stages of the Project.



Chapter H addresses landscape and visual amenity in relation to all stages
of the Project.



Chapter I addresses terrestrial and aquatic ecology and birds in relation to
all stages of the Project.

Volume 3
This volume includes a number of supporting document namely:


Chapter J - Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) is a
strategic level document which set out the framework for effective
environmental management during construction.



Chapter K - Various plans (as required by PINs) including:




Location Plan;
Habitats Plan; and
Historic Environment Plan.
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Chapter L – a Habitat Regulations Assessment Report which examines the
likely effects of the Project either alone, or in-combination with other
projects and plans on European sites. The report includes Stage 1
(Screening) and Stage 2 (Appropriate Assessment) and seeks to answer the
question “can it be concluded that no likely significant effect will occur”?



Chapter M - a Green House Gas Assessment which estimates the carbon
benefits anticipated to arise from the Project and the principal issues or
options that might influence this indicative carbon benefit.



Chapter N - a Climate Risk Assessment which reviews the principal
climatic risks that could arise for the Project and the measures that have
been - or will be - taken to mitigate them.



Chapter O - a statement to identify whether the Project engage any of the
matters set out in Section 79(1) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 in
respect of statutory nuisance, and if so, explain how those effects will be
mitigated or limited.



Chapter P – CPL Scoping report.



Chapter Q – the Planning Inspectorate’s Scoping Opinion.



Chapter R – a Framework Site Waste Management Plan which describes
the waste controls and reporting process to be implemented by the
Project’s Principal contractor and its respective sub-contractors during the
execution of the construction.

The information presented in this ES represents the available environmental
information in respect of the Project at the time of writing, based on up-to-date
desk top studies, consultation, field surveys and assessments.
Table 1.3 presents the information requirements set out in Part 1 of Schedule 4
of the EIA Regulations and indicates where the information requirements
have been considered in the different sections of this ES.

Table 1.3

EIA Requirements
Relevant
Paragraph No
of Schedule 4
to the EIA
Regulations
17

Required Information

EIA Reference

A description of the Project, including in particular:

A description of the physical characteristics of the
whole Project and the land-use requirements during
the construction and operational phases;

A description of the main characteristics of the
production processes, for instance, nature and

Chapters 4
and 5 and
Technical
Reports –
Chapters A to
I
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18

19

20

quantity of the materials used;

An estimate, by type and quantity, of expected
residues and emissions (water, air and soil pollution,
noise, vibration, light, heat, radiation, etc.) resulting
from the operation of the Project.
An outline of the main alternatives studied by the
applicant and an indication of the main reasons for the
applicant’s choice, taking into account the environmental
effects.
A description of the aspects of the environment likely to be
significantly affected by the Project, including, in
particular, population, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic
factors, material assets, including the architectural and
archaeological heritage, landscape and the
interrelationship between the above factors.
A description of the likely significant
effects of the Project on the environment, which should
cover the direct effects and any indirect, secondary,
cumulative, short, medium and long-term, permanent and
temporary, positive and negative effects of the Project,
resulting from:

Chapter 5

Chapter 4 and
Technical
Reports
Chapters A to
I
Chapters 6 to 9
and the
Technical
Reports –
Chapters A to
I





21

22
23

The existence of the Project;
The use of natural resources;
The emissions of pollutants, the creation of nuisances
and the elimination of waste,

And the description by the applicant of the forecasting
methods used to assess the effects on the environment.
A description of the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce
and where possible offset any significant adverse effects on
the environment.
A non-technical summary of the information provided
under paragraphs 1 to 5 of this Part.
An indication of any difficulties (technical deficiencies or
lack of know-how) encountered by the applicant in
compiling the required information.
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2

LEGISLATION, POLICY AND GUIDANCE

2.1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an overview of the national and local planning policy of
most relevance to the EIA of the Project. Each technical chapter also refers to
the policies that are particularly relevant to the assessment of the
environmental effects reported. A full Planning Statement (DCO document
reference 5.4) has been included within the DCO submission.

2.2

OVERVIEW OF DECISION MAKING UNDER THE PLANNING ACT 2008 AND POLICY
CONTEXT
The Planning Act 2008 (PA 2008) introduced a new system for examining and
determining applications for the types of NSIPs set out at Section 14 of the PA
2008, where these exceed certain thresholds (Section 15 onwards).
Before a NSIP can proceed an application for a DCO must be submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate (PINS). PINS is responsible for examining the
application and making a recommendation to the relevant Secretary of State
(SoS) who then takes the decision as to whether a DCO should be made
authorising the construction, operation and maintenance of the Project. The
DCO removes the need to apply for a number of consents (e.g. planning
permission) and can also include a range of other consents and licences subject
to the prior agreement of the relevant consenting body.
Under this system the policy framework for examining and determining
applications for a DCO is provided by National Policy Statements (NPSs).
Section 5 of the PA 2008 allows the SoS to designate NPSs setting out national
policy in relation to the types of NSIPs listed at Section 14 of the Act.
Section 1 of The PA 2008 confirms that where NPSs are in place, these shall be
the primary basis for decisions by the SoS on applications for NSIPs. Section
104 requires the SoS to determine applications for NSIPs in accordance with
the relevant NPSs unless this would:






lead to the UK being in breach of its international obligations;
be in breach of any statutory duty that applies to the SoS;
be unlawful;
result in the adverse effects of the development outweighing the benefits;
or
be contrary to regulations about how decisions are to be taken.

In making decisions on NSIPs, the PA 2008 (Section 105) also states that the
SoS must have regard to any local impact report submitted by a relevant local
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authority, any relevant matters prescribed in regulations and any other
matters that the SoS thinks are both “important and relevant”.
In July 2011 the SoS designated a number of NPSs relating to nationally
significant energy infrastructure. These include an overarching NPS which
sets out the Government’s policy for the delivery of major energy
infrastructure and five ‘technology-specific’ NPSs. The technology specific
NPSs should be read in conjunction with the overarching NPS where they are
relevant to an application.
The NPSs that are considered to be of most direct relevance to the Project are
as follows:



Overarching NPS for Energy (EN-1); and
NPS for Fossil Fuel Electricity Generating Infrastructure (EN-2).

It is also considered that the ‘NPS for Electricity Networks Infrastructure’ (EN5) may be of some relevance to the Project as it involves a new connection to
the electricity network. The above energy NPSs, so far as they are relevant to
the Project, are considered further below.
Regard has also been had to the ‘National Planning Policy Framework’ (March
2012) (NPPF), which sets out the Government’s general planning policies for
England and how these are to be applied. Paragraph 3 of the NPPF is clear
that it does not contain specific policies for NSIPs and these are to be
determined in accordance with the decision making framework set out in the
PA 2008 and relevant NPSs, as well as any other matters that are considered
both important and relevant. However, the NPPF confirms that such
“important and relevant” matters may include the Framework itself. Such
matters can also include local development plan documents.

2.3

NATIONAL POLICY STATEMENTS

2.3.1

Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1)
Part 2 ‘Government Policy on Energy and Energy Infrastructure Development’
of EN-1 outlines the policy context for the development of NSIPs. Paragraph
2.1.2 highlights that energy is vital to economic prosperity and social wellbeing and as such it is important to ensure that the UK has secure and
affordable energy. Furthermore, producing the energy the UK requires and
getting it to where it is needed necessitates a significant amount of
infrastructure, both large and small scale.
Section 2.2 ‘The Road to 2050’ confirms the Government’s commitment to
meet the UK’s legally binding target to cut greenhouse gas emissions by at
least 80% by 2050, compared to 1990 levels (paragraph 2.2.1). This will require
major changes in how energy is generated and used.
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Part 2 identifies a number of key themes of Government energy policy. These
include the transition to a low carbon economy; the power sector and carbon
emissions; electricity market reform; and the security of energy supplies.
The transition to a low carbon economy sits at the heart of Government energy
policy. Paragraph 2.2.5 highlights how the UK economy remains reliant on
fossil fuels and that they are likely to play a significant role for some time to
come. Most of the UK’s power stations are fuelled by coal and gas and the
majority of homes have gas central heating, while on our roads, in the air and
on the sea, our transport is almost wholly dependent on oil. Paragraph 2.6
goes on to state that the UK needs to wean itself off such a high carbon energy
mix, not only to reduce greenhouse gas emissions but also to improve the
security, availability and affordability of its energy through diversification.
Paragraphs 2.2.12 - 2.2.15 refer to changes within the power sector and
highlight the significance of the EU emissions trading system (EUETS). This
forms the corner stone of UK action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
the power sector with a cap having been set on emissions from the large
industrial sectors such as electricity generation and heavy industry since 2005.
This is expected to deliver emissions reductions from these sectors of 21 %
from 2005 levels by 2020, underpinning the transition to low carbon electricity
generation. Moreover, EN-1 states that the Government supports the move
across the EU from a 20 % to a 30 % emissions reduction target by 2020. Of
further significance, is that EN-1 also confirms that the Government intends to
go beyond the EUETS to ensure that developers deliver the required levels of
investment in low carbon generation.
The section on electricity market reform (paragraphs 2.2.16 - 2.2.19) highlights
how about a quarter of the UK generating capacity is due to close by 2018 and
that new low carbon generation is required which is reliable, secure and
affordable. EN-1 states that while for the time being electricity margins are
healthy there is still the need for investment of over £100 billion in the
electricity sector alone by the end of the decade. It goes on to state that the
Government is looking at a variety of reforms to promote investment to
replace aging infrastructure and decarbonise the power generation system.
Paragraphs 2.2.20 - 2.2.26 of EN-1 deal with the security of energy supplies
and the challenge presented by the UK’s increasing reliance on imported oil
and gas. Paragraph 2.2.20 states that it is critical that the UK continues to have
secure and reliable supplies of electricity as it makes the transition to a low
carbon economy. To manage the risks to achieving security of supply the UK
needs:


sufficient electricity capacity, including more low carbon generation, to
meet demand at all times and including a ‘safety margin of spare capacity’
to accommodate unforeseen fluctuations in supply or demand;
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reliable associated supply chains (for example fuel for power stations) to
meet demand as it rises; and



a diverse mix of technologies and fuels (and fuel supply routes), so that it
does not rely on any one technology or fuel.

Part 3 of EN-1 ‘The Need for New Nationally Significant Energy Infrastructure
Projects’ defines and sets out the need that exists for nationally significant
energy infrastructure. Paragraph 3.1.1 states that the UK needs all the types of
energy infrastructure covered by EN-1 (this covers a range of electricity
generating capacity in order to achieve energy security at the same time as
dramatically reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Paragraph 3.1.2 goes on to
state that it is for industry to propose new energy infrastructure and the
Government does not consider it appropriate for planning policy to set targets
for or limits on different technologies.
Notably, paragraph 3.1.3 stresses that the SoS should assess applications for
Development Consent for the types of infrastructure covered by the energy
NPSs on the basis that the Government has demonstrated that there is a need
for those types of infrastructure and that the scale and urgency of that need is
as described for each of them. Paragraph 3.1.4 continues that the SoS should
give substantial weight to the contribution that all projects would make
toward satisfying this need when considering applications under the PA 2008.
As such, the need that exists for new energy infrastructure is not open to
debate or interpretation.
Section 3.3 of Part 3 of EN-1 specifically deals with the need for new NSIPs. It
sets out a number of key reasons why the Government believes that there is an
urgent need for new electricity infrastructure, including the following.


The UK has energy security and carbon reduction objectives and needs to
ensure sufficient electricity generating capacity to meet maximum peak
demand, with a safety margin of spare capacity to accommodate
unexpectedly high demand and to mitigate risks such as unexpected plant
closures and extreme weather events;



To help meet the above objectives a diverse mix of all types of power
generation is needed. This will reduce reliance on any one type of
generation or one source of fuel or power, thus enhancing energy security;



There is a need to replace closing electricity generating capacity. At least
22 GWe of existing electricity generating capacity will need to be replaced
in the coming years, particularly to 2020 as a result of tightening
environmental regulation and aging power stations. In addition to this,
about 10 GWe of nuclear generating capacity is expected to close over the
next 20 years;
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More electricity generating capacity needs to be provided from renewable
sources to allow the decarbonisation of electricity generation. However,
some renewable sources (such as wind, solar and tidal) are intermittent
and cannot be adjusted to meet demand. As a result, the more renewable
generating capacity the UK has, the more generation capacity will be
required overall to provide back up at times when the availability of
intermittent renewable sources is low; and



Future increases in electricity demand are expected. Even with major
improvements in overall energy efficiency, it is expected that demand for
electricity is likely to increase, as significant sectors of energy demand
(such as industry, heating and transport) switch from being powered by
fossil fuels to using electricity. As a result of this, total electricity
consumption could double by 2050 and, depending upon the choice of
how electricity is supplied; total capacity may need to be more than
doubled to be robust to all weather conditions.

Following on from paragraph 3.1.3, paragraphs 3.3.15 - 3.3.24 deal with the
urgency of the need for new electricity generating capacity. Paragraph 3.3.15
states that in order to secure energy supplies that enable the UK to meet its
obligations to 2050, there is an urgent need for new (and particularly low
carbon) energy infrastructure to be brought forward as soon as possible, and
certainly in the next 10-15 years, given the crucial role of electricity as the UK
decarbonises its energy sector.
Paragraph 3.3.23 confirms that the Government believes (based on
predictions) that it is prudent, in order to minimise the risk to energy security
and resilience, to plan for a minimum need of 59 GWe of new electricity
generating capacity by 2025. Of this, around 33 GWe would need to come
from renewable sources to meet renewable energy commitments, with the
balance to come from non-renewable capacity. The Government would like to
see a significant proportion of the balance come from low carbon generation
(paragraph 3.3.22).
Section 3.6 ‘The role of fossil fuel electricity generation’ confirms (paragraph
3.6.1) that fossil fuel power stations will continue to play an important role in
our energy mix as the UK makes the transition to a low carbon economy and
that Government policy is that they must be constructed and operate in line
with goals for combating climate change.
Paragraph 3.6.2 states the importance of the availability of coal, both
nationally and internationally in helping to give stability to the UK’s
generating capacity, noting also that unlike some renewable energy sources,
fossil fuels may be stockpiled in anticipation of future energy demands.
Paragraph 3.6.3 envisages that some of the new conventional generating
capacity is likely to come from new fossil fuel generating stations in order to
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maintain security of supply and to provide flexible back-up for the
intermittent renewable energy from wind.
Paragraph 3.6.3 also notes that while the use of fossil fuel to generate
electricity produces atmospheric emissions of carbon dioxide, new technology
offers the prospect of reducing the carbon dioxide emissions to a level where,
whilst retaining many of their existing advantages, they can also be regarded
as low carbon energy sources.
Paragraphs 3.6.4 – 3.6.7 explains the role CCS can have in meeting emissions
targets but maintaining security of supply as CCS has the potential to reduce
carbon emissions by up to 90%. Paragraph 3.64 notes that the complete chain
of CCS has yet to be demonstrated at commercial scale on a power station,
there is therefore uncertainty about the future deployment of CCS in the
economy, which can be resolved by demonstrating CCS on a commercial
scale.
Paragraph 3.6.5 notes the Government is supporting commercial scale
demonstration projects which are a priority for UK energy projects. The
projects are intended to demonstrate the full chain of CCS involving the
capture, transport and storage of carbon dioxide in the UK. Paragraph 3.6.5
states the examining authority “should take account of the importance the
Government places on demonstrating CCS, and the potential deployment of this
technology beyond the demonstration stage, in considering applications for consent of
CCS projects and associated infrastructure”.
Paragraph 3.6.6 places a condition that all new coal-fired power stations are
required to demonstrate CCS on at least 300MWe of the proposed generating
capacity.
Paragraph 3.6.8 again emphasises the need for new fossil fuel generation to
provide back-up to renewable generating capacity and to help with the
transition to low carbon electricity generation: “It is important that such fossil
fuel generating capacity should become low carbon, through development of CCS, in
line with carbon reduction targets. Therefore there is a need for CCR fossil fuel
generating stations and the need for the CCS demonstration projects is urgent.”
Part 4 ‘Assessment Principles’ of EN-1 sets out certain general policies in
accordance with which applications relating to energy infrastructure are to be
decided. This includes a number of key assessment principles.
These ‘assessment principles’ include a requirement for the SoS to start with a
presumption in favour of granting consent for applications for energy NSIPs
(paragraph 4.1.2). The presumption applies unless any more specific and
relevant policies set out in the relevant NPSs clearly indicate that consent
should be refused.
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Paragraph 4.1.3 states that in considering any project, and in particular when
weighing its adverse effects against its benefits, the SoS should take into
account:


its potential benefits including its contribution to meeting the need for
energy infrastructure, job creation and any long-term or wider benefits;
and



its potential adverse effects, including any long-term and cumulative
adverse effects, as well as any measures to avoid, reduce or compensate
for any adverse effects.

Paragraph 4.1.4 goes on to state that in this context, the SoS should take into
account environmental, social and economic benefits and adverse effects, at
national, regional and local levels.
Paragraph 4.1.5 provides clarification on the other matters that the SoS may
consider both ‘important and relevant’. It confirms that these may include
development plan documents or other documents within local development
frameworks. However, EN-1 is clear, that in the event of a conflict between
such documents and a NPS, the NPS takes precedence.
Paragraph 4.1.7 states that the SoS can impose ‘requirements’ (what are known
as conditions in relation to applications of planning permission) on a DCO to
control or mitigate aspects of the Project, provided these meet the relevant
policy tests. Furthermore, in considering applications for energy NSIPs, the
SoS (paragraph 4.1.8) may also take into account any development consent
obligations (known as S.106 planning obligations for the purpose of planning
applications) that an applicant has agreed with the relevant local
authority(ies) to mitigate effects of the Project. Again, these must satisfy the
relevant policy tests.
The other key assessment principles set out in EN-1 that apply to energy
infrastructure are detailed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1

NPS EN-1 Assessment Principles
EN-1
Ref.
4.2

Assessment
Principle
Environmental
Statement

Summary of Assessment Requirements
Projects subject to the EU EIA Directive must be accompanied by an
ES describing the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly
affected by the project.
The ES should adequately assess the likely significant effects of the
project, including any residual effects taking account of mitigation
measures and also cumulative effects.
The ES should explain what elements of the project are not yet
finalised and where this is the case, set out the maximum extent of the
Project in terms of site and plant specification and assess it on that
basis.
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EN-1
Ref.
4.3

Assessment
Principle
Habitats and
Species
Regulations

4.4

Alternatives

4.5

Criteria for
Good Design
for Energy
Infrastructure
Consideration
of Combined
Heat and
Power (CHP)
Consideration
of CCS and
Carbon
Capture
Readiness
(CCR)
Climate
Change
Adaptation

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

Grid
Connection

4.10

Pollution
Control and
other
Environmental
Regulatory
Regimes

Summary of Assessment Requirements
Applicants must establish whether a Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA) is required under the EU Habitats and Birds
Directives. Where this is the case sufficient information must be
provided with the application in order to enable the SoS to determine
whether an Appropriate Assessment is required.
No general requirement to consider alternatives other than applicants
are obliged to include within the ES information about the main
alternatives studied and the principle reasons for the applicant’s
choice. In some circumstances there is specific legislation (e.g.
Habitats and Birds Directives) that requires the consideration of
alternatives. The relevant technology specific NPSs may also impose
policy requirements to consider alternatives (as does EN-1 in Sections
5.3 (Biodiversity and Geological Conservation), 5.7 (Flood Risk) and
5.9 (Landscape and Visual).
Energy infrastructure should be sustainable and, having regard to
regulatory and other constraints, be attractive, durable and as
adaptable as possible and apply good design in terms of siting and
appearance.
Places a requirement upon applicants to consider the viability of CHP
and provide evidence that the possibility of this has been fully
explored.
Applies to large scale fossil fuel generating plant, including new coal
fired power stations.

Applicants should take account of the need to adapt to and mitigate
the effects of climate change within the design of energy
infrastructure in order to ensure that this is sufficiently resilient
against possible effects of climate change so that it can satisfy energy
needs. Applicants should also take account of the potential effects of
the infrastructure upon climate change using the latest UK climate
change projections.
It is for the applicant to ensure that the necessary grid connection can
be provided for new energy infrastructure and that there is sufficient
capacity within existing or planned transmission and distribution
networks to accommodate the electricity generated.
Discharges / emissions from new energy infrastructure that may
affect air, water and land quality and the marine environment, or
which involve noise and vibration may be subject to separate
regulation under the Pollution Control Framework or other
consenting and licencing regimes. Many projects will be subject to
the environmental permitting (EP) regime, which also includes
operational waste management requirements for certain activities.
Applicants are advised to make early contact with relevant regulators,
including the EA to discuss their requirements or environmental
permits and other consents. Wherever possible, applicants are
encouraged to submit applications for EPs and other necessary
consents at the same time as applying for development consent.
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EN-1
Ref.
4.11

Assessment
Principle
Safety

4.12

Hazardous
Substances

4.13

Health

4.14

Common Law
Nuisance and
Statutory
Nuisance
Security
Considerations

7.15

Summary of Assessment Requirements
Applicants should consult with the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) on matters relating to safety. In particular, applicants seeking
to implement infrastructure subject to the COMAH Regulations
should make early contact with the competent authority (comprising
that HSE and the EA acting jointly in England and Wales). If a safety
report is required it is important to discuss with the competent
authority the type of information that should be provided at the
design and development stage and what form this should take.
Hazardous Substances Consent (HSC) will be required where certain
substances are stored above thresholds set out in the Hazardous
Substances Regulations.
Where the project has an effect on human beings, the ES should assess
these effects for each element of the project, identifying any adverse
health effects and measures to avoid, reduce or compensate for these
effects as appropriate. The applicant should also consider the
cumulative impact on health. Direct effects on health may include
increased traffic, air or water pollution, dust, odour, hazardous waste
and substances, noise, exposure to radiation and increases in pests.
Possible sources of nuisance under Section 79(1) of the EPA 1990 and
how they can be mitigated or limited should be identified and
appropriate requirements including any subsequent development
consent order.
Proportionate protective security measures should be designed in to
new infrastructure projects at an early stage in project development.
Where applications relate to potentially critical infrastructure there
may be national security considerations. DECC will be notified at
pre-application stage about every likely future application for energy
infrastructure so that any national security implications can be
identified. Where these are identified, the application should consult
with relevant security experts.

Part 5 of EN-1 deals with the ‘Generic Impacts’ of energy infrastructure. These
include effects that occur in relation to all or most types of energy
infrastructure in addition to others that may only be relevant to certain
technologies. Paragraph 5.1.2 stresses that the list of effects is not exhaustive
and that applicants should identify the effects of their projects in the ES in
terms of both those covered by the NPSs and others that may be relevant.
In relation to each of the generic effects listed within Part 5, guidance is
provided on how the applicant should assess these and also the considerations
that PINS should take into account in its decision making. The generic effects
are listed in Table 2.2, and these have been taken into account in the relevant
technical assessments (Volume 2, Chapters A to I).
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Table 2.2

NPS EN-1 Generic Effects
EN-1 Ref
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12
5.13
5.14
5.15

2.3.2

Generic Impact
Air Quality and Emissions
Biodiversity and Geological Conservation
Civil and Military Aviation and Defence Interest
Coastal Change
Dust, Odour, Artificial Light, Smoke, Steam and Insect Infestation
Flood Risk
Historic Environment
Landscape and Visual
Land Use including Open space, Green Infrastructure and Green Belt.
Noise and Vibration
Socio-Economic
Traffic and Transport
Waste Management
Water Quality and Resources

National Policy Statement for Fossil Fuel Electricity Generating
Infrastructure (EN-2)
EN-2 is one of the suite of technology specific NPSs that sit under EN-1. It
deals specifically with fossil fuel infrastructure, including coal-fired electricity
generating infrastructure.
EN-2 reiterates the vital role fossil fuel generating stations will play in
providing reliable electricity supplies and a secure and diverse mix as the UK
makes its transition towards a secure decarbonised electricity system. It also
restates from EN-1 the Government policy that all new coal-fired generating
stations should be required to capture and store the carbon emissions from a
substantial proportion of their capacity.
Part 2 deals with assessment and technology-specific information, including
factors influencing site selection by applicants, Government policy criteria for
fossil fuel generating stations and the main technology specific effect
considerations.
Paragraphs 2.2.1 – 2.2.11 state the factors influencing site selection by
applicants including land use, transport infrastructure, water resources and
grid connection,
Paragraphs 2.3.1 – 2.3.16 give criteria which must be met before consent for a
new fossil fuel generating station can be given. These include consideration of
combined heat and power, climate change adaptation and “good design” for
energy infrastructure.
With regard to CCS paragraph 2.3.6 restates the requirement of EN-1 that new
coal-fired generating stations are to be constructed with a full CCS chain fitted
on at least 300 MWe net of their proposed generating capacity. Operators of
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fossil fuel generating stations are also required to comply with any Emission
Performance Standards that may apply.
Paragraph 2.3.7 requires applicants to show technically feasible plans for a
CO2 capture unit that meets the minimum size requirements, an EIA
addressing effects arising from the capture plant and documentation to ensure
compliance with all other existing policy.
Paragraph 2.3.8 requires applications to submit sufficient information on CCS
to meet the requirements of the draft DECC guidelines on CCS for developers.
PINS will also have regard to advice from the Environment Agency on the
technical feasibility of the project.
The impact assessment principles that are identified as being particularly
relevant to fossil fuel generating stations are set out at paragraphs 2.5 – 2.10 of
EN-2 and are listed in Table 2.3 below.
Table 2.3

NPS EN-2 Assessment Principles
EN-2 Ref.
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10

2.3.3

Impact Assessment Principle
Air quality and emissions
Landscape and visual
Noise and vibration
Release of dust by coal-fired generating stations
Residue management for coal-fired generating stations
Water quality and resources

National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5)
EN-5 is of some relevance to the Project as it includes a new electricity grid
connection with the electricity network. The electricity connection has been
included within the DCO application. .
EN-5 (Section 2.3) sets out the general assessment principles for electricity
network infrastructure. Paragraphs 2.3.1 - 2.3.6 set out a number of
assessment principles that PINS may have regard to in considering such
infrastructure, including the contribution that it would make to the promotion
of renewable energy, the achievement of climate change objectives and the
maintenance of an appropriate level of security of electricity supply
(paragraph 2.3.4). Electricity network infrastructure is also subject to the same
broad assessment principles as other energy infrastructure, notably climate
change adaptation (Section 2.4) and good design (Section 2.5).
The technology specific impact assessment principles that are identified for
electricity network infrastructure are listed in Table 2.4 below.
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Table 2.4

NPS EN-5 Assessment Principles
EN-5 Ref.
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10

2.3.4

Impact Assessment Principle
Biodiversity and Geological Conservation
Landscape and Visual
Noise and Vibration
Electric and Magnetic Fields

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
The NPPF was adopted in March 2012 and replaced the majority of the
Planning Policy Statements (PPSs) and Planning Policy Guidance Notes
(PPGNs).
The NPPF sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how
these are to be applied. It is a material consideration in planning decisions.
Paragraph 3 of the NPPF makes clear that the document does not contain
specific policies for NSIPs and that these are to be determined in accordance
with the decision making framework set out in the PA 2008 and relevant
NPSs, as well as any other matters that are considered both ‘important and
relevant’. The paragraph goes on to confirm that matters that can be
considered to both ‘important and relevant’ to NSIPs may include the NPPF.
Paragraph 6 of the NPPF is clear that the purpose of the planning system is to
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development and that the policies
that are set out in the Framework, taken as a whole, constitute the
Government’s view of what sustainable development in England means in
practice. Paragraph 7 goes on to identify three dimensions to sustainable
development: economic, social and environmental. It states that these
dimensions give rise to the need for the planning system to perform a number
of roles as follows.


An economic role: contributing to a strong, responsive and competitive
economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in
the right places and that at the right time to support growth and
innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development
requirements, including the provision of infrastructure.



A social role: supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by
providing the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and
future generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with
accessible local services that reflect the communities’ needs and support its
health, social and cultural well-being.



An environmental role: contributing to protecting and enhancing our
natural, built and historic environment; and as part of this, help to
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improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste
and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving
to a low carbon economy.
Paragraph 8 emphasises that these roles should not be undertaken in isolation,
because they are mutually dependent. For example, economic growth can
secure higher social and environmental standards, while well designed
buildings and places can improve the lives of people and communities.
Central to the NPPF is ‘a presumption in favour of sustainable development’. This
is highlighted at Paragraph 14. For decision taking, this means approving
applications that accord with the development plan without delay.
Paragraph 17 sets out a number of core land-use planning principles that
should underpin decision making. Those of particular relevance include:


to practically drive and support sustainable economic development to
deliver the infrastructure that the country needs;



to seek to secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for
all existing and future occupants of land and buildings;



to support the transition to a low carbon future in a changing climate,
taking full account of flood risk and encouraging the reuse of existing
resources and the use of renewable energy sources (for example, by the
development of renewable energy);



contribute to conserving and enhancing the natural environment and
reducing pollution; and



actively manage patterns of growth to make the fullest possible use of
public transport, walking and cycling, and focus significant development
in locations which are or can be made sustainable.

A summary of the NPPF policies of relevance to the Project is provided in
Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5

National Planning Policy Framework Policy Summary
NPPF
Ref.
Part 1

Policy Title /
Paragraph
Building a
strong and
competitive
economy

Part 4

Promoting
sustainable
transport

Part 7

Requiring
good design

Part 10

Meeting the
challenge of
climate
change,
flooding and
coastal change’
focuses upon
adapting to
and mitigating
the effects of
climate change

Summary of Policy
Confirms that the Government is committed to securing economic
growth in order to create jobs and prosperity, building on the
country’s inherent strengths, and to meet the twin challenges of
global competition and of a low carbon future. Paragraph 21 makes
it clear that the planning system should do all it can to support
sustainable economic growth through, amongst other measures,
planning proactively and removing barriers to investment such as a
lack of infrastructure. It goes on to state that local authorities
should identify priority areas for economic regeneration,
infrastructure provision and environmental enhancement.
Aimed at facilitating more sustainable transport choices so as to
contribute to wider sustainability and health objectives. Paragraph
32 states that all projects that generate significant amounts of
movement should be supported by a Transport Statement or
Assessment and these should consider the opportunities to make
use of sustainable transport modes. Paragraph 36 identifies Travel
Plans as being the key tool to facilitating more sustainable transport
choices.
Deals with the matter of design in the built environment.
Paragraph 56 confirms that the Government attaches great
importance to the design of the built environment and that good
design is a key aspect of sustainable development and is indivisible
from good planning. Paragraph 57 goes on to state that it is
important to plan positively for the achievement of high quality and
inclusive design for all development.
Paragraph 93 highlights that planning plays a key role in helping
shape places to secure radical reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions, minimising vulnerability and providing resilience to the
effects of climate change, and supporting the delivery of renewable
and low carbon energy. This is seen as central to the economic,
social and environmental dimensions of sustainable development.
Paragraph 97 goes on to state that to help increase the use and
supply of renewable and low carbon energy, local authorities
should recognise the responsibility of all communities to contribute
to energy generation.
Paragraph 99 stresses that new projects should be planned to avoid
increased vulnerability to the range of effects arising from climate
change, including flood risk, coastal change, water supply and
changes to biodiversity and landscape. When development is
brought forward in areas that are vulnerable, care should be taken
to ensure that risk can be managed through suitable adaptation
measures.
Paragraph 100 states that where a project is necessary in areas at
risk of flooding it should be made safe without increasing flood risk
elsewhere. In such cases, it is necessary for applicants to
demonstrate that the ‘Sequential Test’ has been satisfied (i.e. it is not
possible, consistent with sustainability objectives, for the project to
be located in zones with a lower probability of flooding). If the
Sequential Test is satisfied, applicants must then apply the
‘Exception Test’. This involves demonstrating that the project
would provide sustainability benefits to the community that
outweigh the flood risk and that it would be safe for its lifetime,
without increasing flood risk elsewhere (paragraphs 101 - 103).
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NPPF
Ref.
Part 11

Part 12

2.4

Policy Title /
Paragraph
Conserving
and enhancing
the natural
environment

Conserving
and enhancing
the historic
environment

Summary of Policy
Aimed at through a number of means, including protecting and
enhancing valued landscapes; geological conservation interests and
soil; minimising effects on biodiversity and providing net gains in
biodiversity where possible; and preventing both new and existing
development from contributing to or being put at unacceptable risk
from, or being adversely affected by unacceptable levels of soil, air,
water or noise pollution or land instability. These themes are
expanded upon in paragraphs 110 - 125.
Paragraph 120 states that local authorities should ensure that new
development is appropriate to its location. The effects (including
cumulative effects) of pollution on health, the natural environment
or general amenity, and the potential sensitivity of the area or
project to adverse effects and pollution, should be taken into
account.
Paragraph 123 emphasises the need to avoid noise from new
projects giving rise to significant adverse effects of health and the
quality of life, while Paragraph 124 states that planning decisions
should ensure that any new project in AQMA is consistent with the
local Air Quality Action Plan.
Matters relating to the conservation of the historic environment are
dealt with at Section 12 of the NPPF (paragraphs 126-141).
Paragraph 128 states that where a project is proposed on a site that
includes or has the potential to include heritage assets or
archaeological interests, applicants should be required to submit an
appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field
evaluation.

REGIONAL PLANNING POLICY
The Regional Strategy for Yorkshire and Humber (Partial Revocation) Order
2013 (SI 2013 No. 117), came in to force on 22nd February 2013, revoking the
Yorkshire and Humberside Plan with the exception of the ‘Key Diagram’ and
the policies relating to the Green Belt around the City of York. These policies
are not relevant to the Project and are not considered any further.

2.5

LOCAL PLANNING POLICY

2.5.1

General Considerations
The development plan for the purposes of the Project therefore is comprised
of the local development plan documents that are in place. As the Project site
lies entirely within the administrative area of Selby District Council (SDC), the
development plan comprises the following documents:





The Selby District Core Strategy Local Plan (2013);
The ‘saved’ policies of the Selby District Local Plan (2005);
The ‘saved’ policies of the North Yorkshire Waste Local Plan (2006); and
The ‘saved’ policies of the North Yorkshire Minerals Local Plan (1997).
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2.5.2

Planning Designations
The Project site is located outside of defined development limits on the Local
Plan Proposals Map (2005).
Local Plan policy EMP10 (Additional Industrial Development at Drax and
Eggborough Power Plant) is of relevance to Project site in that additional
industrial / business development may be permitted at or close to Drax and
Eggborough power stations provided the proposal:

2.5.3



“Is directly related to the process of generating electricity, either by making use of
by-products from the power station or utilising a direct source of electricity;



Would be suitably linked to the strategic highway and rail networks and would
not create conditions prejudicial to highway safety;



Would not create environmental problems associated with noise, smell or water
pollution or dust emissions;



Would not have a significant adverse effect on residential amenity in nearby
settlements;



Would be related to existing development and would be well screened, including
provision for earth mounding and strategic off-site planting; and



Would not harm nature conservation interests or sites of archaeological
importance”.

SDC Development Plan Policies
A summary of the SDC local development plan policies relevant to the Project
is provided in the following tables (Table 2.6 and Table 2.7).

Table 2.6

The Selby District Core Strategy Local Plan 2013
Policy
No.
SP 1

SP 2

SP12

Policy Title

Summary of Policy

Presumption in
Favour of
Sustainable
Development
Spatial
Development
Strategy
Access to Services,
Community
Facilities, and
Infrastructure

The Council will take a positive approach that reflects the
presumption in favour of sustainable development
contained in the NPPF.
Projects should be directed towards towns and sustainable
villages.
Infrastructure and community facilities should be provided
on site, but where this is technically unachievable or not
appropriate for other justified reasons, off-site provision or
a financial contribution towards infrastructure and
community facilities will be sought.
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Policy
No.
SP 13

SP 15

SP 17

SP 18

SP 19

Table 2.7

Policy Title

Summary of Policy

Scale and
Distribution of
Economic Growth
Sustainable
Development and
Climate Change
Low-Carbon and
Renewable Energy

Projects should be sustainable and be appropriate in scale
and type to its location; it should not harm the character of
the area and seek a good standard of amenity.
Projects should not compromise the local environment; it
should minimise traffic growth by promoting sustainable
modes through Travel Plans.
Low-Carbon schemes, including CCS must be designed and
located to protect the environment and local amenity,
demonstrate that wider benefits outweigh environmental
harm and minimise effects on local communities.
Projects should safeguard landscape character and protect
air quality from all types of pollution.

Protecting and
Enhancing the
Environment
Design Quality

Projects should facilitate sustainable access modes;
incorporate off-site landscaping for large sites where
appropriate; prevent development from contributing to
unacceptable risk from unacceptable levels of air, light or
noise pollution.

'Saved' Policies of the Selby District Local Plan (2005)
Policy
No.
ENV 1
(Selby
District
Local
Plan)
ENV 2
(Selby
District
Local
Plan)
ENV 3
(Selby
District
Local
Plan)

Policy Title

Summary of Policy

Control of
Development

In considering development the LPA will take account of
the effect upon character of the area and the amenity of
adjoining occupiers; the effect on the highway network;
and the capacity of local services and infrastructure.

Environmental
Pollution and
Contamination

Projects giving rise to unacceptable levels of noise,
nuisance or environmental pollution will not be permitted
unless satisfactory remedial or preventative measures can
be incorporated.

Light Pollution

Outdoor lighting will only be permitted where lighting
schemes represent the minimum level required for security
and operational purposes, are designed to minimise glare
and light spillage and would not adversely affect local
amenity or significantly detract from the character of a
rural area.
Projects which would harm a local nature reserve or a site
of local importance for nature conservation will only be
permitted where there are no reasonable alternative means
of meeting the development need and it can be
demonstrated that there are reasons for the project which
outweigh the need to safeguard the intrinsic local nature
conservation value of the site.
Projects likely to harm the natural features of or access to
river, stream and canal corridors will not be permitted
unless the importance of the project outweighs these
interests, and adequate compensatory measures are
provided.

ENV9

Sites of Importance
for Nature
Conservation

ENV12

River and Stream
Corridors
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Policy
No.
ENV13

ENV15

ENV16

ENV17
ENV27

ENV28

2.6

Policy Title

Summary of Policy

Development
affecting ponds

Projects that harm the landscape, historical or wildlife
value of a pond will not be permitted unless the need
outweighs the value, an equivalent habitat can be created
elsewhere or appropriate management measures are
incorporated.
Design, layout and landscaping of projects should seek to
minimise effects on locally important landscape areas.

Conservation and
Enhancement of
Locally Important
Landscape Areas
Development
Affecting Historic
Parks and Gardens
Historic Battlefields
Scheduled
Monuments and
Important
Archaeological Sites
Other
Archaeological Sites

EMP9

Expansion of
Existing
Employment Uses
in Rural Areas

EMP10

Additional
Industrial
Development at
Drax and
Eggborough Power
Stations

T 1 (Selby
District
Local
Plan)
T2

Development in
Relation to the
Highway Network

T8

Public Rights of
Way

Access to Roads

Projects should not harm the appearance, setting, character
or amenity of an historic park or garden.
Projects should not harm the historical, archaeological or
landscape interest of a registered historic battlefield.
Scheduled monuments and other nationally important
archaeological sites should be preserved unless there are
exceptional circumstances.
Projects affecting sites of known or possible archaeological
interest will require an archaeological assessment /
evaluation. Archaeological remains should be preserved in
situ through design and layout of new projects.
Proposals for the expansion of existing industrial uses
outside of development limits are permitted provided
there will be no significant adverse effects on highway
safety, local amenity or the character and appearance of
the area and the proposals achieve a high standard of
design.
Additional Industrial development is permitted at Drax
that is directly related to the process of generating
electricity, would be suitably linked to the highway and
rail networks, would not affect residential amenity or
create environmental problems, would be well screened
and would not harm nature conservation interests or
archaeology.
Projects should be well related to the highway network
and will only be permitted where existing roads have
adequate capacity unless appropriate off-site
improvements are undertaken by the developer.
Projects which would create a new access or intensify an
existing access will be permitted only if there is no
detriment to highway safety and the location and standard
or the access is acceptable to the highway authority.
Projects should not have a significant adverse effect on
public rights of way unless alternative routes can be
provided.

CONCLUSIONS ON POLICY
The NPSs form the primary basis for decisions by the SoS on applications for
NSIPs. The energy NPSs confirm the urgent need for energy infrastructure, in
particular, low carbon and renewable electricity generating capacity, to assist
in affecting the transition of the UK to a low carbon economy, meeting
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emissions targets and enhancing the security of energy supplies, amongst
other objectives. This includes generation from coal with CCS. The need that
exists for new electricity generating capacity is not open to debate or
interpretation. The Project therefore, accords with the energy NPSs in terms
of the objective of delivering more low carbon and renewable electricity
generating capacity.
In addition to defining the need for new energy infrastructure, the NPSs
provide detailed guidance on matters to take into account when both
preparing and assessing applications for NSIPs. This covers a number of key
assessment principles as well as a range of generic effects, some of which are
common to most energy infrastructure, as well as others that may only be
relevant to certain technologies. These will be taken into account in carrying
out the EIA for the Project.
In terms of local policy as noted above “additional industrial / business
development may be permitted at or close to Drax provided” that it is “directly related
to the process of generating electricity” and shown to meet certain outlined
environmental, infrastructure and social criteria. The Project will be
developed to meet these criteria and is important in ensuring that the existing
Drax Power site can continue to remain commercial viable within the
constraints of national requirements for new electrical generating
infrastructure.
In making decisions on NSIPs, the SoS must have regard to any other matters
that he / she considers are both important and relevant. Such matters in
relation to the Project may include the NPPF and also relevant development
plan policy. In broad terms, the policies contained within these documents
support the delivery of more energy infrastructure, notably, local policy
identifies the site for power generation development.

2.7

OTHER CONSENTS AND PERMITS REQUIRED TO BUILD AND OPERATE

2.7.1

Environmental Permit
An Environmental Permit will be required in order to operate the Project. The
existing Drax Power Station operates under a permit granted in 2007 by the
Environment Agency, under the Environmental Permitting (England and
Wales) Regulations 2007 (Permit Number EPR/VP3530LS/A001). It is
probable that a further variation to the existing permit will be sought to
incorporate the operations of the Project. This will be subject to consultation
with and agreement of the Environment Agency.

2.7.2

Hazardous Substance Consent
Due to the nature and volume of some materials stored when the Project
becomes operational Hazardous Substance Consent is required in accordance
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with the Planning (Hazardous Substances) Regulations 1992. CPL has already
applied for this consent and Hazardous Substance Consent for the Project was
granted by Selby District Council on 07/05/2014 (Decision number
2013/1186/HAZ).
2.7.3

Footpath Diversion
Discussions are currently underway with the North Yorkshire County
Council’s footpath officer to identify alternative routes for the footpath which
crosses the proposed Operational and Laydown areas. Consultation was
undertaking in April and May 2014 with local walking groups who are
members of the Ramblers Association regarding a suitable footpath diversion.

2.8

RELEVANT GUIDANCE

2.8.1

The Environmental Impact Assessment
The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with various guidance
documents, including the following:

2.8.2



Environment Agency (2002) Scoping Guidelines for the Environmental
Impact Assessment of Projects, May 2002;



Planning Inspectorate (April 2012) Advice note three: Consultation and
notification undertaken by the Planning Inspectorate;



Planning Inspectorate (April 2012) Advice note seven: Environmental
Impact Assessment, screening and scoping;



Planning Inspectorate (April 2012) Advice note nine: Rochdale Envelope;



Planning Inspectorate (April 2012) Advice note eleven: Working with
public bodies in the infrastructure planning process, and



Planning Inspectorate (April 2012) Advice note sixteen: The developer’s
pre-application consultation, publicity and notification duties.

Carbon Capture Readiness (Electricity Generating Stations) Regulations 2013
The Carbon Capture Readiness (Electricity Generating Stations) Regulations
2013 require that it will be technically and economically feasible to retrofit
CCS to a power station in the future, including linking it to an offshore site of
deep geological storage as well as the retrofitting of carbon capture (and CO2
compression) equipment to the power station itself. Specifically, applicants
for power station consents will be required to demonstrate:
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1. that sufficient space is available on or near the site to accommodate carbon
capture equipment in the future;
2. the technical feasibility of retrofitting their chosen carbon capture
technology;
3. that a suitable area of deep geological storage offshore exists for the
storage of captured CO2 from the proposed power station;
4. the technical feasibility of transporting the captured CO2 to the proposed
storage area; and
5. the likelihood that it will be economically feasible within the power
station’s lifetime, to link it to a full CCS chain, covering retrofitting of
capture equipment, transport and storage.
For the Project, as capture technology is integral to the design, points 1, 2 and
5 are not applicable. Points 3 and 4 are not directly applicable and will be
addressed by National Grid Carbon Ltd (NGCL) in its CO2 pipeline DCO
submission.
2.8.3

The Energy Act 2011 and Electricity Market Reform (EMR)
The Energy Act 2011 received Royal Assent on 18 December 2013. The Energy
Act established Electricity Market Reform (EMR). EMR has been developed to
meet three main objectives:




ensuring the future security of electricity supplies;
driving the decarbonisation of electricity generation; and
minimising costs to consumers.

The Energy Act includes two directly applicable sections for new fossil fuel
stations.


Section 7 of the Energy Act sets a statutory limit (Emissions Performance
Standard (EPS)) on the amount of annual CO2 emissions of 450g/kWh
until 2045 for new fossil fuel generating stations. However provision is
also made under this section to except from the EPS projects being
developed under the UK’s CCS Commercialisation Programme or
benefiting from European Union or Contract for Difference funding for
commercial scale CCS; and



There will be a Feed-in Tariff with long term Contracts for Difference with
low carbon generators.

EMR is designed to facilitate these objectives chiefly via two mechanisms: the
Contract for Difference (CfD) and the Capacity Market. EMR is intended to
enable competition between low-carbon technologies as soon as practicable in
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order to achieve the Government’s objectives at the least cost to consumers.
The Electricity Market Reform Delivery Plan(1) provides a number of scenarios
for the deployment of CCS. In the ‘higher deployment’ scenario three CCS
plants will be built by the end of 2020, with commercial deployment of both
gas and coal CCS throughout the 2020s, leading to deployment of around
13GWe CCS in 2030. Peterhead and the Project are realistically the only
schemes that could be operational by 2020.

(1) DECC December 2013
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3

EIA PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY

3.1

INTRODUCTION

3.1.1

General Considerations
This chapter outlines the overall methodology that has been applied during
the EIA process. It describes the general approach that has been used to
identify, evaluate and mitigate environmental and socio-economic effects. It
also outlines the temporal, spatial and technical scope used in the EIA.
Aspects of methodology that are specific to the technical subject areas covered
by the EIA are described in the respective technical reports in Volume 2 of the
ES.
Incompliance with the Planning Act 2008 (PA 2008) and the Infrastructure
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 (the EIA
Regulations) the adopted process includes the following activities:


establishment, through consultation, of the scope of the EIA including
obtaining a Scoping Opinion;



meaningful consultation on preliminary environmental information with
both the public and Section 42 of the PA 2008 consultees to not only
provide information baseline conditions but also detailed assessment
methodologies, identified potential effects and preliminary mitigation;



following from the above, a series of face to face meetings and public
consultation in accordance with Section 48 of the PA 2008;



consideration of any potential alternative sites, technologies, plant
configurations, transportation options etc;



the development of a comprehensive understanding of the existing
baseline environmental conditions for the Project site and the relevant
‘areas of influence’ for each technical assessment;



identification of potential environmental effects resulting from the Project
both alone and in combination with other significant projects and plans
within the area of influence;



determination of how the potential environmental effects can be avoided,
reduced or off-set through informed design and / or further mitigation
and how its benefits may be enhanced;
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assessment of the significance of the potential effects in conjunction with
other effects arising from the Project and those from other neighbouring
developments and / or sources of cumulative effects; and



the development of practicable measures to mitigate, manage and monitor
any significant residual effects.

The impact assessment has followed a systematic process that predicts the
impacts of the Project and evaluates the effects it is expected to have on
aspects of the physical, biological and human environment. It identifies
measures that will be taken to avoid, reduce, remedy, offset or compensate for
adverse effects, and to provide benefits, as far as is reasonably practicable.
The overall approach followed is shown schematically in Figure 3.1 and the
key steps are described in the subsequent sections. It should be noted that
EIA is not a linear process, but an iterative one, in which findings are revisited
and modified as the application and EIA progress.
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Figure 3.1

Overview of the EIA Process for a DCO

3.1.2

Assessment
Predict magnitude of impacts

Evaluate significance of effects
Investigate mitigation options

Consultation

Baseline Definition

Project Design and Definition, including Alternatives

Scoping

Reassess residual effect
(if necessary)

Preliminary Environmental
Information Report (PEIR)
Further Assessment
(if required)

Environmental Statement
(ES)

Some Specific Requirements of the Regulations and DCO Process
Scoping
The purpose of scoping was to identify the likely significant effects of the
Project that would require investigation and to develop the resulting terms of
reference for the assessment studies. This involved the systematic
consideration of the potential for interaction between activities involved in
developing the Project, the impacts that arise from them and aspects of the
physical, biological and human environment that may be affected. The
process is referred to as ‘scoping’ and was advised by consultation.
An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Scoping Report for the Project
was submitted to a range of consultees in December 2012 outlining the Project
and method of environmental / social baseline collection and assessment. In
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January 2013 the Secretary of State responded with a Scoping Opinion
including responses from a range of consultees.
The scoping process for the Project involved setting out the scope of the EIA in
terms of its technical, spatial and temporal coverage and then, based on
knowledge of the intended activity at the time of scoping and the Project’s
environmental and socio-economic setting, identifying the key issues for the
EIA to address. The scoping process was advised by interaction with the
Project design team and by public consultation on the Scoping Report. The
scoping process also identified the key sources of information to be used in the
EIA.
Scoping is discussed further in Section 3.1.3.
Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR)
In June 2014 as required by Section 42 of the 2008 PA, Capture Power Ltd
(CPL) consulted with those persons specified in Section 42 and Section 44 of
the Act. These included local authorities, prescribed consultation bodies,
affected owners and other interests in land.
This consultation took the form of information compiled at that point in time
on the Project’s environmental and social impacts in a series of Preliminary
Environmental Information Reports (PEIR) and a non-technical summary.
The structure of the PEIR is detail in Table 3.1 below:
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Table 3.1

Structure of the Environmental Statement
Report title
Non-technical Summary
Volume 1 – Introduction
and summary chapters

Volume 2 - Technical
Reports

Volume 3 – Other
Reports and Plans

ES Section
1 Introduction
2 Legislation, Policy and Guidance
3 EIA Process and Methodology
4 Overview of Environmental and Socioeconomic Baseline
5 Project Description and Alternatives
6 Construction Phase Effects and Mitigation
7 Operational Effects and Mitigation
8 Decommissioning Effects and Mitigation
9 – Summary of Cumulative Effects
10 Conclusions
A Air Quality
B Noise and Vibration
C Surface Water and Flood Risk
D Geology, Hydrogeology and Land Quality
E Traffic and Transport
F Socio-economic Characteristics
G Archaeology and Cultural Heritage
H Landscape and Visual Amenity
I Ecology and Nature Conservation
J – Construction Environmental Management Plan
K – Various plans
L – Habitats Regulations Screening Assessment
M – Greenhouse Gas Assessment
N – Climate Change Risk Assessment
O - Environmental Protection Statement of Engagement on Section 79
of Environmental Protection Act 1990 (Statutory Nuisances)
P – EIA Scoping Report
Q – Scoping Opinion
R – Framework Site Waste Management Plan

A number of responses were received to this consultation and subsequent face
to face meetings were held to further discuss matters raised. A summary of
key responses and how this ES has endeavoured to address them is presented
in each of the technical reports in Volume 2, Chapters A to I.
3.1.3

Scope of the EIA
Technical Scope
The Project is a supercritical pulverised coal fired plant consisting mainly of
dual air / oxygen fired pulverised coal boiler, turbine-generator unit, and CO2
capture system. The Project will require land within the existing Drax Power
Station for use as Infrastructure Corridors to operate and land during
construction for temporary laydown areas (including land adjoining an
existing jetty structure to be used chiefly for the importation of abnormal
indivisible loads (AILs). To identify potential effects arising from these Project
aspects the scope of EIA was outlined in the Scoping Report and has been
further refined based on the Scoping Opinion and subsequent PEIR
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consultation. The technical scope has also been influenced by iterative liaison
with CPL’s engineering and design team to ensure that technical studies,
where necessary, are based on a reasonable worst case scenario. The current
assumed technical scope of the EIA is summarised in Table 3.2 below.
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Table 3.2

Technical Scope
Aspect
Air Quality

Noise and
Vibration

Flood Risk and
Surface Water

Geology,
Hydrogeology and
Contamination
Traffic and
Transport

Socio-economic
Characteristics
Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage

Scope of Technical Study

Baseline ambient air quality including environmental air quality
monitoring undertaken in the Aire Valley.

Modelling / assessment of emissions of effluent gases to air during
both air- and oxy modes.

Modelling / assessment of emissions to air from construction traffic.

Assessment of the potential for dust during construction.

Baseline noise measurements.

Operational noise modelling using ISO 9613 prediction
methodology.

Construction noise assessment to BS 5128.

Modelling / assessment of construction traffic noise.

Flood Risk Assessment in accordance with the NPPF including
Breach Analysis of the River Ouse.

Management of operational surface water and approach to
Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUD).

Water Framework Directive assessment (if required).

Current land quality of the Project site.

Conceptual Site Model for construction and operational phases.








Landscape and
Visual Amenity






Ecology and
Nature
Conservation





Waste
management






Cumulative Effects
Assessment



Traffic Assessment covering all Project phases but with a core focus
on construction. Assessment of effects using Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA) Guidelines.
Development of draft Travel Plan.
Assessment of socio-economic effects including land-use and
community infrastructure.
Assessment of potential construction / decommissioning impacts on
buried resources.
Assessment of operational impacts on the setting of identified
receptors.
Development of a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) to test a
number of geophysical and other anomalies that have been identified
before the commencement of construction activities.
Identification of the zone of visual influence for the Project.
Assessment of effects during construction.
Landscape and visual assessment of the built Project.
Information on the scale and finish of built elements from the design
team.
Ecological Impact Assessment.
Habitats Regulations Screening Assessment.
Development of a draft method statement related to works
necessitating a badger licence from Natural England before the
commencement of construction activities.
Draft construction waste management framework.
Information on proposed operational waste management and how
the Project will be integrated into Drax’s existing Environmental
Management System / Environmental Permit.
Information from CPL on the composition and management of waste
during construction.
Information from Alstom and BOC Linde on assumed operational
waste streams and management.
Information on how cumulative developments have been screened
for consideration. An assessment has been undertaken within each
of the specialist sections; for instance air quality, ecology.
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Spatial Scope
A key requirement of the EIA process is to appropriately define study areas or
the areas of influence. For the Project, the area of influence is defined taking
into consideration the following.


The area likely to be affected by:
o the Project and CPL’s activities and facilities that are directly
owned, operated or managed (including by contractors) and that
are a component of the Project;
o effects from unplanned but predictable developments caused by
the project that may occur later or at a different location; and
o indirect Project effects.



Associated facilities, which are facilities that are not funded as part of the
Project and that would not have been constructed or expanded if the
Project did not exist and without which the Project would not be viable.



Cumulative effects that result from the incremental impact on areas or
resources used or directly affected by the Project, together with other
existing, planned or reasonably defined developments at the time the
identification process is conducted.

Following on from this definition, the area of influence includes the following:


the primary Project site(s) and related facilities that the CPL develops or
controls and the additional areas in which aspects of the environment
could conceivably experience significant effects;



associated facilities that are not developed and funded as part of the
Project but are essential for the Project and without which the Project
cannot proceed, and the associated additional areas in which aspects of the
environment could conceivably experience significant effects (for instance
Infrastructure Corridors, Construction Laydown Areas and areas
adjoining the existing jetty structure chiefly to be used for the importation
of some AILs);



areas potentially affected by cumulative effects resulting from other
projects known at the time of the assessment, further planned phases of
the Project or any other existing circumstances (for instance NGCL’s CO2
transmission pipeline); and



areas potentially affected by effects from predictable (but unplanned)
developments as a result of the Project (i.e. induced activities), occurring at
a later stage or at a different location.
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The area of influence for a particular resource/receptor may vary depending
on the nature of the change caused by the Project activities and the type of
effect being considered, but in each case (for instance within each technical
report) it will be defined.
Temporal Scope
The assessment will consider construction, operation and maintenance and
decommissioning of the Project. Construction extends from the
commencement of site works to the date immediately prior to commercial
operation (including commissioning); a period of 56 months plus six months
commissioning. The key Project phases are shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3

Key Project Phases
Activity
Site preparation
Platform Formation
Preparation of Construction
Laydown Areas
Piling and Installation of Service
Runs
Erection of Power Plant
Construction of ASU
CCS Commissioning
Operational

Start Date
04.2016
08.2016
08.2016

End Date
08.2016
07.2017
07.2017

05.2017

01.2018

01.2018
06.2018
05.2021
11.2021

05.2021
12.2020
11.2021

The operational life of the Project is expected to be up to 30 years.
Maintenance and renewal of physical assets will be carried out as necessary
throughout the operational life.

3.2

CONSULTATION

3.2.1

The Requirements
DCLG Guidance(1) on pre-application consultation emphasises the importance
of early pre-application consultation and cites the following as forming the
benefits that it can bring to all parties:


“to allow members of the public to influence the way projects are developed by
providing feedback on potential options, providing them with an opportunity to
shape the way in which their community develops;



to help local people understand better what the project means for them, so that
concerns resulting from misunderstandings are resolved early;

(1) Guidance on pre-application consultation, Department for Communities and Local Government, September 2009
(DCLG guidance).
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to obtain important information about the economic, social and environmental
effects of a Project from consultees, thus helping promoters identify Project
options which are unsuitable and not worth developing further;



to enable potential mitigation measures to be considered and, in some cases, built
into the Project before an application is submitted;



it may identify ways in which the Project could, without significant costs to
promoters, support wider strategic or local objectives”.

CPL has duly considered the DCLG guidance, the requirements of the PA
2008 and has conducted honest, meaningful, inclusive and clear consultation
with consultees and stakeholders. CPL has aimed to ensure that the proposals
were communicated during the early stages, resulting in greater opportunity
for consultees to influence the design of the Project.
3.2.2

EIA Scoping Consultation
CPL submitted a Scoping Report to PINS in December 2012. PINS in turn sent
the document on to a range of consultees and collated responses.
The primary purpose of the Scoping Report was to provide information and
details on the Project, which enabled PINS to respond to the accompanying
request for an EIA Scoping Opinion, made pursuant to Regulation 8 of the EIA
Regulations.
The Scoping Report also provided consultees with relevant information on the
Project and enabled them to identify the key environmental issues from an
early stage in the development of the Project, thus allowing early recognition
of these issues in the evolution of the scheme.
PINS responded with a Scoping Opinion in January 2013. The Scoping
Opinion is available on PINS website and raised a number of matters
pertaining to the EIA process and stated that the main potential issues to be
addressed within the EIA were:






description of the development;
landscape and visual;
ecology and nature conservation;
emissions to air and water; and
flood risk.

More specific matters were also raised (including consultation responses) and
were considered as appropriate in preparing the PEIR and subsequently, this
ES.
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3.2.3

Pre-Application Consultation
Pre-application consultation is a formal requirement for a DCO application
under the PA 2008. Before making an application for a DCO to PINS, CPL
has consulted a range of stakeholders, including the local community,
statutory stakeholders and other interested parties.
Key requirements of the PA 2008 that relate to pre-application consultation
include the following.

3.2.4



Sections 42 – 45 requires consultation of a wide range of statutory
consultees, landowners, lessees, occupiers, tenants, local authorities in
which development is proposed and adjoining local authorities. At least
28 days must be allowed for these consultations. The notice of Section 42
consultation can be found at the following:
http://www.whiteroseccs.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/WhiteRose-CCS-Project-Section-42-Site-Notice-September-2014.pdf



Section 46 requires consultation material to be submitted to PINS on or
before the section 42 consultation is begun;



Section 47 requires local community consultation; CPL published its
Statement of Community Consultation (SOCC) for this Project in January
2014. This is available to download from:
http://www.whiteroseccs.co.uk/project-downloads



Section 48 concerns publicity of the proposed application. The notice of
this consultation can be view at the following:
http://www.whiteroseccs.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/WhiteRose-CCS-Project-Section-48-Notice-September-2014.pdf



Section 49 requires consideration of all relevant responses to the
consultations under sections 42, 47 and 48. This was important in deciding
the final form of the Project and the associated DCO application.



Section 37 includes a requirement to produce a Consultation Report to
accompany the DCO application. This document details how sections 42,
47 and 48 have been complied with. It must also give details of any
relevant responses to these consultations and details of the account taken
of such responses.

EIA Consultation
Prior to the DCO submission extensive consultation was undertaken with a
wide range of organisations and the public. The first public meeting was
undertaken in April 2014 and the second in July 2014. Further information on
public consultation is available from this section of the Project website:
http://www.whiteroseccs.co.uk/public-consultation
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Feedback from the consultation on the PEIR has informed the development of
this EIA which has in turn informed part of the DCO submission.
The stages of the DCO process are shown below in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

The DCO Application Process

Source: http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2013/03/Application-process-diagram2.png

3.3

BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS
To provide a baseline(1) against which the effects of the Project can be assessed,
the ES describes the physical, biological and human environmental conditions
that will prevail in the absence of the Project, the existing environment,
together with inter-relationships between elements of them. The description
of the existing environment includes information on all receptors and
resources that were identified during scoping as having the potential to be
significantly affected by the Project. It also includes information (such as
meteorological data) that has been used to make the assessment (e.g.
atmospheric dispersion modelling). Details are provided Chapter 4 of Volume
1 and the technical reports in Volume 2 & 3 of this ES.
The description of the existing environment has the following main objectives:

(1) The term baseline is used to describe the existing conditions without the Project.
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to identify the pre-Project conditions in areas potentially affected by the
Project and highlight those that may be vulnerable to aspects of the
Project;



to describe and where possible quantify their characteristics (nature,
condition, quality, extent, etc) now and over the entire lifetime of the
Project(1);



to provide data to aid the prediction and evaluation process; and



to inform judgements about the quality, importance, and sensitivity of
resources and receptors.

The sources of information and methods of data collection are described in
detail in the Volume 2, Chapters A to I. However, Table 3.4 summarises the key
data sources and collection methods.

Table 3.4

Key Data Sources and Baseline Surveys
Aspect
Air Quality

Noise and Vibration

Flood Risk and Surface
Water

Geology, Hydrogeology and
Contamination

Traffic and Transport

Summary of main data sources and surveys

Desk study and review.

Defra (2011) Interpolated mapping data.

Detailed liaison with Project design engineers regarding
emissions to air and variations associated with differing
fuel sources.

Environmental air quality monitoring undertaken in the
Aire Valley region.

Environmental noise surveys.

Detailed liaison with Project design engineers regarding
construction plant and operational noise emissions and
acoustic characteristics.

Liaison with Project design engineers regarding acoustic
treatment / mitigation within plant components / building
fabric.

River Ouse Model Update, Halcrow, September 2009.

The Environment Agency’s flood defence asset locations
and condition ratings for the defences.

LiDAR data.

Liaison with Project Design engineers regarding operational
surface water management and how it will integrate with
Drax systems.

Desk study and map regression.

Historic investigation including those related to the Ouse
Biomass development.

Data from site investigation of the Project site.

2009 traffic data (from Ouse Biomass s36).

Accident data from Crashmap.

Liaison with CPL and Drax to agree construction and
‘outage’ traffic composition and numbers.

Additional traffic surveys in 2014.

(1) Where appropriate, the future baseline takes into account trends that are apparent in the current baseline (eg flood risk).
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Aspect
Socio-economic
Characteristics

Archaeology and Cultural
Heritage

Landscape and Visual
Amenity

Ecology and Nature
Conservation

Waste management

Cumulative Effects
Assessment

Summary of main data sources and surveys

Review of census and other data sources for the Area of
Influence.

Liaison with Drax regarding land use on the Operational
Area and compensation for the tenant.

Data from Drax on the existing Power Stations staffing
patterns.

Desk based assessment.

Visits to the Project site and Area of Influence

Geophysical surveys of agreed areas.

Definition of a programme of pre-application intrusive
investigation (see Written Scheme of Investigation, in
Volume 2 – Chapter G.2).

Desk study and planning policy review.

Visits to the Project site and the Area of Influence.

Liaison with the dimensions and finish of plant
components.

Photography from agreed vantage points.

Desk Study and data search.

Extended Phase 1 habitat survey of the Project site.

Breeding Bird Survey to Common Bird Census (CBC)
methodology.

Badger activity surveys.

Water Vole surveys to Water Vole Conservation Handbook
methodology.

Bat scoping, activity, roost and transect surveys.

Reptile surveys of selected areas of the Project site.

Habitat Suitability Index classification of water bodies and
subsequent searches for great crested newts.

Terrestrial invertebrate surveys to Drake et al, 2007.

Information from Alstom on typical construction waste
from similar projects.

Information from Drax regarding operational waste
management and integration with their Environmental
Permit.

Consultation with local planning authorities over schemes
for inclusion.

3.4

INTERACTION WITH PROJECT DESIGN

3.4.1

Developing the Project Description
A key aspect of the EIA has been the interface between the EIA team and the
Project design team. The Project design team has provided information for the
assessment relating to the nature of the Project, its planning, construction and
operation (see also Table 3.4 above). As the EIA has progressed the results
have been fed back to the Project design team and, where appropriate,
modifications have been made or mitigation measures have been agreed and
integrated. This has been an iterative process during the EIA to date.
As the process has progressed the description of the Project in Chapter 5 has
been revised to include all planned mitigation measures reflecting clear
unambiguous commitments by CPL.
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3.4.2

Reasonable Worst Case Scenario Basis of Assessment
In accordance with PINS Advice Note 9 (Rochdale Envelope) and especially as
the Project is in the Front End Engineering Design (FEED) stage, assessments
are based on an evaluation of the realistic ‘worst case scenario’. For each
technical assessment these are listed early in the document and state what
factors have been assumed to allow the assessments to be completed whilst
the design process is still ongoing. So for instance the air quality modelling
has assumed 100% operation in both air and oxy modes to ensure the
assessment is a tenable worst case scenario.

3.4.3

Consideration of Alternatives
An alternative is considered to be a particular approach for the Project (e.g.,
location, design, technology etc) that could be employed. The definition of a
project alternative may differ depending on the regulatory context but is
generally considered to be an alternative that meets the overall project
objective. Project alternatives generally fall into two major categories:


concept level alternatives, eg, Project site location, technology type; and



detailed alternatives, eg, method to be used for a pipeline river crossing,
which often deal with which type of working method or mitigation
approach to utilise, and which would typically be discussed at the
resource/receptor/effect level.

As part of the EIA process, a review of feasible alternatives from an
environmental perspective was undertaken during the development of the
Project. Further details are provided in Chapter 5.
In addition, at a more impact or topic specific level, mitigation options are
reviewed. This is to demonstrate that where there are several ways in which a
mitigation objective can be achieved different technical, economic and
environmental/social benefits need to be considered in the course of
determining which option the Project will adopt and the reasons why.
3.5

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS

3.5.1

General Considerations
The assessment of effects is an iterative process that considers four questions.
1. Prediction: what will the effect be to resources and receptors as a
consequence of the Project?
2. Evaluation: does this effect matter? How important or significant is it?
3. Mitigation: what can be done about it?
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4. Residual effect: is it still significant?
Where significant residual effects remain, further options for mitigation are
considered and effects re-assessed to see if they can be reduced further within
the context of what is technically feasible and cost-effective.
The aim of the scoping and PEIR processes was to identify the potential effects
that are likely to be significant and to exclude (scope out) from the assessment
those effects that are not likely to be significant. These processes took into
account the mitigation measures that are an integral part of this type of project
(e.g. good construction working practice). Where there is uncertainty or
expressed consultee concern about the likely significance of potential effects
these have been carried forward and included in the assessment; therefore,
there may be potential effects included in the assessment that may ultimately
be judged to be not significant. The following sections describe some of the
general principles that underpin the assessment approach.
3.5.2

Types of Impacts and Effects Assessed
The process followed during scoping and onwards through the overall EIA
has considered the positive and negative effects of the Project which are
defined in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5

Types of Effects in EIA
Term
Definition
Positive/Beneficial Effects that are considered to present an improvement to the existing
conditions or to introduce a new desirable factor.
Negative/Adverse Effects that are considered to result in deterioration in existing conditions
or to introduce a new undesirable factor.
Site-specific
Effects that result from a geographically localised impact and which are
effects:
significant primarily at a neighbourhood or district level.
Wider effects:
Effects that are individually significant at a regional level, but which may
not be significant locally.
Temporary effects: Effects that generally persist for a limited period only, due for example to
particular construction activities (eg noise and vibration from construction
plant) and which are reversible.
Permanent effects: Effects resulting from an irreversible change to the baseline environment
(e.g. loss of ancient woodland).
Shorter-term
Effects that are predicted to last only for the duration of the activity giving
effects
rise to the impact (eg earthworks causing dust to be mobilised onto a
neighbouring land use).
Longer-term
Effects that are predicted to continue through operation or beyond the
effects
cessation of the activity giving rise to the impacts concerned but will cease
in time.
Continuous effects Effects that occur continuously or frequently.
Intermittent effects Effects that are occasional or occur only under specific circumstances (eg
during commissioning or annual maintenance).
Direct effects:
Effects that arise from the impact of activities that form an integral part of
the Project (e.g. new infrastructure).
Indirect or
Effects that arise from the impact of activities not explicitly forming part of
induced effects:
the Project.
Secondary effects: Effects that arise as a result of an initial effect of the scheme (eg reduced
amenity of a community facility as a result of construction noise and
vibration).
Routine effects
Effects resulting from planned activities in the construction and operation
of the Project.
Non-routine
Effects arising from unplanned or accidental events.
effects
Cumulative
Effects that result from incremental changes caused by other past, present
effects:
or reasonably foreseeable development together with those from the
Project.

It is important to note that the above terms are not necessarily used to ‘label’
effects but are factors considered in assessing significance. For example, all
else being equal, an effect of long duration or high frequency is more likely to
be of significance than the converse.
Effects are only likely to be significant if they are experienced by a receptor.
Aspects considered as receptors, to the extent they may be applicable to the
Project are as follows.


The physical environment, which includes: geology and soils; water
resources; air; and noise and vibration.
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The biological environment, which includes: habitats; flora and fauna;
biodiversity at the community, species and genetic levels; and protected
areas.



The human environment, which includes: people and their resources;
public welfare, amenity and safety; employment and incomes; business
and economic activity, including agriculture, tourism, and
industrial/energy infrastructure; and sites and features of archaeological,
historic, traditional, cultural or aesthetic interest.

The term resources is used to describe features of the environment such as
ecosystem services, habitats, species and cultural features which are valued by
society for their intrinsic worth and/or their social or economic contribution.
The term receptor is generally used to define mobile species of fauna, people
and communities that may be affected by the Project.
3.5.3

Predicting the Magnitude of Impacts
The impact assessment describes what will happen by predicting the
magnitude of impacts and quantifying these to the extent practicable. The
term ‘magnitude’ covers all the dimensions of the predicted impact to the
natural and social environment including:


the nature of the change (what resource or receptor is affected and how);



the size, scale or intensity of the change;



the spatial extent of the area affected or proportion of the population or
community affected;



its temporal characteristics (i.e. duration, frequency, reversibility); and



where relevant, the probability of the impact occurring as a result of
accidental or unplanned events.

The prediction takes account of mitigation measures that are already designed
into the Project or good construction practices that the Project is committed to
adopting. The prediction also takes into consideration any uncertainty about
the occurrence or scale of the impact, expressed as ranges, confidence limits or
likelihood of an accidental event happening.
Magnitude therefore describes the actual change that is predicted to occur in
the resource or receptor (e.g. the area and duration over which disturbance of
ecological habitat will occur; the degree of impact on the livelihoods of local
people; or the probability (likelihood) and consequences in terms of accidental
events). An assessment of the overall magnitude of an impact is therefore
provided that takes into account all the dimensions of the impact described
above to determine whether an impact is of small, medium or large
magnitude.
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As noted above, this prediction also takes account of mitigation measures that
are already committed to by the Project.
The impact magnitude is defined differently according to the type of impact.
For readily quantifiable impacts such as area of habitat loss, noise or changes
to ground level atmospheric pollutant concentrations, numerical values can be
used. Other topics such as ecology and landscape and visual assessment for
example may require a more qualitative classification. Wherever possible, the
predictions are evidence-based. The relevant details regarding how
magnitude has been predicted and described for each impact are presented in
the topic specific Technical Reports.
Some Project activities will result in changes to the environment that may be
immeasurable or undetectable or within the range of normal natural variation.
Such changes will be assessed as having no impact or to be of negligible
magnitude.
The impact prediction will also take note of inter-relationships between
different resources and receptors and the potential for secondary effects (e.g.
along a food chain from prey to predator).
3.5.4

Importance / Quality / Sensitivity of Resources and Receptors
The significance of the effects resulting from an impact of a given magnitude
will depend on the characteristics of resources and receptors subject to that
impact in terms of their inherent importance / quality / value and / or their
sensitivity to the impact concerned.
The quality or importance of a resource are judged by taking into account
factors such as its local, regional, national or international designation, its
importance to the local or wider community, its ecosystem function, or its
economic value. For habitats, the consideration is based on factors that
include naturalness, extent, rarity, fragility, diversity and importance as a
community resource. For species, legal protection, conservation status and
role in the ecosystem are considered.
The assessment of the sensitivity of human (socioeconomic characteristics)
receptors, for example local amenity users, road users or wider social groups,
takes into account their likely response to the change and their ability to adapt
to and manage the effects of the impact.

3.5.5

Evaluating Significance
Virtually all human activity imposes some disturbance to aspects of the
natural and social environment because of physical changes caused to natural
systems or due to interactions with other human activities and human
systems. To provide information to decision makers and other stakeholders
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on the importance of different impacts an evaluation of the significance of
their effects is determined by the EIA team.
There is no agreed definition of significance (in the context of EIA); however,
for the purposes of this EIA, the following practical definition is used:
“An effect is significant if, in isolation or collectively with other effects, it
should, in the judgement of the EIA team, be reported in the ES so that it
can be taken into account by others in making decisions on the Project.”
Evaluating the significance of effects is based on the professional judgement of
the EIA team, which is in informed by legal standards, national and regional
government policy, the evidence base, current industry good practice and the
views of stakeholders.
Where standards are not available or provide insufficient information on their
own to allow an adequate grading of significance, evaluation of significance
takes into account the magnitude of the impact and the quality or importance
or sensitivity (to that impact) of the affected resource or receptor.
Magnitude and quality/importance/sensitivity are considered in combination
to evaluate whether an effect is, or is not significant and if so its degree of
significance (defined in terms of Minor, Moderate or Major, although terms
may vary for some technical disciplines). Effects classed as Not Significant
include those that are slight or transitory, and those that are indistinguishable
from the range of natural environmental and social change. Any impact of
negligible magnitude is deemed not to have a significant effect. This general
principle is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.3Error! Reference source not
found..
Topic-specific criteria for assessing the significance of effects will be defined
for each issue and type of impact in the Technical Reports.
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Figure 3.3

Assessing the Significance of Effects

3.5.6

Mitigation
The EIA Regulations require that where significant effects are identified, “a
description of the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and where possible offset any
significant adverse effects on the environment” should be included in the ES.
One of the key objectives of an EIA is to identify and define socially and
environmentally acceptable, technically feasible and cost effective mitigation
measures. These should avoid unnecessary damage to the environment;
safeguard valued or finite resources, natural areas, habitats and ecosystems;
and protect humans and their associated social environments. For each
significant adverse effect of the Project identified during the process, the
specialists undertaking the assessments identified mitigation measures
consistent with statutory requirements and good practice in their respective
field following for example the hierarchy described in Box 3.1.
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Box 3.1

The Mitigation Hierarchy
Avoid or Reduce at Source: Avoiding or reducing at source is ‘designing’ the Project so that a
feature causing an impact is designed out (eg a waste stream is eliminated) or altered (eg,
reduction in waste volumes).
Abate on Site: This involves adding something to the basic design to abate the impact, eg,
pollution controls.
Abate at Receptor: If an impact cannot be abated on-site then measures can be implemented
off-site, eg, deepening a borehole at a community where pit dewatering has lowered the water
table.
Repair or Remedy: Some impacts involve unavoidable damage to a resource, eg, land
disturbance. Repair essentially involves restoration and reinstatement measures, eg, camp
closure.
Compensate in kind: Where other mitigation are impossible or ineffective, then compensation
could be appropriate, eg, replacing farmland with similar land elsewhere.

Mitigation measures are therefore developed to avoid, reduce, remedy or
compensate for any negative effects identified, and to create or enhance
positive effects such as environmental and social benefits. In this context,
mitigation measures are taken to include design measures and construction
practices, as well as management actions. These measures are often
established through industry standards and may include:


changes to the design of the Project during the design process (e.g. location
of components, size of structures, emissions controls);



construction working practices (e.g. routing of construction traffic, dust
suppression, noise management); and



operational plans and procedures (e.g. Environmental Management
Systems, Emergency Response Plans).

For effects that are initially assessed to be of Major significance, a design
change is usually required to avoid, minimise or reduce these, followed by a
reassessment of significance. For effects assessed to be of Moderate
significance, specific mitigation measures such as engineering controls are
usually required to reduce the impacts and their effects to as low as
reasonably practicable levels. This approach takes into account the technical
and financial feasibility of mitigation measures. Effects assessed to be of
Minor significance are usually managed through good industry practice,
operational plans and procedures.
The mitigation measures developed during the EIA process, as well as
standard industry practice measures, have been fully committed to by CPL as
integral aspects of the Project. EIA is intended to ensure that decisions on
projects are made in full knowledge of their likely effects on the environment
and society. As noted below, it is the residual effects and their significance are
reported in this ES are based on the Project as planned and designed fully
inclusive of all proposed mitigation.
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3.5.7

Reporting Residual Effects
Reporting the significance of a residual effect in the ES is based on:


the predicted magnitude of an impact taking into consideration all the
mitigation measures the Project is committed to that are relevant to that
impact; and (where appropriate); and



the quality/importance/sensitivity of the receptor.

Where a quantified standard exists, e.g. for noise or air quality, the evaluation
process is a simpler one of comparing the predicted magnitude of the
(mitigated) impact with the appropriate standard.
The degree of significance attributed to residual effects is related to the weight
the EIA team considers should be given to them (1) in making decisions on the
Project and, where appropriate, the application of conditions for approval.
Ideally through the design, EIA and consultation processes by the time of an
application a project should be designed to avoid residual effects of major
significance.
Effects of moderate significance are considered important to decision making,
warranting careful attention to ensure conditions regarding mitigation and
monitoring employ the most appropriate (technically feasible and costeffective) measures.
Effects of minor significance are brought to the attention of decision-makers
but will be identified as warranting little if any weight in the decision;
mitigation will typically be achieved using normal good practice, e.g. via the
construction environmental management plan (CEMP).
Figure 3.4 Figure 3.4 below illustrates the relationship between the iterative
process of assessing significance during the EIA process and its reporting in
the ES.

(1) This ‘weight’ is based on the professional judgement of the EIA team, which is in informed by legal standards, national
and regional government policy, the evidence base, current industry good practice and the views of stakeholders
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Figure 3.4

Assessing Effects in the EIA and Reporting the Outcomes in the ES

Assessment Process

Reporting the Outcomes

Potential source of impact identified in scoping

Potential source of impact identified in scoping

A.Predict magnitude of impact taking into consideration
all relevant mitigation that is already part of the Project

Predicted magnitude of impact with all
agreed mitigation in place

AND (where required)
B.Assess Importance/Quality/ Sensitivity
of affected Resource/Receptor

Importance/Quality/Sensitivity
of affected Resource/Receptor

C. Evaluate Significance

The significance of the residual effect

If significance is considered too high (eg still exceeds a
Where appropriate, the above is supported
standard or based on EIA team professional judgement
with
a discussion of mitigation options that were
or from stakeholder feedback) further or
considered and the reasons (cost, technical
different mitigation is proposed

If required repeat A to C above to
re-evaluate significance

3.6

ASSESSING CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

3.6.1

Overview

feasibility, environmental/social performance)
for selecting one and rejecting others.
Mitigation measures are described in the various
chapters and Technical Reports of the ES.

Cumulative effects result from the combined impacts of multiple projects /
plans. Their consideration is important as the impacts of a development in
isolation may not be significant but when combined with other projects they
may be.
Cumulative effects are understood to be changes to the environment that are
caused by an action in combination with other past, present and future actions
(Hergmann et al. 1999) (1). These may include:




effects over a larger area;
effects over a longer period of time;
effects on areas of special environmental sensitivity due to interactions
with other actions; and
 other existing and future actions.
As such, the Project should not be considered in isolation. In the assessment
of potential environmental effects, it is important to include projects / plans
that may begin construction or operation within the same period although
decommissioning is not considered due to the uncertainty of what activities
have the potential for cumulative effects that far into the future.
(1) Hegmann, G. et al. 1999. Cumulative Eff ects Assessment Practitioner’s Guide. Hull, Canada: Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency. Available from http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/
En106-44-1999E.pdf
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The cumulative effects assessment seeks:

3.6.2



to determine the effect of the Project in combination with the other
planned changes within defined areas of influence (1);



provide an assessment of the likely significance of any changes; and



suggest mitigation if tenable / deliverable.

Regulatory Context
Key Guidance Applicable to Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
The Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)Regulations 2009
that an ES should include a “description of the likely significant effects of the
development on the environment, which should cover the direct effects and any
indirect, secondary, cumulative, short, medium and long-term, permanent and
temporary, positive and negative effects of the development, resulting from:




the existence of the development;
the use of natural resources; and
the emission of pollutants, the creation of nuisances and the elimination of waste.”

The EIA Regulations require consideration of cumulative impacts from other
major projects / plans in the wider area. Other developments to be
considered in any cumulative assessment are those that are:





operational;
under construction;
consented but not yet constructed; and
submitted and undetermined and if consented would affect the Project.

The Planning Inspectorate Guidance on the Rochdale Envelope2 states that the
ES should consider “other proposed development within the context of the site and
any other reasonably foreseeable proposals in the vicinity” due to the potential for
cumulative effects to increase the potential “maximum adverse impact”. This
guidance goes on to usefully to further define the approach to cumulative
assessment stating that “potential cumulative impacts with other major
developments will also need to be carefully identified such that the likely significant
impacts can be shown to have been identified and assessed against the baseline position
(which would include built and operational development). In assessing cumulative
impacts, other major development should be identified through consultation with the
local planning authorities and other relevant authorities on the basis of those that are:

(1) Specific areas of influence have been adopted and consulted upon. They are defined in Table3.8.
2

The Rochdale Envelope, Using the Rochdale Envelope, Advice Note Nine: The Rochdale Envelope
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under construction;
permitted application(s), but not yet implemented;
submitted application(s) not yet determined;
projects on PINS programme of projects;
identified in the relevant Development Plan (and emerging Development Plans with appropriate weight being given as they move closer to adoption) recognising
that much information on any relevant proposals will be limited; and
identified in other plans and programmes (as appropriate) which set the
framework for future development consents/approvals, where such development is
reasonably likely to come forward.

It is noteworthy that the guidance also states “in preparing such information, it
should not be forgotten that the purpose of an EIA is to inform the examination, and
decision making process. The EIA should be clear and practical”. In preparing the
cumulative assessment endeavours have been made to ensure the focus is on
other project / plans for which a potential pathway for significant effects in
combination with the Project is possible.
Other Guidance and Best Practice
The cumulative assessment has been informed by reference to published and
unpublished guidance documents including:

3.6.3



Guidance for indirect and cumulative impacts as well as impact
interactions, Hyder (1999);



Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment & Landscape
Institute (IEMA), Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(2002);



Guidelines for the Cumulative Effects Assessment of Plans, EPMG,
Imperial College London (2004); and



EIA Newsletter 14, Cumulative Impacts Manchester University (2003).

Cumulative Effects Assessment Methodology
There are numerous methods for assessing cumulative effects including
models, matrices and threshold analysis. The method adopted within this EIA
includes six distinct stages namely:


Stage 1 - identifying receptors and resources for which cumulative effects
will be assessed and managed;



Stage 2 - defining the area of influence in terms of receptor specific
geographical and temporal boundaries (see Table 3.7);



Stage 3 - screening through identification of development (‘screened
development’), for inclusion within the assessment (see Table 3.6);
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Stage 4 - defining the level of detail within the assessment through
identification of potential cause and effect relationships between the
Project and other ‘screened’ development;



Stage 5 - identification of potential impact pathways for effects to occur
and determining receptor sensitivity and impact magnitude /
significance; and



Stage 6 - determining monitoring measures which could be used to
mitigate the effects identified.

The assessment of cumulative effects has been an iterative process with
consultation input on projects and plans to be screened in and the results of
the assessment informing the Project design and its environmental mitigation.
Figure 3.5 graphically represents Stages 3 to 5.
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Figure 3.5

Cumulative Effects Assessment – Stages Three to Five

Stage 1: Identifying Receptors and Resources
To undertake a cumulative assessment it is necessary to identify key receptors
within the receiving environment that are likely to be affected by the
combined effects of the Project and other projects / plans. The assessment
team identified environmental / social receptors via a scoping exercise; these
receptors were further refined during the subsequent stages of the EIA
process.
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The receptors detailed in Table 3.6 below have been identified as having
potential sensitivity to cumulative effects. A brief rationale on their potential
sensitivity to cumulative effects is also provided.
Table 3.6

Receptors with Potential Sensitivity to Cumulative Effects
Receptors
Air Quality

Surface water and flood risk

Ecology and Nature Conservation

Key sensitivities
During operation the key consideration will be the
potential combined effect of emissions to atmosphere
(from the Project and other thermal power plants) and
their combined potential effect on human and
ecological receptors. Significant road schemes in close
proximity would also warrant consideration.
Not considered during construction.
During operation works within the area of influence
which might influence factors such as flood plain
storage capacity or surface water run-off (quantity and
quality).
During construction the key potential effect would be
surface water (quality and quantity).
During operation the key consideration will be the
potential combined effect of emissions to atmosphere
(from the Project and other thermal power plants) and
subsequent pollutant deposition on designated sites.

Socio-economic

During construction potential disruption to protected
species will also be considered for projects in close
proximity.
Not considered during operation.

Noise

During construction the assessment will consider
disruption to local residents and business and also
potential increased competition for expertise and local
facilities.
Not considered during operation.

Traffic

During construction considered (if applicable) for
projects in close proximity.
No considered during operation.

Cultural Heritage / archaeology

Considered along access routes during construction.
Potential ports faculties also may require
consideration.
Not considered during operation.

Geology/ contamination

During construction considered (if applicable) for
projects in close proximity.
Not considered during operation.

Landscape and visual

During construction considered (if applicable) for
projects in close proximity.
During operation potential cumulative development
considered if there is potential for inter-visibility.
Not considered during construction.
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Stage 2: Defining the Area of Influence
A key requirement of the EIA process is to appropriately define study areas
(for baseline survey, modelling etc) so that a Project’s area of influence can
be understood. The area of influence takes into consideration the area likely
to be affected by:


the Project and CPL’s activities and facilities that are directly owned,
operated or managed (including by contractors) and that are a component
of the Project;



effects from unplanned but predictable developments caused by the
Project that may occur later or at a different location; and



indirect effects.

As the adopted areas of influence are defined by the nature of the receptor
they vary. A summary of adopted areas is provided below in Table 3.7 and
Figure 3.6.
Table 3.7

The Project’s Areas of Influence
Resource
Air Quality

Surface water and
flood risk
Ecology and Nature
Conservation
Socio-economic
Noise
Traffic
Cultural Heritage
Geology/
contamination
Landscape and visual

Geographic Areas for Analysis / Area of Influence
Receptors within 15 km of the Project and other significant sources of
emissions to air which could affect those receptors (for instance a new
power station up to 30 km from the project site could affect the same
receptors as the Project).
Typically 1 km but variable dependent on receptor.
Significant ground water abstractions within 2 km.
2 km during construction.
During operation as for air quality.
Up to 15 km for negative effects, cumulative positive effects with other
projects on the regional economy not assessed.
Within 1 km and potentially adjoining access roads.
Along construction and operational access routes / facilities.
For the setting of Scheduled Monuments up to 5 km from the Project
site.
Up to 1 km.
Up to 15 km.
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Figure 3.6 The Projects Cumulative Area of Influence
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Figure 3.6
The Project Cumulative Areas of Influence

SOURCE: Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data. © Crown copyright, All rights reserved. 2012 License number 0100031673.
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Table 3.8

Summary of Consultation to Identify Project and Plans
Consultee
East Riding
of Yorkshire
Council

Date
17.07.201
4

North
Yorkshire
County
Council
(NYCC)

10.07.201
4

NYCC

09.07.201
4

English
Heritage

18.07.201
4

Natural
England

18.07.201
4

The
Environment
Agency

10.07.201
4 and
17.07.201
4

Summary

Provided mapping of constructed, approved and pending
applications for wind development within their jurisdiction.

ERYC also provided detail of medium residential schemes
in Goole.

Commented that they were not aware of additional
development that required consideration from an ecological
perspective.

Commented that other council service areas did not have
any comment.

Detailed landscape and visual comments – see row below.
NYCC landscape officer provided a range of comments for
consideration summarised as:

LVIA Cumulative study areas – requested clarity on its
extent; now confirmed as a 15 km radius;

Outlined thoughts regarding the inclusion of ‘existing’
development within the LVIA as baseline.

Commented that Ferrybridge Multifuel 2 did not warrant
inclusion within the cumulative LVIA.

Discussed ‘intensification of industrialisation’ associated with
development at Knottingley, Kellingley Colliery
infrastructure, Southmoor Energy Centre, Ferrybridge,
Eggborough and Drax Power Stations especially from views
along the River Aire/M62 Corridor.

Would like to mention green infrastructure networks which are
discussed in NPS EN-1 paras 5.10.19-21.
Commented that they were not aware of additional
development that required consideration from an archaeological
/ cultural heritage perspective.
Commented that the list was sufficient and that “As mentioned in
our response to the Section 42 consultation, we welcome the inclusion
of other power projects in the cumulative effects assessment. This
would include other coal or oil fired power stations within 15 km of
any of the designated sites which have been included in the emissions
assessment, and other significant combustion sources with 10 km”.
The EA provided details of a range of thermal power
development for inclusion within the emission to atmosphere
modelling.

A full list of projects / plans within the areas of influence is provided in Table
3.9 and shown on Figure 3.7. Projects / plans that have been shaded with a
light grey fill have been screened out of the assessment of cumulative effects
based on an initial assessment of the probability of the potential for significant
cumulative effects with the Project.
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Figure 3.7 Screened Cumulative Development
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Screened Cumulative Development Sites
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Table 3.9

Projects and Plans with the Potential for Cumulative Effects in Combination with the Project

Development

Description

The proposed
Don Valley
Power Plant CCS
scheme

Located in South Yorkshire
will use pre-combustion CO2
capture technology in a new
build integrated gasification
combined cycle (IGCC) coal
fired power plant. The project
would have a gross electrical
output of 650 MWe. The
captured gas is proposed to be
compressed and transported
to the North Sea for
sequestration via NGCL’s
pipeline.

The Ouse
Renewable
Energy Plant

National Grid
Carbon Ltd
(NGCL) Pipeline

Drax had proposed to
construct and operate a 290
MWe biomass power station
on a previously used site
within the Drax Power Ltd
landholding, immediately to
the north of the existing Drax
Power Station.
Pipeline to transport the CO2
generated by the Project to an
undersea location in the North

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Approximately 25 km
due south.
Grid Ref: SE654116
Easting 465471,
Northing 411664

Adjacent to the
Project site.

The pipeline will run
from the Project site
to Bridlington (Grid

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

On hold. The project was granted its
Section 36 in 2009. To be built in
twostages: firstly a CCGT gas fired
power station that is designed and
optimised for operation using
hydrogen-rich gas and the second
phase, at a later date would add coal
gasification and a carbon capture
facility and convert the CCGT plant to
run on the hydrogen-rich gas.

Not included

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)
24

This scheme is not
currently being
progressed

However the project deselected from
commercialisation programme and
2Co now plans to make Financial
Investment Decision by the end of
2015.
Drax had submitted an application
under section 36 of the Electricity Act
1989 but however have now
confirmed cancellation of the Project
on the ground that it is no longer
economically feasible.

Not included

NGCL has submitted a DCO for a
pipeline and associated facilities and
it has been accepted for examination

Included
Relevant aspects
being/to be

1

This scheme is not
currently being
progressed

During construction
potential receptors
include:

43

Development

Drax Power Ltd –
annual ‘outages’

Capture Power
Ltd

Description

Sea. Additionally the NGCL
pipeline will support the
development of carbon
capture, transport and storage
in the wider Yorkshire and
Humber region. The pipeline
would initially transport up to
2 million tonnes of CO2 per
year (from the Project). The
design of the pipeline is such
that it will be able to transport
safely up to 17 million tonnes
per year when the regional
network of CO2 emitters has
been ‘plugged in’.
Every year the existing Drax
Power Station is subject to
periodic shut down where one
or more of the six operational
units are taken out of electrical
generation to facilitate
maintenance and servicing.
These periods are referred to
as ‘outages’. During outages,
a large number of contractors
are present on site. This level
peaks at around 1,000
contractors for a central four
week period.
Site Raising EIA

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Ref: (TA170595)
Easting 517005,
Northing 459586) on
the coast (approx. 75
km) and then out into
the North Sea to a
location for
permanent storage in
geological features
under the North Sea.

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

by Planning Inspectorate.

addressed.

Drax Power Site.

N/A

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)







Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

surface water
ecology
noise
traffic
landscape

Operational stage of
the pipeline not
considered within
the assessment.

Included
Chiefly of relevance
due to additional
periodic traffic.

Grid Ref: SE662266
Easting 466213,
Northing 426635

During construction
potential receptors
include:



25

socio-economic
transport and
traffic

Not applicable
during operation.

On the Operational
Area

Planning application to be submitted
to Selby District Council in October
2014

This aspect is
integral to the
WRCCS project

2

Development

The Highway
Agency

Multifuel Energy
Ltd - Ferrybridge
Multifuel 2 (FM2)
Power Station

Description

Works to the A160 between
the junction with the A180 at
Brocklesby Interchange and
the Port of Immingham. The
project would widen the
existing single carriageway
section of the A160 to dual
carriageway, with associated
works to junctions along the
length of the route.

Proposed multifuel generating
station with a capacity of up to
90 MWe Gross, primarily
through waste derived fuel
from various sources of
processed municipal solid
waste, commercial and
industrial waste and waste
wood.

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site

Approximately 60 km
west. However of
relevance as potential
uses adjacent to the
port proposed to be
used for the import
for abnormal loads
and other Project
elements. Grid Ref:
TA119135
Easting 511892,
Northing 413554
23 km west.
Grid Ref: SE472253
Easting 447261,
Northing 425319

Consenting Status

Subject to a DCO. The examination
began on 24.04.2014 and closes on
24.10. 2014.
Work on this project is expected to
start in summer 2015 instead of
during 2016 and complete by autumn
2016 instead of during 2018.

DCO application is expected Q2/Q3
2014. Project accepted for
examination by Planning
Inspectorate.

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment
description and
included within all
of the impact
assessments
already.
To be confirmed
Based on scheme
details but
potentially could
affect routeing of
AILs and other
materials, although
not capacity of the
network or traffic
flows.

To be included
Due to the potential
for emissions to
atmosphere to affect
the same ecological
receptors
Ferrybridge Power
Station will be
included for context
within the
Landscape and
Visual CEA but will

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

During construction
potential receptors
include:

38



traffic

Not applicable
during operation.

Not applicable
during construction.
During operation:



air quality
ecology (via
emissions to
atmosphere)

6

Development

Dogger Bank
Creyke Beck
(offshore wind
farm)

Smart Wind Ltd Hornsea Offshore
Wind Farm (Zone
4) (1 & 2)

Able Marine
Energy

Description

It will comprise two wind
farms, each with an installed
capacity of up to 1.2 GW,
which are expected to connect
to the national grid in the East
Riding of Yorkshire. The
project could have a total
installed capacity of up to 2.4
GW. The onshore elements of
the development will be
located in the East Riding of
Yorkshire.
Three offshore wind
generating stations with a total
capacity of up to 1,200 MWe
and will include all offshore
and onshore. Infrastructure
and associated facilities.
Project Two is for an Offshore
Wind Generating Station with
maximum output of 1,800
MWe.
The proposed port is ABP's
proposed Green Port Hull
development at Alexandra
Dock, Port of Hull.
Project consists of ABLE
Marine Energy Park (AMEP)
and ABLE Logistics Park

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site

Approximately 50 km
to Creyke Beck
substation,
Cottingham, Hull.

Consenting Status

Development Consent Order
submitted. Project accepted for
examination by Planning
Inspectorate.

Grid Ref: OW280407
Easting 628020,
Northing 540742

Approximately 50 km
to Port of Hull.

Project One is at Pre-examination
stage of the DCO process.

Grid Ref: TA378027

Project Two is at the pre-application
stage. Application is expected Q4
2014.

Easting 537830,
Northing 402732

Approximately 75 km
southeast.

Planning permission granted.

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment
not be formally
assessed.
Not included

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

4

Considered because
of the Project’s
proposed use of
Immingham Dock
although this
scheme is not yet
approved.

Not included

45

Considered because
of the Project’s
proposed use of
Immingham Dock
although this
scheme is now
using Hull.

Not included
Outside of the key

44

Development

York Potash Mine

Killingholme
Energy Centre

Knottingley
Power Project

Description

(ALP) and is Europe’s largest
new port development to
provide logistics support for
North Sea renewable energy
developments.
Proposed underground potash
mine in North Yorkshire
Moors National Park and
extending under the North
Sea.

Combined cycle gas turbine
(CCGT) with a nominal
generating capacity of up to
1,200MWe and associated
overhead power lines, gas
pipeline and highway access.
A 1500 MWe Combined Cycle
Gas Turbine (CCGT) power
station and associated
infrastructure.

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Grid Ref: TA172177

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

receptor’s study
areas.

Easting 517283,
Northing 417765
Not included

Grid Ref: NZ892056

Application withdrawn. New
application possible http://www.northyorkmoors.org.uk
/living-in/planning/york-potash

Easting 489296,
Northing 505642
Approximately 75 km
southeast.

Pre-application. Application expected
Q4 2014.

Not included

Approximately 100
km northeast.

Grid Ref: SE515232
Easting 451593,
Northing 423227

This scheme is not
currently being
progressed.

39

Outside of the key
receptors study
areas (air 15km).

Grid Ref: TA144183
Easting 514407,
Northing 418352
Approximately 20 km
due west.

3

Under examination.

To be included
Due to the potential
of emissions to
atmosphere to affect
the same ecological
receptors

Not applicable during
construction.
During operation:



air quality
ecology (via
emissions to
atmosphere)

7

Development

Description

North Doncaster
Rail Chord

The project comprises the
construction of a new 3.2 km
long twin track railway
constructed partly on
embankment and partly on a
new 246 m long viaduct which
will span the East Coast
Mainline Railway (ECML) and
Joan Croft Lane.
280k tonnes per annum; 28
MWe Energy from Waste
(Efw) merchant facility. Not
linked to any specific preidentified waste management
contracts. As such, it is likely
to primarily accept
commercial and industrial
waste.

Southmoor
Energy Centre at
Kellingley

North
Killingholme
Power Project

The proposal is for a new
thermal generating station that
will operate either as a CCGT
plant or as an Integrated
Gasification Combined Cycle
(IGCC) plant, with a total
electrical output of up to
470MWe

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Approximately 30 km
southwest.

Consenting Status

Operational since June 2014

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment
(1)

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Not included

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)
13

Located outside
area of influence for
all topics.

Grid Ref: SE583100
Easting 458347,
Northing 410042

Approximately 15 km
west

Planning application is currently
under consideration by North
Yorkshire County Council.

Grid Ref: SE529235
Easting 452934,
Northing 423521

Approximately 75 km
southeast.

Development Consent granted.

Grid Ref: TA161203
Easting 516121,
Northing 420305

(1) http://www.railtechnologymagazine.com/Rail-News/first-train-runs-on-new-north-doncaster-chord

To be included
Due to the potential
of emissions to
atmosphere to affect
the same ecological
receptors

Not included
Outside of the key
receptor’s study
areas.

Not applicable during
construction.

9

During operation:



air quality
ecology (via
emissions to
atmosphere)
41

Development

Description

Thorpe Marsh
Gas Pipelines

Gas pipeline of approximately
18 km from an offtake
approximately 1.5 km west of
Camblesforth to the Thorpe
Marsh CCGT Power Station
site.

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Approximately 2 km
west.

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

Application expected in Q3
2014. (1)(2).

To be included

During construction
potential receptors
include:

21

Potential to affect
Traffic on the
network although
limit.

Grid Ref: SE632256
Easting 463295,
Northing 425647

Potential noise /
disruption to
ecology.






surface water
ecology
traffic
landscape

Operational stage of
the pipeline not
considered within the
assessment.
Olympia Park,
Selby

Hungate, York

A mixed-use development
comprising green space, retail,
residential, commercial
development and associated
infrastructure. To be delivered
as part of a series of separate
planning applications.

Approximately 11 km
north.

Outline planning permission
was granted in 2005 for a
mixed use scheme including
offices, housing, shops and a
new bridge over the River

Approximately 32 km
north.

Outline planning permission granted.

Not included due to
relatively small
scale and distance
from Project site.

20

Outline planning permission granted
in 2005.

Not Included

18

Grid Ref: SE625323
Easting 462525,
Northing 432351

Grid Ref: SE609519

(1) http://thorpemarshgaspipeline.co.uk/
(2) Peak labour force of approximately 190 personnel predicted on-site during the busiest construction period, Thorpe Marsh Gas Pipeline Environmental Statement, page 17-5, http://thorpemarshgaspipeline.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2014/06/R-UK15-18574_2-Chapter-17-Socio-economics.pdf

Development

Description

Foss.
Germany Beck,
York

Former Terry’s
factory, York

Heslington East
Campus,
University of
York, York

Nestle South,
York

Reserved matters application
includes details of appearance,
landscaping, layout and scale
of 677 dwellings and
associated facilities.

A 27 acre development site
south of the city centre that
includes circa 250,000 sq ft of
existing listed buildings. The
brief sets out the council's
requirements for the
redevelopment of the site.
Planning application for the
development of land between
Heslington village and
Grimston Bar Park & Ride.
Includes academic, teaching
and research facilities, a new
lake, student housing on the
campus, new transport links
into the site and landscaping.
Mixed use scheme on the
former Nestlé factory site.
Includes a range of uses
including offices, live-work
units, community facilities,
retail, cafe, housing and
apartments including student

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Easting 460918,
Northing 451902

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Approximately 30 km
north.

Outline planning permission granted.
Part under construction
(Derwenthorpe).

Not included

Masterplan approved in 2010 subject
to 106 agreements between the
landowner and the Council.

Not included

Outline planning application
approved.

Not included

Grid Ref: SE614491
Easting 461478,
Northing 449115
Approximately 30 km
north.
Grid Ref: SE601505
Easting 460100,
Northing 450577
Approximately 31 km
north.

Easting 463545,
Northing 450577

Grid Ref: SE606538
Easting 460676,
Northing 453835

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

19

No impact expected
upon the network
given distance from
the Project site.
14

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.
22

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site

Grid Ref: SE635505

Approximately 35 km
north.

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Planning application approved.

Not included
Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.

17

Development

Logistics Park
and Strategic Rail
Freight Terminal,
Doncaster

Civic and
Cultural Quarter,
Doncaster

DN7 Initiative,
Doncaster

PGA Doncaster

Description

accommodation, assisted
living units and affordable
housing.
Port development comprises a
337 acre greenfield site with
outline planning consent for
up to 6m sq ft of warehouse
space. The project incorporates
a dedicated, 35-acre Strategic
Rail Freight Terminal.
One of the largest urban
centre developments in the
UK. 23 hectare, brownfield
site, representing 25% of the
urban centre.

A major redevelopment
opportunity in the north of the
Borough incorporating
employment (41 ha),
residential (1200 homes),
leisure and infrastructure
improvements.
Major leisure development
opportunity covering 200 ha.
Plans for the complex includes
18 hole golf courses, leisure
facilities and residential homes

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Approximately 38 km
southwest.

Outline planning consent granted.

Not included

Under construction since 2013.

Grid Ref: SE649109
Easting 464927,
Northing 410940
Approximately 38 km
southwest.
Grid Ref: SK642968
Easting 464203,
Northing 396833

30

Not included

12

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.

Grid Ref: SE577029
Easting 457714,
Northing 402983
Approximately 37 km
southwest.

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.

Grid Ref: SK553980
Easting 455368,
Northing 398079
Approximately 37 km
southwest.

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

The detailed planning and delivery of
the DN7 Initiative will be coordinated through the preparation of
a master plan.

Not included

Planning application submitted
20/05/13 (13/01080/COU) and
currently pending consideration by
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough
Council.

Not included

23

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.

31

Development

Description

Robin Hood
Airport Business
Park

The 62 acre Business Park has
planning consent for over
186,000m2 of commercial
development.

Doncaster
Waterfront

Brownfield waterside sites in
the UK – 460,000m2 / £300
million regeneration scheme.

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Approximately 39 km
south.

Beverley Bypass,
Beverley

Flemingate,
Beverley

£120 million mixed use
development which will be
constructed on the site of a
former chemical works and
the old Army Transport

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Planning permission granted.

Not included

Easting 464924,
Northing 399143
Approximately 37 km
southwest.

Easting 457418,
Northing 403702

Approximately 43 km
northeast.

Major works have already been
undertaken including the filling in of
the former Gas House Bight and
construction of a 90 berth Marina;
provision of utilities infrastructure
including the construction of an
electricity sub-station and the
relocation of the sewage pumping
station and acquisition of key land
and buildings and associated
clearance and remediation works.

Not included

Under construction, expected to be
finished in early 2015.

Not included

Grid Ref: TA041391

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)
32

11

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.

33

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.

Grid Ref: TA020407
Easting 502007,
Northing 440718
Approximately 44 km
northeast.

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.

Grid Ref: SK649991

Grid Ref: SE574036
One of the largest brownfield
waterside sites left in the UK
with 46 hectares of potential
development land. The vision
is to create a world class mixed
use development of
residential, retail, commercial
and leisure developments on
15 ha of land at the marina.
A new bypass for Beverley,
also known as the southern
relief road. Proposed 1.6 mile
road will connect the A164 at
Morrisons roundabout to the
A1174 near Figham.

Consenting Status

Under construction, expected to be
finished in October 2015.

Not included
Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the

35

Development

Description

Museum in Beverley.
A1079
Roundabout,
Market Weighton

Wolfreton School,
Willerby

Lincolnshire
Lakeside,
Scunthorpe

Various onshore
windfarms

New roundabout at the
existing junction between the
A1079 and Holme Road in
Market Weighton.

The proposal for Wolfreton is
to consolidate the whole
school on to the Lower School
site on Carr Lane. The new
school will have capacity for
1,675 pupils.
Outline planning application
submitted for a major mixeduse development including
3,500 new homes across two
new villages on the outskirts
of Scunthorpe.
Multiple onshore windfarms
within 15 km of Drax (see
Windmap locations map as
provided by ERY).

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Easting 504100,
Northing 439183

Consenting Status

Approximately 35 km
northeast.

Work will start on site in autumn
2014, with the scheme due to be
completed in spring 2015.

Not included

It is intended to start building work
on site in February 2015. The project
is scheduled to be completed by
summer 2016 in time for the start of
the academic year 2016/17.

Not included

Outline application submitted in
August 2013.

Not included

Grid Ref: TA028303
Easting 502798,
Northing 430401
Approximately 50 km
southeast.

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

27

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.
34

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site.
28

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site

Grid Ref: SE917084
Easting 491707,
Northing 408454
Various

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Project site.

Grid Ref: SE868413
Easting 486799,
Northing 441336
Approximately 45 km
east.

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Some are pending consideration,
others are approved.

To be included

The landscape and
visual assessment will
consider further the
potential for
cumulative effects.

n/a

Development

Description

Thorpe Marsh
CCGT
(RP3238KG)

1600 MWe CCGT and 230
MWe OCGT

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Approximately 18 km
from Drax.

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

Has planning consent and
environmental permit. To be
constructed.

To be included

Potential effects
include cumulative
emissions to
atmosphere and
impacts on ecological
receptors.

15

Uncertain

Not included.
Small scale
development

Not applicable during
construction.

10

Grid Ref: SE60530985

Distributed
Renewable
Energy Networks
Ltd
(DRENL).

Precision Diesel
Enterprises,
Sherburn.

Clean Power
energy recovery
centre at
Castleford.

A 10 MWe Waste
Recycling and Renewable
Energy Facility at
the former ARBRE Renewable
Energy Facility, north of
Eggborough

Easting 460553,
Northing 409480
Approximately 10 km
from Drax
Grid Ref: SE56754
24220
Easting 457355,
Northing 424542

Eight diesel generators
(combined output circa 48
MWe) housed within a single
pre-fabricated steel building as
well as an associated
infrastructure for water
coolers, diesel storage tanks
and underground cabling.

Approximately 15 km
from Drax

~128 K tonnes/year waste for
pyrolysis and 67 K tonnes for
AD with a 10 MWe energy
output.

Approximately 22.8
km from Drax

Construction and operation of

During operation:

air quality
ecology (via
emissions to
atmosphere)
Planning permission granted.

Grid Ref: SE52343
31890
Easting 452721,
Northing 431802

Grid Ref:
SE4356326500

Planning application was rejected but
the decision has been appealed.

Not included
As a Short Term
Operating Reserve
(STOR) project only
operational at
periods of peak
demand, envisaged
at a maximum of
500 hours per year
(although probably
substantial less)
Not included.
Relatively small
scale and distance
from site

8

5

Development

Description

8 MWe pyrolysis advanced
conversion technology plant
including 2MWe anaerobic
digestion plant, associated
office, visitor centre, new
access road and weighbridge
facilities, solar panels,
landscaping, surface water
attenuation features and
construction of new rail
infrastructure, two sidings and
an unloading area with
associated earthworks.
Sunrise
Renewables at
Hull Docks.

A 9 MWe biomass power plant
at King George Dock using
recycled woodchip.

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Easting 444699,
Northing 426477

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Approximately 50 km
east.

Planning permission granted
(30735C). Further application lodged
25/07/14 to increase capacity from
9MW to 10MW (14/00923/FULL).

Not included.
Small scale and
distance from
Project site.

37

The Council has confirmed in its
written response to TYL, dated 20
April 2011, that the development
proposals do not comprise EIA
development. Permission approved
in 2012 (09/00613/STPLF).

Not included due
to distance from
Project site.

29

Approved by Hull City Council in
2012 (12/00715/FULL).

Not included due
to distance from
Project Site

40

Grid Ref: TA104288

Thermeco
(Yorkshire) Ltd at
Melton
(Transwaste site)

Real Ventures,
Biomass Plant,
Queen Elizabeth

Construction and operation of
an energy generation plant
based upon the principle of
pyrolysis. It will use waste
generated at the existing
Transwaste facility on site to
generate renewable energy.
Erection of 49.9mw Biomass
Combined heat and power
facility with associated plant

Easting 510478,
Northing 428861
Approximately 35 km
east.
Grid Ref: SE969257
Easting 496963,
Northing 425719
Approximately 55 km
east.

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

Development

Description

Dock, Hull

(including condenser, fuel
storage, ash storage, electrical
equipment) plus
administrative building, car
parking, access and
landscaping (maximum
building height 48m (158ft)
flue height 77m (253ft).

Capitol Park and
other residential
housing schemes
in Goole.

Capitol Park is a warehouse
and storage, offices, retail and
leisure development in Goole.
Capitol Park in Goole has seen
some major recent
development and additional
smaller schemes have outline
permission.
There is a large allocation in
Goole which is expected to
deliver 1,064 dwellings
adjacent to the M62, but no
application is expected in the
short term.
These two sites amount to
39.71 hectares and are
expected to contribute 1,042
dwellings. A Development
brief is needed prior to
developing the site which will
include provision for a new

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site
Grid Ref: TA146284

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

Recent outline planning permission
for approximately 150 houses but no
detailed applications pending or
anticipated.

Not included

However CPL is
aware of the scheme
and should a detailed
application be
submitted post to the
DCO submission, the
traffic assessment etc
will be revisited to
ensure the
conclusions are still
correct and no
additional
management
measures are
required.

26

Easting 514692,
Northing 428418

Approximately 8 km
southeast.
Grid Ref: SE730235
Easting 473069,
Northing
423532

Nature of the
scheme and
distance from the
Project site

Development

Description

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

The first phase of the
development will be an
innovative energy recovery
facility that will generate
28MW of electricity by an
advanced gasification process.
Construction is due to begin
early in 2015 and completion is
scheduled by March 2017.
Phase two of the scheme will
see the later addition of an
Anaerobic Digestion plant and
materials processing
facilities. (1)

Cleveland St Hull,
approximately 50 km
east

Approved, EPC contractor appointed

Not included

An 80 ha space being utilised
to support the wind turbine
manufacturing industry.
Siemens plan to build a rotor
blade manufacturing facility
on the site supporting wind
projects in the North Sea.

Approximately 60 km
east.

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

school, substantial landscape
buffer to the M62 and a new
access to the A614. It will be at
least 2016 before the first
house is occupied.
Energy Works
(Hull) Ltd

Siemens
Development at
Paull

36

Located outside
area of influence for
all topics

Grid Ref: TA097279
Easting 509765,
Northing 427996

Grid Ref: TA165266
Easting 516557,
Northing 426681

Local Development Order:
12/00121/LDO
The proposed development area was
designated as a Local Enterprise Zone
a number of years ago and has
recently been ear-marked as a site for
major industrial development as part
of the ‘Green Port of Hull’ scheme

(1) http://thespencergroup.co.uk/energy-works-selects-joint-venture-to-build-pioneering-power-plant

Not included.
Port not proposed
for use.

42

Development

Description

Location and
Distance /
orientation from
Project site

Consenting Status

Rational for
Screening in or out
of the assessment

Potential Receptors
(if screened in)

Ref #
(Figure
3.7)

To be included

Not applicable
during construction.

16

supporting the construction of wind
energy equipment.

Pollington
Airfield Biomass
Project

The 53MWe power station at
the former RAF airfield at
Pollington will be fuelled by
360,000 tonnes of waste wood
per annum. This feedstock
will be delivered to the site via
the Aire and Calder
Navigation Canal.

Approximately 11 km
south.
Pollington Airfield
Heck And Pollington
Lane Heck Goole East
Yorkshire
Grid Ref: SE606205
Easting 460639,
Northing 420582

Application permitted
(2010/0008/GOV).

During operation:



air quality
ecology (via
emissions to
atmosphere)
water

White Rose CCS
WRCSS EIA

3.6.4

Stage 4: Defining the Level of Detail within the Assessment
The screened project / plans were shared with the relevant members of the EIA
team (for instance traffic, air quality, noise etc) and are included within the
respective assessments (Volume 2, Chapters A to I) as appropriate. Dependent on the
nature of the receptor and the identified development, the technical specialists
adapted their specific methodologies to consider cumulative effects.

3.6.5

Stage 5: Identification of Potential Impact Pathways
The potential for cumulative effects is dependent not only on the presence of other
development within the area of influence but also pathways being present for
cumulative effects to arise. The technical assessments (Volume 2, Chapters A to I)
further consider whether pathways exist for cumulative effects in addition to the
initial screening contained in Table 3.9 above.

3.6.6

Stage 6: Determining Mitigation and Monitoring
Where the potential for significant cumulative effects is identified within the
technical assessments (Volume 2, Chapters A to I) an evaluation is made of the
practicability of mitigation and whether monitoring is necessary to verify
predictions or ascertain quantitative data.

3.7

ASSUMPTIONS AND TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES
Every effort has been made to obtain data concerning the existing environment and
to accurately predict the effects of the Project.
The project-specific aspects of this ES have drawn upon existing literature, projectspecific documentation, meetings and communication with consultees, stakeholders
and local experts and site-specific surveys and studies.
Assumptions adopted in the evaluation of effects are reported in the relevant
sections. However, these assumptions are often implicit, relying on expert
judgement. Where technical deficiencies are known, or it has been necessary to
make assumptions, these are documented.
The ES has been undertaken during the Front End Engineering Design (FEED)
phase of the Project and therefore some of the technical aspects of the construction /
operation have yet to be determined. Where an alternative could incur additional
effects, these are discussed within the relevant sections.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

CAPTURE POWER LTD

3-50

White Rose Carbon Capture and
Storage (CCS) Project

Document Ref: 6.2
PINS Ref: EN10048

The White Rose CCS (Generating Station) Order
Land within and adjacent to the Drax Power Station site,
Drax, near Selby, North Yorkshire
Chapter 4 - Environmental and Social Baseline Conditions
The Planning Act 2008
The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure)

Applicant: Capture Power Limited
Date: November 2014
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4

OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC BASELINE

4.1

INTRODUCTION
The environmental and socio-economic baseline is described in detail under a
number of subject headings in the Technical Reports that make up Volume 2 of
the ES. This chapter provides an overview of the most pertinent features,
highlighting where appropriate inter-related aspects of the physical, biological
and human environments.
Generally in referring to the land to be occupied by the Project it is subdivided
into three areas as follows. These areas are shown on Figure 1.3.


The Operational Area; approximately 28.7 hectares (ha) of land required to
operate the Project. Includes the main power plant, the air separation unit,
fuel and ash handling facilities and cooling infrastructure.



The construction laydown areas; approximately 39.4 ha of land to be used
temporarily (leased) during construction. The land will be returned to its
former use as agricultural land at the end of construction.



The infrastructure corridor; approximately 49.7 ha of land (largely within
the existing Drax Power Station site) which will be used by the Project to
house new water intake/discharge, fuel conveyors and other associated
facilities.

Subject-specific study areas are described where appropriate either in this
chapter or the Technical Reports in Volume 2 of the ES and summarised in
Figure 3.6.

4.2

GEOLOGY / LAND QUALITY

4.2.1

Introduction
The Project has the potential to affect geology, hydrogeology (groundwater)
and land quality during construction and decommissioning through the
proposed physical activities on Site and during operation only through
accidental releases or events.

4.2.2

The hydrogeology and land quality baseline is described fully in the Geology /
Land Quality Technical Report in Volume 2, Section D of the ES. The main
aspects of the baseline are briefly described below.
The Project Site Soils and Surface Geology
The Operational Area is predominantly on relatively low-lying, flat
agricultural land. There are areas currently used for biomass storage and
treatment in the southwest corner with scrub land and topsoil heaps in the
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northwest of the Site. The majority of the proposed Infrastructure Corridors
are located on hard standings associated with the current power station.
While approximately 75% of the proposed Construction Laydown Areas are
currently agricultural land, the remaining Construction Laydown Areas are
located on existing topsoil storage area or open fields within the Operational
Area.
The surficial geology of the Project area comprises up to 2 m of made
ground (1) in and near Drax Power Station, with natural topsoils elsewhere
across the open fields. The natural topsoils are mainly clays, but some areas
are underlain by thin alluvial and glacial silts and sands. Beneath the soils are
between 20 and 30 m of silts and clays laid down in a glacial lake. Some parts
of the site have shallow (near-surface) groundwater. This may connect with
the Carr Dyke and eventually the River Ouse. The glacial clays are of low
permeability and prevent the shallow groundwater percolating vertically
down to the Sherwood Sandstone bedrock; an important aquifer at greater
depths below the Site.
Baseline soil data collected historically (2010) from the operational area
indicated that these materials are within acceptable environmental quality
standards for pollutants. Some shallow groundwater samples taken at the
same time from areas underlying the proposed operational area contained
elevated concentrations of manganese, iron, sodium and ammoniacal
nitrogen.
The Site is not in the likely zone of influence of any present underground or
opencast coal workings. Furthermore, there are no known coal mine entries
within the Site or within 20 m of the Site boundary.
4.2.3

Hydrogeology
The majority of the Project Site is characterised by topsoil and/or made
ground deposits(2) underlain by drift deposits that are considered to be part of
the Vale of York Formation. The exception is a thin strip of alluvium deposits,
associated with the Carr Dyke on the Site and the River Ouse north of the Site.
The alluvium is classified by the EA as a Secondary Aquifer A(3).
The south western part of the Project Site (currently used for storage, handling
and preparation of wood and biomass materials for the existing Drax Power
Station) is characterised by cleared ground with a geo-grid membrane and
some concrete hardstanding.

(1) Material known to have been placed by man on the pre-existing land surface, included engineered fill.
(2) Mainly composed of pulverised fuel ash and cobbles of sandstone and/or a topsoil (soft clay).
(3) Secondary Aquifers A are defined as permeable layers capable of supporting water supplies at a local rather than
strategic scale, and in some cases forming an important source of base flow to rivers.
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Solid geology beneath the Site consists of Permo Triassic sandstones(1) of the
’Bunter Sandstone’ formation, which is within the Sherwood Sandstone
Group, which is designated by the EA as a Principal Aquifer(2). The sandstone
provides significant quantities of water for abstraction, as well as sustaining
rivers, lakes and wetlands, where unconfined. The overlying deposits of the
Vale of York Formation contain low-permeable material (i.e. clay), and
therefore, it is likely the underlying Principal Aquifer is confined, implying
water availability from groundwater sources is limited.
Previous soil investigations(3)suggest that there is a laterally discontinuous
groundwater system within the made ground deposits, which generally flows
to the northeast, and naturally discharges into the Carr Dyke and eventually
the River Ouse.

4.3

SURFACE WATER / FLOOD RISK

4.3.1

Introduction
The hydrological and surface water quality characteristics of the baseline are
described fully in the Surface Water / Flood Risk Technical Report, Section C
Volume 2 of the ES. The key points are summarised in the following sections.

4.3.2

Surface Water Resources
The Project Site is located within the Humber River Basin District (HRBD),
which ranges from the North York Moors to Birmingham, the Pennines to the
North Sea and Stoke-on-Trent to Rutland(4). The HRBD is split into 15 river
catchments, with the Site located in the Wharfe and Lower Ouse Catchment
Area (5) which covers an area of 1,348 km2. The Wharfe and Lower Ouse
Catchment Area is the subject of the Wharfe and Lower Ouse and Aire and Calder
Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies (CAMS) (6).
The River Ouse flows in a southeasterly direction approximately 850 m
northeast of the application boundary (Figure C.1, (Section C)). Surface water
within the floodplain of the River Ouse is largely managed through a network
of Environment Agency (EA) and Internal Drainage Board (IDB) systems.
The River Derwent joins the River Ouse, approximately 1.7 km northeast of
the Project Site (Figure C.1, Section C in Volume 2). The River Derwent is

(1) Permo Triassic sandstones consist of: sandstone, yellow, red and brown, part pebbly; subordinate red mudstone and
siltstone.
(2) Principal Aquifers are defined as layers of rock or drift deposits that have high intergranular and/or fracture
permeability - meaning they usually provide a high level of water storage. They may support water supply and/or river
base flow on a strategic scale.
(3) URS, 2003: Site Environmental Contamination Investigation at Drax Power Station. Final Report. On behalf of Stone and
Webster.
(4) More information available at: http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/33202.aspx .
(5) Environment Agency (2009), River Basin Management Plan, Humber River Basin District.
(6) Environment Agency (2005), The Wharfe and Lower Ouse Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy
Environment Agency (2007), The Aire and Calder Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy.
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primarily used for water supply and recreational purposes. Barmby Barrage
is located at the confluence of the River Derwent and River Ouse and prevents
the flow of tidal waters (from the River Ouse) into the River Derwent thus
maintaining water levels for recreational purposes and protecting water
quality for consumption.
An IDB managed drain, known as the ‘Carr Dyke’, flows adjacent to the south
west of the Operational Area, northeastwards to the River Ouse (Figure C.1,
Section C). The Carr Dyke is managed by the Selby IDB and drains an area of
approximately 25 km2 stretching west to Burn. It discharges into the River
Ouse at Lendall Pumping Station (1). The Carr Dyke is culverted beneath the
existing Drax Power Station site, emerging as an open channel marked by the
presence of three sluice gates adjacent to the southern boundary of the Project
Site. The sluice gates have the purpose of both controlling the flow into the
open channel and preventing backflow within the drain during heavy rainfall.
Two ponds are located in the vicinity of the Project Site; a large lagoon to the
north (used by Drax Power Station for dust suppression) and a pond located
to the east of the Project Site.
The existing Drax Power Station uses water for make-up to the cooling water
system of the existing Drax Power Station and holds a number of abstraction
licences for surface water and groundwater including the following:


Drax Power Station groundwater abstraction points (2 boreholes) located
just over 1 km from the Site boundary; and



Drax Power Station surface water abstraction from the River Ouse,
approximately 1 km from the centre of the Site.

Three other (non Drax related) surface and tidal abstraction points are located
within 500 m of the Site.
Most of the HRBD catchment is rural in character, with water usage for
agricultural use, fish farming, public water supply, and industrial and
commercial activities. The rivers are also used for a variety of recreation and
leisure activities. Under the previous General Quality Assessment (GQA)
scheme the EA carried out routine monitoring of the River Ouse at NGR
467406 428925, at the confluence with the Carr Dyke. The most recent
monitoring results for this location (2009) classify the water quality of the
River Ouse as Grade C (fairly good) for its water chemistry, Grade 4 (high) for
phosphates and Grade 3 (moderately low) for nitrates. The GQA scheme has
been replaced by monitoring undertaken by the EA under the WFD.
A River Basin Management Plan sets out key pressures on the water
environment which could prevent achievement of the WFD objective of ‘good

(1) Drax (2009) Ouse Renewable Energy Plant at Selby, North Yorkshire, Environmental Statement, Vol.2.
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status’ of all water bodies by 2015, and outlines the actions that will be taken
to address these pressures.
A previous investigation of the existing Drax Power Station provides baseline
surface water quality data surrounding the Operational Area. The following
concentrations were of note from the investigation:


Diesel Range Organics (DRO) representative of biodegraded diesel;
and



Heavy metal and major ions were detected from the evaporation pond
sampling point. There are no EQS values for these major ions

The data from previous investigations, while not extensive, suggest that the
Carr Dyke is of good water quality, while elevated concentrations of metals
and major ions may exist in the evaporation pond.
4.3.3

Existing Flood Risk
Existing Flood Alleviation Measures
Flood defence embankments along both banks of the River Ouse (earth
embankments with localised sections of concrete walls and sheet-piling)
provide a 1 in 200 year standard of flood protection from fluvial/tidal
flooding to adjacent land. The Environment Agency has indicated that the
condition of the defences on the right bank of the River Ouse (nearest the
Project Site), are at best ‘Fair’, and at worst, ‘Poor’. Three sluice gates are
located at the upstream (southern) end of Carr Dyke, where the drain emerges
from a culvert beneath the existing Drax Power station site. The sluice gates
control the flow of water into open Carr Dyke and prevent backflow within
the drain during periods of heavy rainfall.
Regional Flood Risk
The River Ouse catchment has a long history of flooding with the earliest
recorded flood occurring in York in 1263. The highest recorded flood
occurred in 2000 when over 550 properties flooded between Linton-on-Ouse
and Selby.
The Project Site is located within Selby District, where the main source of
flooding is considered to be tidal. The River Ouse tidal limit is located at
Naburn Weir (National Grid Reference (NGR) SE 592 445) (1). Flooding from
this source has the potential to occur through the influence of high tides and
storm surges that can pass upstream from the tidal reach of the Ouse. As
such, approximately 86 km of defences currently protect properties at risk of
flooding from the River Ouse (2).

(1) Selby District Council (2008), Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, Level 1.
(2) Environment Agency (2010), Ouse Catchment Flood Management Plan.
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The contribution of groundwater to the total flow is considered to be low
within the River Ouse catchment and no incidents of groundwater flooding
have so far been reported (1).
Site Flood Risk
Based on the Environment Agency’s (EA) Flood Map, the majority of the
Project Site lies within the tidal Flood Zones 2 (2) and 3 (3) of the River Ouse.
The Site is in an area benefiting from flood defences and is protected up to the
1 in 200 year tidal flood water level by the River Ouse flood defences. Initial
consultation with the EA has indicated that the relevant 1 in 200 year (0.5%
annual probability) tidal peak water level for the River Ouse in the vicinity of
the Project Site (including a climate change allowance for a 50 year plant
lifetime), is 4.53 m above ordnance datum (AOD) (4).
As the Project Site is in an area benefiting from flood defences, the possibility
exists for the Project Site to be subject to residual risk resulting from the flood
defences being breached or overtopped. As such, detailed breach analysis
modelling has been undertaken (See Volume 2, Section C.1 (annex B)) in order to
feed into the site specific flood risk assessment (See Volume 2, Section C). As
only fluvial and tidal flood sources (together with some man-made sources
including canal infrastructure) are taken into consideration in the EA’s Flood
Map, the probability of flooding occurring due to other sources, such as
groundwater flooding, surface water flooding and reservoir flooding needs to
be also investigated (and taking into consideration the future effects of climate
change. The key findings of the Flood Risk Assessment for present conditions
are presented below.


Tidal Flooding: the breach modelling indicates that the maximum predicted
flood depth at the west and centre of the Project Site ranges between 0 and
0.5 m while it increases to 1 m to the east and south of the Project site. This
takes account of the combined action of overtopping and breach and
conservatively assumes the tidal event acting in combination with a 1 in 5
year fluvial event.



Fluvial Flooding: as the River Ouse is a tidally dominant system, the Project
will not cause any additional flood risk as a result of fluvial flood
processes alone. Levels within Carr Dyke are controlled throughout the
IDB drainage system to prevent flooding within the local area and as such,
Carr Dyke watercourse would not present a flood risk to the Operational
Area.



(1) Selby District Council (2008), Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, Level 1.
(2) Tidal Flood Zone 2 Comprises land assessed as having between a 1 in 200 (0.5%) and 1 in 1000 (0.1%) probability of tidal
flooding in any given year.
(3) Tidal Flood Zone 3 Comprises land assessed as having a 1 in 200 or greater (0.5%) probability of flooding from tidal
sources in any given year.
(4) Email correspondence between Environment Agency and ERM dated 31 May 2012.
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4.3.4



Groundwater Flooding: given the very thin and laterally discontinuous
groundwater system at the Project Site, the contribution of groundwater
from the Project’s area of influence to the total flow in the River Ouse is
considered to be low. There is no recorded incident of flooding from
groundwater sources at the Project Site and anecdotal evidence confirms
the area to be well drained. It is therefore assumed that groundwater will
not present a flood risk to the Operational Area.



Surface Water Flooding: for areas of land currently in agricultural
production/laid to grass, rainfall will predominantly discharge to ground
through infiltration or pass overland to open land drains. The existing
hard standing area at the southwestern portion of the Site is not served
with any formal drainage infrastructure and surface water runoff will flow
overland and discharge directly to ground around the margins of hard
standing through infiltration. Current surface water runoff would
therefore present no or minimal risk to the Operational area under the
existing conditions.



Reservoir Flooding: whilst reservoir flooding (Drax North Cooling Pond
and Cawood Ings Wistow Lordship Reservoir) is extremely unlikely to
happen, its consequence could be significant and therefore response plans
similar to those currently required for each reservoir would need to be
extended to encompass the Project.

Statutory Designated Sites with Hydrological Connectivity
Several sites designated for their ecological importance has been identified as
being potentially hydraulically connected with the Project site. These are
described include the Lower Derwent Valley Ramsar/SPA/SAC/SSSI (5.5 km
north of the Project Site) and the Humber Estuary SSSI/ SPA/ SAC/ Ramsar
site (7 km from the Project Site).

4.4

AIR QUALITY

4.4.1

Introduction
The air quality baseline is described fully in the Emissions to Air Technical
Report in Section A, Volume 2 of the ES.
The baseline conditions are influenced by local and regional sources of
emissions to air, both natural and anthropogenic.
The Project site is located in a primarily rural area, however, there are notable
local sources of emissions including the adjacent Drax Power Station, major
roads including the M62 motorway, urban areas including Selby and Goole,
and major industrial processes including Scunthorpe steelworks, Eggborough
and Ferrybridge power stations. As such, concentrations of certain pollutants
(notably those related to traffic emissions, i.e. NOx and PM10) are variable,
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with higher concentrations in close proximity to busy roads, and other
pollutants associated with the operation of major industry.
4.4.2

Data Sources used in the Assessment
A range of baseline data sources were identified as described below.


Local power stations (Drax, Eggborough and Ferrybridge) are all required
to carry out regular air quality monitoring and have established a network
of monitoring stations. Of the six air quality monitoring stations
identified, four (Hemmingbrough Landing, Carr Lane, West Bank and
Downes Ground Farm) are located within 1 km of the Drax Power Station
site;



DEFRA has carried out a national modelling exercise to identify baseline
concentrations of a number of pollutants (1) across the UK (including NOx,
NO2, SO2, PM2.5, PM10 and CO), however the most up to date mapping is
for 2011. The baseline concentrations of these pollutants are substantially
below the concentrations specified in the relevant air quality standards;



The UK Rural Heavy Metals Monitoring Network monitors ambient
concentrations of metals at several sites around the UK. Baseline metal
concentrations (with the exception of chromium (Cr) VI) have been
derived from the two nearest monitoring sites at Monkswood (160 km
south) and Beacon Hill (115 km south);



Baseline rates for nutrient nitrogen and acid deposition for sensitive
ecological receptors (habitats) were derived from the Air Pollution
Information System (APIS) website. Baseline deposition is set out on a
site-by-site basis for the habitat sites of interest;



Ambient baseline concentrations of hydrogen fluoride (HF) are set out in
the Expert Panel on Air Quality Standards (EPAQS) Review of Halogens (2)
document. The review sets out likely maximum hourly concentrations of
HF in areas affected by emissions from coal fired power station plumes.
On the basis of the proximity to the existing Drax Power Station, these
data have been used to derive a representative baseline;



The baseline concentrations of ammonia (NH3) have been derived from the
UK National Ammonia Monitoring Network. Baseline monitoring results
for 2012 for three sites at Caenby, Tadcaster and Easingwold have been
used to derive a representative baseline in the vicinity of the Project; and

(1) Defra (2011) Interpolated mapping data: Local Air Quality Management Support
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/quality/air/air-quality/laqm/
(2) Defra (2007) Expert Panel on Air Quality Standards Guidelines for halogens and hydrogen halides in ambient air for
protecting human health against acute irritancy effects
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20060715141954/http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/airquality/aqs/hal
ogens/index.htm
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4.4.3

The baseline concentrations of hydrogen chloride (HCl) have been derived
from the UK National Acid Gas and Aerosol monitoring network. Baseline
monitoring results for 2012 for three nearby sites at Caenby, High Muffles
and Ladybower have been used to derive a representative baseline in the
vicinity of the Project.

Air Quality Baseline
Table 4.1 sets out the baseline data used in the assessment.

Table 4.1

Baseline Pollution Data used in the Assessment of Impacts at Sensitive
Human Receptors
Pollutant

Annual mean AQS
(µg/m3)

NOx
NO2
SO2
PM2.5
PM10

30 (ecology)
40 (human)
n/a
20 (human)
40 (human)

Baseline
concentration
(µg/m3)
23.2
17.5
6.2
10.8
17.9

CO

10,000 (human)

115

HCl

n/a

0.267

NH3

180 (human)
1 (ecology)

2.18

HF
As

1)

2)
3)
4)

5)
6)

Source

Aire Valley monitoring 2007 2013
Department for Environment
Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
background concentration maps
2011 (1)
Department for Environment
Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
background concentration maps
2001 with 2014 factor applied (2)
UKEAP: Acid Gas and Aerosol (3)
National Ammonia Monitoring
Network (NAMN) (4)

n/a
2.46
EPAQS (5)
0.003 (human 0.000637
UK Rural Heavy Metals
EPAQS)
Monitoring Network (6)
0.006 (human - EU)
Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 2011 Based Background
Maps for NOx, NO2, PM10 and PM2.5, http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/maps/maps2011.html
(Accessed September 2014)
Part IV of the Environment Act 1995, Environment (Northern Ireland) Order 2002 Part III,
Local Air Quality Management – Technical guidance LAQM.TG09, February 2009
Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) Interactive Monitoring
Networks Map, http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/interactive-map (Accessed June 2014)
Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) National Ammonia
Monitoring Network (NAMN) http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/data/non-autodata?uka_id=UKA00296&view=data&network=namn&year=2012&pollutant=default#vie
w http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/interactive-map (Accessed June 2014)
Expert Panel on Air Quality Standards, Guidelines for Halogens and Hydrogen Halides in
Ambient Air for Protecting Human Health Against Acute Irritancy Effects
Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) Rural Heavy Metals
Network http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/networks/network-info?view=rm
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4.4.4

Receptors
Sensitive Human Receptors
The air quality standards and guidelines for the protection of sensitive human
receptors apply at all off-site locations. On this basis, the assessment assumes
that human receptors could be affected anywhere from the Project site
boundary and beyond.
Based on the Environment Agency’s Guidance Note H1 (1), the area of
influence comprises a radius of 15 km from the Project (worst case distance
assuming the Project is a large coal fired power plant).
Specific sensitive human receptors are defined, in this case on the basis of
receptors within approximately 2 km of the Project, where the largest impacts
associated with Project emissions are likely to occur, and those alongside
roads used by traffic accessing the site during construction.
Sensitive Ecological Receptors
With regard to sensitive ecological receptors, following the Environment
Agency’s Guidance Note H1, the following sensitive receptors are considered
in the assessment:


European designated sites within 15 km of the Project, comprising Special
Areas of Conservation (SACs), Special Protection Areas (SPAs) and
Ramsar sites;



statutory nationally designated Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs),
designated for reasons of ecological interest within 2 km of the Project; and



national and local non-statutory designated sites within 2 km, for example
National Nature Reserves (NNRs), Local Nature Reserves (LNRs), Local
Wildlife Sites (LWS), Biodiversity Action Sites (BASs) and Sites of
Biological Interest (SBIs).

A review of the sensitive habitats has been undertaken using the MAGIC
website (2) and in conjunction with the ecological assessment. The review
showed that there are two designated Ramsar sites, five designated SAC sites
and three designated SPA sites within 15 km of the Project. There is also one
SSSI and one LWS within 2 km. Sensitive ecological receptors include
Humber Estuary, Lower Derwent Valley, River Derwent, Skipwith Common,
Thorne Moor and Meadow East of Orchard Farm.
In the UK and elsewhere, the baseline conditions are already in excess of
critical loads and critical levels at many sensitive ecological receptors. This is
the case for the Project study area, where:

(1) The Environment Agency for England and Wales (2010) Horizontal Guidance Note H1: Annex F
(2) Multi Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) (2009) www.magic.gov.uk
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the critical levels for NH3 and HF are exceeded at all receptors;
the critical load for nutrient nitrogen is exceeded at all receptors; and
the critical load for acid deposition is exceeded at the Humber Estuary,
Skipwith Common and Thorne Moor.

With regard to the habitat descriptions, the most similar corresponding
habitat type available from APIS has been used to define the site under
assessment, and where multiple habitat types are present, all have been
included. It is acknowledged that in some cases the characteristics of the
habitat site do not exactly match the habitat type on APIS as a limited range of
habitat types is available. In order to best determine the most appropriate
habitat type, the process has been cross referenced with the ecological
assessment.

4.5

NOISE AND VIBRATION

4.5.1

Introduction
The noise and vibration baseline is described fully in the Noise and Vibration
Technical Report in Section B, Volume 2 of the ES.
The Project site is located in a predominantly rural area; however, there are
notable local sources of steady noise including the adjacent Drax Power
Station (day-time and night-time) and nearby roads (mainly day-time and
evenings). Very localised noise sources comprise agricultural activity on
farmland around the Project site.

4.5.2

Baseline Noise Levels
Baseline noise measurements were made at various noise monitoring locations
(NMLs) surrounding the Drax power station. The surveys were undertaken in
September 2012 and again in September 2013, with some supplementary
measurements made in July 2014. Additional monitoring locations for the
September 2013 survey were agreed in consultation with Selby District
Council (SDC).
The NMLs of each survey are detailed in Table 4.2 and shown in Figure 4.1.

Table 4.2

List of Noise Monitoring Locations for Surveys in 2012, 2013 and 2014
Monitoring
Positions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Monitoring Locations
2012
Wren Hall (measured on
Carr Lane in 2012 survey)
Camblesforth
Barlow
Drax Abbey Farm

Monitoring Locations
2013
Foreman’s Cottage
Wren Hall

Monitoring location
in 2014

Camblesforth
Barlow
Drax Abbey Farm
Long Drax
Old Lodge
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Landing Lane
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Figure 4.1 Noise Monitoring Locations
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No measurements were made at Landing Lane during either of the 2012 or
2013 surveys. However, noise measurements taken in the rear garden of
number 40 Landing Lane and evening measurements at the end of Landing
Lane facing the Project site (July 2014) showed levels to be similar to those at
Foreman’s Cottage, Drax Abbey Farm and Long Drax.
As explained in the Technical Report (Section B, Volume 2), the baseline noise
measurements both set the baseline and also provide the basis for deriving the
assessment criteria for determining likely significant noise effects.
The noise levels recorded at each sample location and the derived night-time
average values for Foreman’s Cottage and Drax Abbey Farm are given in
Table 4.3.
Table 4.3

Summary of Background Measured (Free-field) Background (L90) Noise Levels
from Surveys in 2012 and 2013
Monitoring
Location

2012
Day-time
(0700 –
2300)

2012
NightTime
(2300 –
0700)
-

2013
Day-time
(2300 –
0700)
34

2013
NightTime
(2300 –
0700)
28

1 Foreman’s
Cottage

-

50

50

35

3 Camblesforth

43 to 44

40

4 Barlow

35 to 44

5 Drax Abbey
Farm

Adopted
Value Day

Adopted
Value
Night

35 (note b)

28

36

35

35

46

-

43 to 46

40

27

41

24

35 to 44

24

34 to 49

40 to 48

31 to 50

32

36

32

6 Long Drax

-

-

32

26

32

26

7 Old Lodge

-

2 Wren Hall (note a)

39
27
32 (note c)
27
Note a) – Measurements in 2012 made at Carr Lane – equivalent to Wren Hall in terms of
constant industrial noise.
Note b) – Based on Drax Abbey Farm measurements with 1 dB subtracted as a result of
simultaneous samples at the two locations.
Note c) - Based on the measurements at Long Drax which was not influenced by operation of a
tractor. The tractor resulted in noise levels increasing to 39 dB.

The data collected at the Drax Abbey Farm location in the September 2013
survey are viewed as more representative of a normal baseline for that
location as noise levels in the 2012 survey were influenced by an
unidentifiable source.
The noise level difference between day-time and night-time observed at Old
Lodge was due to farm equipment operating very close to the monitoring area
during the day-time measurements. This noise dominated the recorded noise
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levels and it is believed that it might have also affected the levels measured at
Long Drax, although to a lesser extent. Since the two NMLs are close to each
other facing the same side of the Project site boundary, a cautious approach
was taken and the lower value that was recorded (32dB LA90) was used.
It should be noted that the measurements at Drax Abbey Farm in 2013
consisted of seven days of measurements at 15 minute intervals providing 672
samples. During this time the minimum value was 30 dB LA90 and the
maximum value was 48 dB LA90. However, there are a number of ways in
which background noise can be interpreted when long term ’logging‘
measurements are available. ERM has worked with a number of averaging
systems including one cautious system proposed by Surrey County Council in
its guidance for noise control relating to minerals and waste disposal. These
guidelines give a fairly precise definition of ’background noise level’ for the
night-time situation. The guidelines require noise measurements to include
calm settled weather, with monitoring extended over at least three days and
preferably a week. The quietest 25% of the measured values between 00:00
and 06:00 are discarded and the lowest of the remaining is used to define the
night-time LA90.
The weather was calm and settled except for the night of the 02 October 2013
when there was some rain. Those data were therefore excluded from the
averaging used to derive the background. Based on the above proposed
averaging approach the background noise for Drax Abbey Farm was been
derived as 32 dB LA90.
The above method does not specifically apply to daytime, but was also used
for the assessment as a way of generating representative background noise
levels at Drax Abbey Farm. A value of 36 dB LA90 was calculated from the
noise levels which ranged between 31 and 50 dB LA90.
Single 30 minute samples were taken at other locations in 2013, and these
follow a logical pattern around the site assuming noise levels in the area were
at their lowest. Since the sample measurements at Foreman’s Cottage in 2013
were taken at a time when noise levels at Drax Abbey Farm were at a
minimum, and the same noise sources affect Drax Abbey Farm and Foreman’s
Cottage, the same correction (of 2 dB) was applied to the measured 30 minute
night-time sample noise level (i.e. 26 dB LA90) to calculate the background
noise. Based on this averaging the background noise for Foreman’s Cottage
has been derived as 28 dB LA90.
During the day levels at Foreman’s Cottage were approximately 1 dB lower
than at Drax Abbey Farm and a value of 35 dB LA90 has been derived as the
baseline.
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4.6

ECOLOGY

4.6.1

Introduction
The ecological baseline is described fully in the Ecology Technical Report in
Volume 2, Section I of the ES. The main aspects of the baseline are briefly
described below.

4.6.2

Study Area
The study area has been defined with reference to the Chartered Institute of
Ecology and Environmental Management (CIEEM) guidance (1). The zone of
influence for the Project was defined as 15 km for Statutory Designated sites
(to account for potential air pollution effects), 2 km for non-Statutory
Designated sites, and a general field survey of all habitat within the red line
boundary plus a buffer of up to 500 m depending on the species being
surveyed.

4.6.3

Ecological Surveys
As well as desk studies, a number of ecological surveys were undertaken in
line with standard survey guidance. Surveys included extended phase 1
habitat, breeding bird, badger, water vole, bat roost, bat activity, reptile, great
crested newt and terrestrial invertebrates.

4.6.4

General Site Characteristics
The southern section of the Project site, in which most of the Infrastructure
Corridor is located, is dominated by the existing Drax Power Station including
cooling towers, buildings and large areas of hard standing. Small areas of
amenity grassland, scrub and semi-mature broadleaf woodland are also
present within this area and the surrounding land comprises mainly arable
farmland and grazing pasture with areas of broadleaf woodland.
In the northern part of the Project site, where the Operational Area is located,
habitats are predominantly arable with smaller areas of scrub, semi-improved
and marshy grassland, reedbed, standing open water and broadleaf wood.
The surrounding land to the north is primarily arable and the River Ouse runs
to the north of the site (just over 200 m from the Project site boundary at its
closest point), in a southeasterly direction.
To the north and west of the Project site lies Barlow Mound, which is the ash
disposal area for the existing power station. This area is being progressively
rehabilitated but still contains an area of bare ash on the working face of the
mound, within the operational disposal area. A section of the Infrastructure
Corridor covers this area. An industrial railway line runs along the eastern
base of Barlow Mound.

(1) IEEM (2006) Guidelines for Ecological Impact Assessment in the United Kingdom. IEEM, Winchester.
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The Operational Area is bisected by the Carr Dyke drain, which is managed
by Selby Area Internal Drainage Board (IDB). This drain runs north and
discharges to the River Ouse at Lendell Pumping Station. The dyke is
culverted beneath the existing Drax Power Station site, emerging as an open
channel marked by the presence of three sluice gates adjacent to the southern
boundary of the Operational Area.
4.6.5

Nature Conservation Designations
The Project is not located directly within any statutory or non-statutory nature
conservation designations. Figure I.5, Section I shows the locations of the
statutory sites and Figure I.6, Section I shows the locations of the non-statutory
sites in relation to the Project.
Section 4.4.4 describes protected areas and areas of conservation interest
within various zones of influence of the Project that could be vulnerable to
effects resulting from impacts to air quality.

4.6.6

Phase 1 Habitat Surveys
Operational Area
The Project site is primarily an area of mixed farmland with arable, improved
and semi-improved grassland. It also contains a pond, a small wetland
dominated by common reed Phragmites australis, as well as areas of scattered
scrub, ruderal species and areas of ephemeral/ short perennial species. In the
northeast of the Operational Area, adjacent to a pond which is itself outside of
the Project site, a large permanently wet area is dominated by Phragmites
australis (common reed). There is also an area of tall ruderal species including
Urtica dioica (nettle) and Rumex sp (dock) adjacent to the pond. Within the
Operational Area there is a mound of earth that has a covering of ephemeral /
short perennial species. There are areas of scattered scrub within the northern
Operational Area.
Construction Laydown Area
The Construction Laydown Area is characterised predominantly by arable
farmland. One area of marshy grassland was identified within the eastern
Construction Laydown Area adjacent to a public road. This grassland
displays a poor range of species with an abundance of Juncus sp (rush).
Infrastructure Corridor
There are occasional areas of landscaped, well-tended and frequently mown
amenity grassland making up areas of landscaping within the current Drax
Power Station site (i.e. in the Infrastructure Corridor). There are several areas
of introduced shrub around the existing Drax Power Station site within the
Infrastructure Corridor which have been planted as landscaping on the site.
The introduced shrub comprises several ornamental species of shrub.
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There are several areas of bare ground within the operational areas of the
existing Drax Power Station and Barlow Mound, and within the Infrastructure
Corridor. The bare area of Barlow Mound comprises pulverised fuel ash
(PFA).
A small area of semi-natural broadleaf woodland lies adjacent to the main
access road within the Project site and several small areas of broadleaf
plantation are scattered throughout the Project site. To the east of New Road
that runs along the eastern side of the Project site there is a more mature broad
leaf plantation and there are several areas of mixed plantation throughout the
Project site. This includes a thin strip running along a ditch between two
arable fields within the eastern Construction Laydown Area and a small strip
on the south of Barlow Mound within the Infrastructure Corridor. Some
limited dense continuous scrub is present, notably around the pond which
occurs within the Infrastructure Corridor.
There are several areas of standing water within and immediately adjacent to
the Project site, including field boundary ditches where the water within does
not appear to be permanent due to the terrestrial nature of the species
growing in the bottom of the ditch. In addition, there are numerous ponds
located within and immediately adjacent to the Project area. Carr Dyke flows
across the Project area from southwest to northeast. The dyke is relatively
deep, approximately 4 m wide, and is lined in places with semi-improved
grassland and scattered trees.
4.6.7

Breeding Birds
Of the 49 bird species recorded on or adjacent to the site, 9 (1) are included on
the Birds of Conservation Concern (BoCC) ‘Red List’ as species of high
conservation concern while 12 (2) are England Biodiversity Priority (EBP)
species under S41 of the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) 2006
Act. Species present were typical of mixed farmland, and many were
concentrated on boundary features and areas of scrub or wetland. Two
species on Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended),
barn owl and peregrine, were noted foraging within or overflying the Project
site. Grasshopper warbler, a scarce breeder in North Yorkshire, was recording
breeding in the western part of the site.

4.6.8

Bats
Overall, relatively low levels of bat activity (largely common pipistrelle) were
recorded. No bats were recorded emerging from any of the surveyed trees
and no activity indicative of occupied roosts was observed (e.g. swarming).
Several common pipistrelle were recorded as highly likely to be emerging
from a barn building at Drax Abbey Farm.

(1) Grasshopper warbler, herring gull, lapwing, linnet, skylark, song thrush, starling, yellow wagtail and yellowhammer
(2) Bullfinch, dunnock, grasshopper warbler, herring gull, lapwing, linnet, reed bunting, song thrush, starling, yellow
wagtail and yellowhammer
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4.6.9

Amphibians
No great crested newts were identified during the surveys of ponds and
ditches within the site of the Project area and within 500 m of the Project Site.
A small population of smooth newts was identified in Pond 8 within the
operational area during the surveys. No other amphibians were identified
within any of the ponds or ditches within the Project area.

4.6.10

Invertebrates
A total of 158 invertebrate species were recorded during the field survey
including two species of Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths) listed under
Section 41 of the NERC Act, two Nationally Scarce Diptera (true flies) and two
Nationally Scarce Hymenoptera (ants, bees and wasps) were recorded.

4.6.11

Other Species
No confirmed evidence of water vole was recorded on any of the surveyed
watercourses during 2012 and 2013.
Surveys indicated that a small number of reptiles (one grass snake) were
present on the Project site.
The results of a badger survey are presented in a separate confidential report.

4.7

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL AMENITY

4.7.1

Introduction
The landscape and visual baseline is described fully in the Landscape and Visual
Technical Report in Volume 2, Section H of the ES. The main aspects of the
baseline are briefly described below.

4.7.2

Assessment Method
The assessment has been undertaken with reference to the Guidelines for
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 3rd edition 2013 (1), produced
jointly by the Landscape Institute and the Institute of Environmental
Management and Assessment.

4.7.3

Study Area
In order to establish the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV), (see Figure H.3,
Section H (Volume 2) the following assumptions were adopted:


assumed height of the proposed chimney stack (120 m);

(1) Landscape Institute and Institute of Environmental Management & Assessment (2013) Guidelines for Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment (Third Edition).
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assumed height of the proposed oxy fuel boiler (75 m).

The twelve (118 m high), Drax Power Station cooling towers (existing), were
added to the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) to take account of the visual
screening they provide. Based on feedback received during consultation
(Scoping and PEIR phases) and professional judgement taking into
consideration the results of the ZTVs, a study area with a 7.5 km radius
around the Project site has been chosen, which recognises the scale of the
Project within the context of the surrounding landscape.
4.7.4

Site Visits
As well as undertaking desk studies, a site visit was carried out on the 15th
and 16th of December 2013. This photography was updated, and this has
informed the viewpoints photography, wireframes and photomontages
shown in Volume 2, Figures H.8 to H.24, in order to capture representative
viewpoint photography and to verify the desk-based research on the
landscape and visual baseline. Winter photography ensures that the ‘worst
case scenario’ is achieved due to deciduous vegetation not being in leaf.

4.7.5

Landscape Character Areas
The project is located within the Humberhead Levels National Character Area
which is characterised predominantly by agricultural landscape with a flat,
low-lying topography comprising the floodplains of a number of rivers which
drain eastwards into the Humber Estuary. Typically, elevation ranges from
areas at or just below sea level to a few low undulations that rise above 10 m.
Fertile soil results in a mosaic of large to medium scale, intensively cultivated
arable farmland (much of which is classified as Grade I and II Agricultural
Land). Washlands are home to important wetland habitats, some of which
carry international and national ecological designations, such as the Lower
Derwent Valley Ramsar Site located approximately 5.2 km to the northeast of
the proposed development. In places, the rural character has been
considerably altered by the presence of large scale infrastructure and
development (including major roads, a number of power stations including
Drax and Eggborough, and a number of wind farm developments including
Rusholme Wind Farm). Due to its flat topography, the area is characterised by
large open skies and unbroken views to distant horizons with prominent
vertical elements such as power station cooling towers and wind turbines.
Given the presence of existing large-scale infrastructure (low tranquillity) in
an area which includes international designations, including the TransPennine National Trail (national value), the sensitivity of this National
Character Area is considered to be medium.
The North Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation Project and the East
Riding of Yorkshire Landscape Character Assessment divide the landscape into a
six broad Landscape Character Types (LCT) as follows:
North Yorkshire and York Landscape Characterisation Project:
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Levels Farmland (Landscape type 23);
River Floodplain (Landscape Type 24); and
Urban Landscapes (Landscape type 1).

East Riding of Yorkshire Landscape Character Assessment:
 River Corridors (Landscape Character Type 4);
 Open Farmland (Landscape Character Type 5); and
 M62 Corridor Farmland (Landscape Character Type 8).
The LCTs are further divided into Project Landscape Character Areas (LCA)
which are described in full in the Landscape and Visual Technical Report and are
summarised on Figure H.5, Section H.
With the exception of the River Derwent Corridor (which has a high level of
landscape sensitivity); and East Selby Farmlands and Howden to Bubwith
Farmland (which each have a medium level of sensitivity), the LCAs within
the study area have a low level of landscape sensitivity.
Figure H.6, Section H summarises the key landscape features within the area of
influence.
4.7.6

Visual Amenity
Following an analysis of the ZTV and taking into account settlement patterns,
and the locations of known key receptors, 17 viewpoints were selected (and
agreed with the relevant local authorities) to represent the main areas from
which the Project may be visible and the different type of viewing
opportunities offered. Residential (11) and recreational (4) receptors (which
have a high sensitivity to change), and transport (2) receptors (which have a
medium sensitivity to change), have been identified as follows:














View west from the Trans Pennine Trail near Barmby on the Marsh
(Recreational);
View southwest from the Trans Pennine Trail southwest of
Hemingborough (Recreational);
View northeast from Camblesforth (Residential);
View northwest from Drax Village (Residential);
View northeast from Carlton (Residential);
View northwest from Redhouse Lane (Residential);
View north from the A416 to the east of East Cowick (Residential);
View southeast from the A62 on the southeastern fringe of Selby
(Transport);
View southwest from Hemingborough (Residential);
View southwest from Wressle (Residential);
Views northwest from the A614, Goole (Transport);
Views east from Barlow (Residential);
Views south from Cliffe (Residential);
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Views west from Pear Tree Avenue, Long Drax (Residential);
Views south from White House Farm (Residential);
Views southeast from Footpath 35.6/8/1 north of Barlow (Recreational);
and
Views east from Footpath 35.47/6/1 (Recreational).

The views are largely characterised by flat, arable landscapes. The viewpoint
locations are shown in Figure H.5, Section H.

4.8

ARCHAEOLOGY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

4.8.1

Introduction
The archaeology and cultural heritage baseline is described fully in the
Cultural Heritage & Archaeology Technical Report in Volume 2, Section G of the ES.
The main aspects of the baseline are briefly described below.

4.8.2

Study Area
Following consultation with English Heritage, the EIA considered
archaeology and cultural heritage within an area of influence defined over
three zones as follows.

4.8.3



The Inner Study Area, which includes the physical footprint of the Project
site, considered all cultural heritage assets within this boundary for
construction and operational effects, including direct effects and effects on
setting.



The Middle Study Area, which extends 1 km from the boundary of the
Inner Study Area, within which all designated cultural heritage assets are
considered for operational effects, notably effects on setting. The area also
informs the potential for previously unrecorded cultural heritage features
within the Inner Study Area.



The Outer Study Area, which extends 5 km from the boundary of the
Inner Study Area, following scoping advice from English Heritage and
NYCC requesting that a larger buffer than 1 km was considered for setting
issues. Following further discussion with English Heritage, key
designated assets in this area, particularly those that have a presence in the
landscape, have been assessed to illustrate potential setting impacts at this
greater distance.

Baseline Studies and Site Visit
Baseline information on archaeology and cultural heritage was gathered
through a review of recognised data sources. For the Inner Study Area, this
was augmented by including previous survey results for the site, a walkover
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site survey, geophysical surveys and trial trench investigations on targeted
areas.
Figure 4.2 shows the archaeology and cultural heritage assets within the three
zones of the study area.
The archaeology and cultural heritage baseline is described fully in Volume 2,
Section G of the ES. The main aspects of the baseline are briefly described
below, especially focussing on the Inner Study Area.
4.8.4

Site Characteristics
The Inner Study Area
Whilst there are no designated heritage assets within the Inner Study Area or
at the jetty site (to the east of Drax Power Station), six undesignated cultural
heritage assets recorded have been identified within the Inner Study Area
shown on Figure 4.2.
The earliest recorded asset is the site of a Roman ditch and pits which were
identified during archaeological trial trenching in 1998. Related to Drax
Augustinian Priory are the site of a possible fishpond and possibly a field
boundary ditch recorded from previous trial trenching in the Operational
Area. A relatively modern field boundary has also been recorded.
A natural palaeochannel has also been recorded which would have drained
into the natural watercourse prior to the Carr Dyke. The site of the Barlow
airship construction works and airfield lies to the west of Drax Power Station;
the north end of it lies within the western part of the Infrastructure Corridor.
The site was in use between 1917 and 1919 and was later used as a depot for
the Royal Army Ordnance Corps. The site of the Barlow Airship Production
Factory has since been covered by the Barlow Mound ash disposal site used
by the existing operational Drax Power station.
In addition to the known heritage assets outlined above, there is the potential
for further assets to be present. Taking into consideration the previous work
undertaken that is pertinent to the Inner Study Area and the archaeological
background of the area, it is clear the three site areas, corresponding to the
Operational, Infrastructure Corridor and Construction Laydown Areas
present varying levels of archaeological potential.
The Operational Area is the area in which most of the previous archaeological
work has taken place mainly as part of the EIA for a previous application for
the site. As such, it is recognised that there is very limited potential for
previously unrecorded cultural heritage assets to survive within this area with
the exception of the area to the south of the Carr Dyke, which has not been the
subject of a detailed investigated. Deposits of peat are present in this part of
the Operational Area. These deposits have not been dated but they have the
potential to contribute to current understanding of Drax Augustinian Priory
and also to contain or conceal prehistoric archaeological remains.
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The Infrastructure Corridor largely corresponds to the working area of the
existing Drax Power Station and the Barlow Mound. This area of land has
seen such a significant level of ground disturbance during the construction
and operation of the power station that there is very limited potential for
previously unrecorded cultural heritage assets to survive below ground across
much of this area.
Areas of the Construction Laydown Areas not within Drax Power Ltd (DPL)
operational site have been used for agriculture since at least the mid-17th
century, through to the present-day. These have therefore seen less
substantial disturbance than ground within the Infrastructure Corridor;
nonetheless, centuries of ploughing will have removed any upstanding
archaeological structures from the area and it may also have damaged or
removed any subsurface remains. As archaeological investigations in this area
have been limited, its archaeological potential is not clearly understood,
however, given the proximity to the Drax Augustinian Priory, it is possible
that associated remains may be present within the Construction Laydown
Area. It is also possible that archaeological features associated with the
Roman-period finds in the western part of the area will be present. It is
therefore considered that there is moderate archaeological potential within the
Construction Laydown Area.
The Middle Study Area
There are two scheduled monuments in the Middle Study Area, shown on
Figure 4.2.
Drax Augustinian Priory lies immediately adjacent to the Inner Study Area
and between fields to the north, south and west forming part of the
Construction Laydown Area. The Priory was founded in the early 12th
century and continued in use until it was suppressed between 1535 and 1536.
The priory is recorded as comprising a church, cloister, infirmary, refectory,
prior’s chamber and dormitory. Following its suppression the priory was
demolished and it seems probable that its fabric was reused to build the farm
buildings that were later built on the site. Drax Augustinian Priory today
survives as slight earthwork remains and buried assets.
Barlow Hall, medieval settlement and early post-medieval garden earthworks,
is located to the northwest of the Inner Study Area. It includes buried and
earthwork remains of part of the medieval settlement of Barlow. The original
settlement at Barlow may date from the 11th century.
Two listed buildings (Figure 4.2) are also present in the Middle Study Area: the
Grade I Listed Church of St Peter and St Paul and the Grade II listed cross
base and shaft in its churchyard.
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The Outer Study Area
Following consultation with English Heritage and NYCC, it was agreed that
an initial assessment of setting effects on key heritage assets within 5 km of
the Project (making up the Outer Study Area) would be undertaken,
particularly for those assets that have a ‘presence’ in the landscape. This
would allow it to be gauged whether it was necessary to assess the impact on
all designated cultural heritage assets within this wider study area.
The key assets meeting the above criterion are three scheduled monuments,
three Grade I listed buildings and one Grade II* church as shown on Figure
4.2. These are described fully in the Volume 2, Section G.
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Figure 4.2 Cultural Heritage
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4.9

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT

4.9.1

Introduction
The traffic and travel baseline is described fully in the Traffic Assessment (TA)
in Section E of Volume 2 the ES. The main aspects of the baseline are briefly
described below.
The location of the Project is on the site of the existing Drax Power Station.
Previously, an application had been permitted for the Ouse Renewable Energy
Project (OREP) on the site. The OREP scheme is no longer being developed
but its Environmental Statement provides a useful source of baseline traffic
data for the present assessment.

4.9.2

Study Area
General Considerations
One of the first stages in developing a methodology for a TA is defining the
Project’s area of influence. The Project site has been visited on a number of
occasions in order to understand the operation of the local highway network
and the accessibility of the Project site by all modes of transport.
Understanding of the area of influence has been further developed from a
number of sources, including the OREP application, site observations, and
desk-based analysis of publicly-available data.
Characterisation of the Area of Influence
At the PEIR stage the traffic assessment was prepared using the OREP
baseline traffic flows. It is acknowledged that the local traffic conditions may
have changed since the surveys were undertaken, although it is widely
considered that due to the economic recession in many areas traffic has fallen
so the growthed flows (i.e. OREP baseline year increased year on year for the
present assessment) represent a worst case scenario.
Subsequently, and in agreement with the local highway authorities of East
Riding of Yorkshire Council (ERYC), North Yorkshire County Council
(NYCC), Selby District Council (SDC) and the Highways Agency (HA) a series
of Automatic Traffic Counts (ATCs) were undertaken at various points along
the road network. The ATCs were to ensure that traffic conditions assessed
are comparable to those experienced by drivers on the local network.
In summary the adopted approach to define the Project area of influence is as
follows.
 Traffic movements used within the OREP analysis were adjusted to higher
values including ‘outages’ at the existing Drax Power Station to
accommodate cumulative effects;
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OREP flows were growthed to a future construction period year of 2020
using the TEMPro (a model used for transport planning) database of traffic
growth;



The A1041 / A63 roundabout was surveyed in 2014 and the subsequent
data growthed to 2020; and



Additional traffic and junction surveys were then undertaken in
consultation with NYCC to verify the resultant baseline conditions.

As a result of the above the area of influence adopted for the TA, and agreed
with the above consultees, is defined as the:






A645 / New Road / Main Road roundabout (near Drax Power Station
site);
A645 / A614 roundabout (near Rawcliffe);
A645 / A1041 roundabout (at Camblesforth);
A1041 / A63 roundabout (near Selby); and
M62 Junction 36.

This is shown graphically below in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3

Traffic Area of Influence

4.9.3

Summary of Baseline Conditions
Information collected indicates no capacity issue or queuing problems and
that all junctions currently operate with significant reserve capacity.
Observations made during site visits indicate that traffic is generally freeflowing on the local road network, with limited queuing occurring at the main
junctions. Slow-moving agricultural vehicles occasionally hold up traffic
temporarily on the local highway network.
There is no identifiable accident trend on the local highway network over the
past five years, and pedestrian movements on the local network are limited in
number.
The existing Drax Power Station has a dedicated HGV route associated with it,
to prevent the routing of large vehicles through local roads. The route in place
is along the A645 via the M62 Junction 36 to the Drax Power Station and will
be adopted for the Project. The power station also has annual ‘outages’ when
various works are performed on the plant which at peak may employ up to
1,000 workers and entail associated vehicle movements.
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4.10

SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

4.10.1

Introduction
The socio-economic baseline is described fully in the Socio-economic Technical
Report in Volume 2, Section F of the ES. The main aspects of the baseline are
briefly described below.

4.10.2

Study Area
The following have been developed as appropriate areas of influence for the
Project.


Nationally: there will be effects at the national level given the Project’s
status as a NSIP. For instance the Project will contribute to national targets
for reductions in CO2 emissions to the atmosphere.



Socio-economic area of influence: based on drive time catchment areas
from the Project. The ‘local area’ is defined within a 30 minute drive time,
‘wider area’ within a 45 minute drive time, and ‘wider region’ within a 60
minute drive time.



Tourism area of influence (TAOI): defined by a 15 km radius from the
Project. Facilities or notable points of focus of visitor attraction within
this area have been reviewed. Any significant tourism facilities located
just outside the boundary have also been included.


4.10.3

Regionally: the wider Yorkshire and Humber region.

Socio-economic Setting Overview
The Project is situated between the villages of Drax and Barlow. The nearest
large settlements are Selby District (population 13,000) and Goole (population
19,500) and there are a number of other small villages in the wider vicinity.
There are also several scattered properties in the vicinity of the Project site.
The Project is located in the District of Selby which is located in the sub-region
of Yorkshire and the Humber with a total population of 5,283,733 (1). Selby
has a population of 83,449 as of the 2011 census (2). The District covers an area
of 6,190 km2 and is sandwiched between the River Derwent to the east and the
A1 to the west.
Data from the 2001 census reveal that over half the working population
commute to work outside the District with Leeds and York the favoured
destinations (3).

(1)http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?a=7&b=6275229&c=selby&d=13&e=62&g=6
455724&i=1001x1003x1032x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1390497652640&enc=1&dsFamilyId=2473
(2)http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadKeyFigures.do?a=7&b=6275229&c=Selby&d=13&e=62&g=
6455724&i=1001x1003x1032x1004&m=0&r=1&s=1390494538280&enc=1
(3) Selby District Core Strategy Local Plan, October 2013
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4.10.4

Employment
Unemployment in the North Yorkshire County area was 4.7% in September
2013 and 9.2% in the wider Yorkshire and Humber area, compared to a
national rate of 7.7% (1). Unemployment in Selby is generally lower than the
regional and national averages at 5.2%.
In Selby District the percentage of economically active persons was 73.8% in
2011. The rate for the wider Yorkshire and Humber region was 68.3% and
nationally for England the figure was 69.9%. The figure for the parish of Drax
was 74%.
The above information is represented graphically in Figure 4.4 below.

Figure 4.4

Economic Activity for Drax, Selby, the Region and England
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Regional Employment Sectors
North Yorkshire has a range of sectors which provide employment across the
County. As outlined in Figure 4.4 the biggest employment sector is wholesale
and retail, followed by healthcare and social work. Agriculture accounted for
5.8% of employment (2). In Selby District the biggest employment sector is
wholesale and retail with 16.1% followed by manufacturing 11.7% and
healthcare 11%. Agriculture accounted for only 2.2% of employment.

(1) http://www.northyorks.gov.uk/media/24085/Unemployment-Claimants-in-NorthYorkshire/pdf/Unemployment_claimants_-_December_2013.pdf
(2) http://www.northyorks.gov.uk/media/21178/Employment-figures-by-industry-for2011/pdf/website_NY___GB_table_2011.pdf
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Occupations Comparison for Selby, the Region and England

4.10.6
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Education
From Table 4.4 below it can be seen that a total of 14,431 people in Selby
District had no qualifications at all (21%), 11,323 (18%) had Level 2
qualifications and 17,786 (26%) had an education Level of 4 or above. By
comparison the figures for Yorkshire and Humber were no qualifications 25%,
Level 2 15% and Level 4 and above 23%.

Table 4.4

Level of Qualifications for Selby, the Region and England
Level
No Qualifications
Level 1 Qualifications (GCSE D-G)
Level 2 Qualifications (GCSE A*-C)
Apprenticeship
Level 3 Qualifications (A Level,
Diploma)
Level 4 Qualifications and Above
Other Qualifications
Total residents over 16

Selby
14,431
9,535
11,323
3,402
8,731

Yorkshire &
Humber
1,104,692
581,029
662,318
181,690
547,480

17,786
2,927
68,135

998,718
210,014
4,285,941
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9,656,810
5,714,441
6,544,614
1,532,934
5,309,631
11,769,361
2,461,829
42,989,620
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4.10.7

Housing
The attractiveness of the rural location coupled with its proximity to the major
urban centres of Leeds and York in particular, led to significant increases in
house prices in the District before the economic downturn. There is currently
a shortage of affordable housing for the local population. Home ownership is
higher in Selby than in the region or nationally with 87.7% where regionally
the figure was 81.5% and nationally 82.1%.
Selby has a housing vacancy rate of 3.3% compared to 4.9% in the North of the
UK and 2.1% in the Southeast of England. Approximately 38% of dwellings
are located in the urban areas of Selby Town, Tadcaster and Sherburn-inElmet.

4.10.8

Travel to Work Patterns
There is a net outflow of people from Selby commuting to other Districts for
work purposes with 11,235 coming in and 17,979 leaving, mostly to Leeds and
York (see Figure 4.6).
Commuting Patterns for Various Areas
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Regions

Source: Selby 2009 Strategic Housing Market Assessment, June 2009

4.10.9

Land Use
The Project site is located within the DPL landholding, which extends north to
the River Ouse. The DPL landholding also includes the Barlow Mound, the
ash disposal site. Barlow Mound is still operational although a part of it has
been restored to a nature reserve.
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For the operational Area and the Construction Laydown Areas current land
use comprises an existing biomass store, an area of semi-improved grassland
and agricultural fields. The wider area is generally characterised by arable
agricultural land.
The Infrastructure Corridors are predominantly within the existing Drax
Power Station and are classified as ‘brownfield’.
Land currently used for agricultural purposes within the Project site is
classified as Grade 2 agricultural land. Grade 2 land is classified as “very
good quality agricultural land” by DEFRA (1). The agricultural land within
the Project site is currently used for rotational cropping such as oilseed rape,
wheat, second wheat and barley.
The small number of residential properties in the vicinity of the Project site
includes Foreman’s Cottage, Drax Abbey Farm, Station House and Field
House and the villages of Barlow and Long Drax.
Land use on, and areas adjoining to, the Project Site are shown in Figure 4.7
below.

(1) Agricultural Land Classification of England and Wales, October 1988.
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Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.7
Land Use Around the Site

SOURCE: Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data. © Crown copyright, All rights reserved. 2012 License number 0100031673.
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4.10.10

Conclusions
Selby has historically had an economy dominated by employment within
agriculture, coal mining and energy generation. Employment within energy
generation sector is higher than national averages due to the Drax and
Eggborough coal fired power stations. This should increase local employment
opportunities and reduce receptor sensitivity to adverse effects.
The Operational Area is currently grade 2 agricultural land and although the
total area required is relatively small.
A review of baseline tourism information has shown tourism is not a
significant socioeconomic activity in the vicinity of the Project and no
significant facilities have been identified. Formal tourism is therefore
considered to be of low sensitivity to the Project. As a result, it is scoped out
of further assessment in the EIA.
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5

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND ALTERNATIVES

5.1

PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER
This chapter outlines the extent and components of the Project to inform the
ES. It includes details on the site preparation and flood mitigation measures,
the technology to be employed, the main components of the plant, the
construction programme and the operational regime. The purpose is to
provide general context for the ES.
It should also be noted that additional pertinent information about the Project
is contained in the technical assessments (Volume 2 of the ES) to provide a
basis for the impact assessment including ‘realistic worst case scenario’.
Typically this comprises information on such matters as the height and mass
of structures (for the visual impact assessment) and the nature (chemical
composition, concentrations) of emissions to atmosphere (for the air quality
assessment).

5.2

SITE PREPARATION AND FLOOD MITIGATION

5.2.1

Overview
In order to raise the site to meet the levels required by the flood risk
assessment (Volume 2, Section C.1) of 5.1 m (1) above ordnance datum (AOD),
CPL proposes inert fill material, likely to composed of clay (sourced from
within the Drax Power Site) and inert fill material likely to be composed of
quarried material / aggregate and limestone. This will be sourced from
recycled materials and / or from local quarries and will aim to achieve the
infiltration rates outlined in the drainage design for the Project. The materials
will be screened prior to use, in order to avoid introducing any potential
contamination source to the Project site. Site preparation will consist of the
following key activities:


site clearance;



import of infill material;



site raising from approximately 3.5 m AOD to 5.1 m AOD;



surfacing and preparation works for laydown areas which includes areas
for car parking and construction welfare/accommodation;

(1) 5.1m AOD will be the finished floor level..
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5.2.2



highway widening and works required for three junctions to be built, two
on New Road and one on Pear Tree Avenue;



access roads and security arrangements onto/on the site;



physical works for the footpath diversion, new footbridge and fencing on
parts of the new footpath route;



boundary construction fencing;



install highway junction modifications, road bridge over Carr Dyke and
diversion of existing drains (this will be applied for separately while
continuing dialogue with the Internal Drainage Board (IDB);



works to ensure continued maintenance access to Carr Dyke;



surface water drainage modifications;



installation of services; and



connection of a site drain to Drax Power Station existing purge system
within an infrastructure corridor.

Fill Material
The infill material intended to be used to form the platform includes sandy
clay fill to be sourced from Barlow Mound within the existing Drax site (to be
used as engineered bulk fill below 3.600 m AOD). Above 3.600 m AOD) this
will then be capped with crushed granular material (likely to be limestone
sourced from Darrington Quarry or Buxton Lime). These are illustrated in the
typical cross section of the embankment and the constructed platform shown
in Figure 5.1. All fill materials will be suitable for use and if necessary tested
to ensure they do not pose a risk to controlled waters.
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Figure 5.1 Typical Cross Section of the Constructed Embankment and Platform

5.2.3

Highway Improvements
The platform construction materials will be transported to the site by road. As
such, some highway widening works are proposed which are illustrated on
Figure 5.2.
Two junctions are being constructed for access into the laydown areas; one off
New Road (highway junction 1) and one off Pear Tree Avenue (for emergency
access) (highway junction 3). Additionally, it is proposed that a four-arm
crossroad junction (highway junction 2) is constructed on New Road to the
north of the existing materials handling area. The west arm of this junction
will allow access to the site raising laydown area and access to the site during
construction. The eastern arm of the junction will be used during the
construction. In order to accommodate this junction, a stretch of carriageway
of around 150 m in length is to be realigned and widened to provide two full
lanes on New Road. The four-arm crossroad junction formed is to be
controlled by traffic signals during construction, and the junction itself is to be
retained following the start of operation. Prior to operation, the eastern arm of
the junction will be removed leaving the junction as a simple T-Junction .
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Figure 5.2 Summary of Highway Works
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Figure 5.2
Summary of Highways Works

SOURCE: Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data. © Crown copyright, All rights reserved. 2014 License number 0100031673.
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5.2.4

Footpaths, Bridges and Fencing
The public footpath that is currently routed along the existing site boundary
will be relocated along the new site boundary. The new footpath will be
routed from the existing footbridge (over the railway line) on the western site
boundary (which will be retained) to the north alongside the site boundary
and parallel with the railway line. It will follow the boundary fence until it
meets the original footpath connection with New Road on the eastern site
boundary. The footpath will then continue alongside New Road to the north
and then alongside Pear Tree Avenue to the east.
The new footpath will feature a new footbridge over Carr Dyke and the
installation of new security fencing along part of the route which does not
benefit from existing fencing. During construction, additional close boarded
3 m high fencing will be installed around the perimeter of the site.
The footbridge will be a specialist design, made from a steel/concrete chassis
with timber deck and hand rails.
There will be a road bridge for HGV access routed over Carr Dyke (see figure 5.3).
This will be retained to provide access for the Project and to facilitate future access
for the IDB to Carr Dyke.
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Figure 5.3 Assumed Cross Section of the Road Bridge over Carr Dyke

5.3

INTRODUCTION TO THE TECHNOLOGY
The Project, although at a commercial scale, will serve to demonstrate oxy-fuel
technology which allows the capture of carbon dioxide (CO2) from power
plant exhaust gases.
In summary, the technology involves combustion of fuel in a boiler in a
mixture of oxygen and re-circulated flue gas (largely CO2 and H2O (water)).
The process eliminates the high volume of nitrogen that comes with the air
during conventional combustion. This in turn considerably reduces the
content of nitrogen oxides in the resulting CO2 rich flue gas, which can be
easily processed to purity levels required for transportation and storage. The
resultant potential CO2 capture rate is in excess of 90%. The oxygen for the
combustion process is produced in an Air Separation Unit (ASU), which
separates oxygen and nitrogen from air.
Other combustion by-products, including particulates and sulphur oxides
(SOx), are extracted through a conventional air quality control system
equipment (AQCS) located downstream of the boiler. The flue gas is
subsequently led to a direct contact cooler (DCC) where the flue gas is cooled
down and a large portion of the contained moisture is condensed and
removed. The final CO2 processing takes place in a gas processing unit (GPU)
where the CO2 is further purified and compressed to transportation / storage
specification for onward transmission and storage.
In summary the concept involves:


using oxygen instead of air for the combustion process in order to obtain a
CO2 rich flue gas mainly composed of CO2 + H2O (and some inert gases)
’easily’ cleaned and compressed; and



technology to recover a CO2 stream from the flue gas, at a specification
suitable for transportation and storage.

This effectively adds two units to the ‘conventional ‘coal fired power plant
namely:


an oxygen production unit: Air Separation Units (ASUs); and



a Gas Processing Unit (GPU) to recover, clean and compress CO2 from the
flue gas.

The process is graphically represented in Figure 5.4 below.
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Figure 5.4

Oxy-fuel Technology Process

Other factors worth noting for oxy-fuel technology include the following.


The technology is competitive when compared to other CO2 capture
technologies such as post-combustion capture (PCC) as well as alternative
low-carbon technologies including onshore wind.



The GPU will use physical processes to recover the CO2, so no additional
chemicals are required in the process; for instance those associated with
PCC technologies.



Key sub-components of the technology already exist and are used in
multiple industrial applications. The Project effectively focuses on a
combination of these sub-components for a power generation with CCS
application and scales up in some instances.

5.4

PROCESS OVERVIEW

5.4.1

General Considerations
The Project will be a supercritical pulverised coal fired plant consisting mainly
of dual air / oxygen fired pulverised coal boiler, turbine-generator unit, and
CO2 capture system. The Project will be designed to burn coal and
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coal/biomass blends delivered via the existing Drax Power Station coal yard
and imported to the yard via rail (although some road deliveries may occur).
The coal and biomass will be transferred from the existing Drax Power Station
coal yard using a new conveying system that will be extended up to the coal
silos located in the boiler house.
Emissions to air will meet the UK applicable standards and limits. The Project
will include flue gas cleaning equipment to reduce the particulate air
pollutants and SOx and nitrogen oxides (NOx) created during combustion.
The GPU, which will capture approximately 90 % of the CO2 produced by the
facility, will first remove the water vapour from the exhaust stream, and then
the remaining CO2 will be further processed, to meet the specifications
required by National Grid Carbon Ltd (NGCL) for onwards transmission and
storage. Purified CO2 will be delivered to the CO2 pipeline header of the
proposed CCS cluster in the Humber region.
The cooling water system will consist of mechanical draft low plume cooling
towers. Make up water will be supplied from the existing Drax Power pretreatment facilities.
Industrial liquid effluents will be treated within the Operational Site before
discharge to the River Ouse under Drax Power Station’s existing
Environmental Permit (and not exceeding the constraints and discharge
parameters established by it).
The main components of the Project are described in the following sections
and shown in Figure 5.4 above.
5.4.2

Air Separation Unit (ASU)
When coal or natural gas is burned with the addition of normal ambient air, a
great volume of flue gas is created. These volumes can be reduced by
removing the nitrogen present in the air upstream from the furnace, leaving
only oxygen to take part in the combustion process.
Due to the large quantity of high-purity oxygen typically required in Oxyfuel
combustion, cryogenic air separation is currently the preferred option for
oxygen production and will be used for the Project. Hence, under normal
operating conditions coal will be combusted with pure oxygen mixed with
recycled flue gas instead of atmospheric air. To produce this oxygen, ASUs
will be used.
Condensation at cryogenic (i.e. very low) temperature will be used to separate
air into its constituent parts and remove the nitrogen before feeding the
oxygen into the furnace where it will be used to combust the coal.
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5.4.3

Boiler Operation
To regulate the temperature of the flame, most of the flue gas will be fed back
into the furnace. The advantages of this include a lower flue gas volume
because no nitrogen is present, and a high degree of combustion efficiency
due to the high temperature. The key benefit is that the CO2 generated by the
oxy-fuel process will be relatively pure and therefore readily separated from
the flue gases by means of cooling to remove water.

5.4.4

Turbine Generator
The steam turbine will be a single-shaft, tandem compound, 3,000 revolution
per minute, single-reheat condensing turbine.
The turbo-generator will be a two pole three phase synchronous one with
hydrogen gas cooling of all internal components, except the stator winding
and its connections, which will be cooled by water.

5.4.5

Air Quality Control System (AQCS)
Overview
Flue gas from the boiler will enter the electro-static precipitator (ESP) where
fly ash will be removed, then enter the wet Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD)
where acidic gases such as SO2, SO3 (sulphur oxides) and HCl (hydrogen
chloride) will be captured. The plant also includes selective catalytic
reduction (SCR) composed of three layers of catalyst where NOx is reduced
N2 by reaction with vaporous ammonia.
This process is described in more detail below.
Electro-static Precipitator
The use of electrostatic precipitators is one of the most effective systems for
controlling particulate emissions. Particles generated during combustion will
be controlled in four stages:





electrical charging of the dust particles;
migration of the particles to the collecting plates;
removal of the particles for temporary storage; and
final disposal of the collected dust.

An electric field will be established by applying a high voltage between
discharge electrodes and grounded collecting electrodes. A corona(1) will then
form around the discharge electrodes, thereby ionising the gas in the vicinity
of these electrodes. The positive ions will be immediately captured by the
negative voltage on the discharge electrodes. The negative ions will move the
(1) An electrical discharge brought on by the ionization of a fluid surrounding a conductor.
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longer path towards the grounded collecting electrodes. The ions will attach
to the dust particles in the gas and the majority of the dust particles will
become negatively charged and forced to the collecting electrode, where they
will settle and form a growing layer of dust. At intervals, both discharge and
collecting electrodes will be ‘rapped’ to provide the necessary vibration or
shock to dislodge the dust layer from the electrodes. The dislodged dust will
be collected in hoppers at the bottom of the precipitator for storage /
appropriate management.
Wet Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD)
Fossil fuels such as coal and oil contain a significant amount of sulphur (S).
When fossil fuels are burned, about 95 % or more of the sulphur is generally
converted to sulphur dioxide (SO2). Hence modern thermal power plants
typically employ flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) (this is the case for the
existing Drax power station).
A limestone / gypsum wet FGD system capable of achieving high removal
efficiencies and producing high-grade wallboard quality gypsum as a byproduct will be used to control sulphur emissions.
The FGD will comprise a vertically oriented spray tower absorber where SO2
(within the flue gas) will contact an alkaline aqueous slurry of gypsum and
limestone. In the absorber, SO2 will dissolve in the slurry and initiate a
chemical reaction. As a result of this reaction, calcium sulphite will initially be
formed. Forcing oxidation of calcium sulphite to calcium sulphate (gypsum)
by blowing air into the reaction tank will complete the process. Crystallised
gypsum slurry will be discharged from the reaction tank to the dewatering
equipment to produce a saleable gypsum by-product.
5.4.6

Gas Processing Unit (GPU)
The purpose of the GPU is to condense and purify the CO2 rich flue gas and to
provide a CO2 product that meets the specification defined for transmission
and storage.
The GPU will:
 be designed for product purity in excess of 99 % CO2 and an oxygen
level of 10 parts per million in order that the CO2 purity is of a suitable
specification for use in any potential future enhanced oil recovery
(EOR) applications; and
 be designed for a recovery rate of at least 90 % of the inlet CO2.
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5.4.7

Main Ancillary Equipment
Coal and Biomass Supply System
Coal will be supplied to the Project from the Drax coal supply system. Coal
will arrive by train via one of two possible rail track routes. The coal will also
be able to be fed from a new ground hopper at the Drax coal stocking site at
coal junction tower two. This ground hopper can be filled from the trains or
directly from the Drax coal yard using bull dozer or bowl scraper vehicles.
The coal from this ground hopper will be delivered to the Project site using
two 650 tonne / hour capacity troughed conveyor belts.
Biomass will be delivered to the Project from the existing Drax biomass
storage silos which are located to the northern part of the Drax coal yard. A
new diverter valve and conveying system will be installed from the silos and
an existing biomass conveyor to the new conveying system. The conveying
system will follow the same route as the new coal conveyors and deliver
biomass to a dedicated biomass bunker on the Project site. It is expected that
this conveying system will be able to deliver biomass at a rate equivalent of up
to 15% of the Projects’ demand.
Main Cooling System
The Project cooling system will comprise a circuit cooled by a hybrid draft
cooling tower. Make-up water to the cooling tower basin will be pre-treated
water from Drax’s existing abstraction consent from the River Ouse and not
exceed the conditions set by this consent.
The cooling tower blowdown will be discharged to the waste water terminal
point and then into the River Ouse via DPL’s existing infrastructure under a
variation to DPL’s Environmental Permit. .
Grid Connection (for distribution of electricity generated)
A Grid Connection Application has been submitted to National Grid who are
currently developing solutions for exporting electricity from either the 132 kV
or the 400 kV substations at the Drax Power Station site. National Grid has
identified several options for connection and is due to confirm the location
with a formal offer to be made in December 2014. Discussion with National
Grid will continue over the coming months to identify the exact location and,
once confirmed, the route of an underground cable to connect to the substation will be finalised within the agreed limits of deviation established by
the Infrastructure Corridors. Discrete parts of the cable route (such as to cross
Carr Dyke or existing infrastructure) may need to be overground.
Waste Water and Effluent Management
Day to day wastewater discharges from the Project will comprise cooling
water purge, water treatment plant effluent, boiler blowdown, general wash
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water, sewage, boiler drainage and turbine drain points. These effluents will
be routed through new or existing treatment plants, as follows.


Oil-contaminated effluents will be treated by an oil-water separator, with
separated oil remaining in the separator for removal and disposal off site
by licensed contractors.



Effluents with the potential for causing chemical contamination of
receiving waters will be routed to the effluent neutralisation plant.



Some process effluents will be directed to a retention basin (primary
holding sump); others will be discharged if they are compliant with Drax’s
existing discharge consent.



Sanitary and domestic waste water will be discharged to the existing Drax
treatment plant.

Ash System
Fly ash hoppers or wash hoppers will be located at various points in the boiler
ducts and precipitators for removal of fly ash. A submerged scraper conveyor
(SSC) will be provided under the furnace for removal of furnace bottom ash.
The ash collected in the hoppers and the furnace bottom ash will be removed
from site by either a pneumatic system to DPL’s ash silo or removed from site
by a licensed contractor.

5.5

CONSTRUCTION

5.5.1

Programme
The total construction period will be approximately 56 months, followed by
around six months of commissioning, as shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Construction Programme
Activity
Site preparation
Platform Formation
Preparation of Construction Laydown Areas
Piling and Installation of Service Runs
Erection of Power Plant
Construction of ASU
CCS Commissioning
Operational

Start Date
04.2016
08.2016
08.2016
05.2017
01.2018
06.2018
05.2021
11.2021

End Date
08.2016
07.2017
07.2017
01.2018
05.2021
12.2020
11.2021

Working hours will be 07:00 to 19:00 Monday to Friday and 07:00 to 13:00 on
Saturdays. No work will take place on Sunday or bank holidays (other than in
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exceptional circumstances). The workings hours do not necessarily apply to
the following:






construction and related works which do not exceed a noise limit of 50 db
(a) at the DCO Order limits; or
the delivery or removal of materials, plant and machinery via designated
routes on the local road network; or
the delivery of abnormal indivisible loads; or
where the prior agreement of Selby District Council has been obtained; or
in the event of emergencies.

Initial site clearance and construction is expected to start in April 2016 and the
programme for the core phases is detailed in Table 5.1. During construction
the level of workers required on-site will vary considerably from around 146
at the start to approximately 3,324 at the peak of construction.
5.5.2

Construction Staff
Construction of the Project
Staff numbers during construction are graphically represented in Figure 5.5
below. As shown construction staff will peak at approximately 3,324 at the
beginning of year 4.

Figure 5.5

Construction Staff for the Project

Drax Power Station Annual Outages
It is worth noting that the existing Drax Power Station is subject to annual
‘outages’(1). Additional staff for outages (plus the Project construction staff)
are graphically represented in Figure 5.6 below.
(1) Outages are where one or two of the units are taken out of operation and maintenance performed. Typically these
outages see up to 1,000 additional workers on the site and associated traffic and HGV movements.
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Due to the potential for cumulative traffic related impacts, traffic movements
associated with outage activity are included in the transport and traffic
assumptions.
Figure 5.6

Annual Outages Staff combined with Project Construction Staff

5.5.3

Areas Subject to Construction Activities
Operational Area
The Operational Area is anticipated to be approximately 28.7 ha which
includes the main power plant, the ASU, GPU, fuel and ash handling facilities
and cooling infrastructure. The plant present in this area will comprise
buildings, storage tanks, pipelines, conveyors and ancillary equipment. All
areas outside of buildings and plant will be either hardstanding or semipermeable.
Platform Formation
To raise the site to meet the levels required by the Flood Risk Assessment (see
Volume 2, Chapter C.1) of 5.1 m (1) above ordnance datum, CPL proposes to
use granular fill and limestone to make a platform for the development. These
materials and their associated traffic movements are detailed in Table 5.3
below.

(1) 5.1m AOD will be the finished floor level and the site will be lower than this. The exact height of the platform sub base
has yet to be confirmed.
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Table 5.3

Materials and Transportation Requirements for Platform Formation
Quantity
m3

Haulage Fleet

Total Round
Trips per Day

Duration
(months)

Engineered Fill

287,800

15

180

8

Limestone Capping

101,000

15

105

4

Total

388,800

12

Construction Laydown Areas
Approximately 39.4 ha within the Project application boundary will be used
for construction laydown activities.
Top soil in these areas will be stripped and stored during construction for later
reinstatement after construction activities have ceased. Based on initial
engineering studies a 200 mm layer of top soil will be stripped and retained
within the laydown areas in as 4 m high storage mounds.. To aid
reinstatement, and also to minimise damage to the sub-soil, the storage areas
will be covered with geotextile membranes.
The seven lay down areas are described below and shown on Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7

Construction Laydown Areas
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Laydown Area 1 is in directly adjacent to the operational area. It is
currently agricultural grade land and constrained by the presence of
132 kV overhead power lines along its boundary with the main site. The
area is directly adjacent to the diverted footpath.



Laydown Area 2 will contain the main construction access route onto the
‘Operational Area’. It is currently agricultural grade land constrained by
the presence of 132 kV overhead power lines along its boundary with the
main site. The area is directly adjacent the diverted footpath.



Laydown Areas 3 and 4 are separated from the main site by New Road
and are currently agricultural grade land. Laydown Area 3 is constrained
by the presence of 132 kV overhead power lines and buried cooling water
intake pipes. For safety reasons it is proposed to divert the 11 kV overhead
power line in Laydown Area 4 to remove this constraint to construction
plant movement within the area.



Laydown Area 5 is currently green field land which will require a cut and
fill operation to reduce the gradient of the land.





Laydown Area 6 is currently a mixture of green field and power station
land which will require a cut and fill operation within the green field area.
Laydown Area 7 is an area of approximately 1 ha adjoining an existing
jetty structure owned by Drax. The jetty will be used during construction
for the importation of some abnormal indivisible loads (AILs) and will not
be modified. The area of land shown on the shore will be stripped and
stoned to facilitate unloading etc and then reinstated at the end of the
works. The land is currently semi-improved/ improved grassland and tall
ruderal habitat abutted by broadleaved plantation/woodland and willow
along the bank of the River Ouse (woody vegetation will be retained).

The stripped areas will then be consolidated with approximately 450 mm of
engineering fill. For the purposes of the EIA it is assumed that the lower
300 mm layer will comprise graded limestone capped with an upper layer
(150 mm) of Type 1 granular sub-base specification. The final design depth of
the capping will require confirmation of the stiffness of the natural ground
beneath the top soil. The quantity involved and associated HGV movements
are detailed in Table 5.4 below.
Table 5.4

Materials and Transportation Requirements for Construction Laydown Areas
Temporary Facility Areas

Quantity m3

Limestone and Capping

Haulage Fleet

109,000

15
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Construction Laydown Access
Construction access to the main power plant site and Laydown Areas 1, 2, 3
and 4 is proposed to be largely independent from the existing DPL access
points. To facilitate this three new highway junctions have been proposed
together with an upgrade of a section of New Road to two lanes. The
technical aspects of the highway upgrade scheme have been discussed with
the local highway authorities, in principle. Access from laydown Areas 5 and
6 to the Operational Area will be via land owned by Drax.


Laydown Area 1 is only accessible from the Operational Area and via a
temporary road bridge crossing of Carr Dyke. The installation of the
bridge with associated foundations and abutment will be undertaken at
the ‘Platform Formation’ stage of the programme.



Laydown Area 2 is to be accessed from the highway junction 2. It will
include the construction access route to both the Operational Site and the
NGCL pipeline inspection gauge (PIG) trap site.



Laydown Area 3 is to be accessed from the proposed highway junctions 1
and 2. A signalled junction is proposed at highway junction 2 to facilitate
construction traffic crossing New Road. Hedges at the boundary of
laydown area 3 will require removing to suit the visibility requirements of
new junctions.



Laydown Area 4 is to be accessed via laydown area 3 and requires the
removal of a wooded section of site and dedicated crossing points over the
cooling water pipes. A new emergency access gate is proposed at
highway junction 3.



Laydown Areas 5 and 6 are to be accessed from a new private road
junction constructed midway between the material handling access gate
entrance and New Road. Laydown area 5 will provide direct access to the
southern section of the Operational Site and the NGCL PIG trap site.



Laydown area 7 and the jetty will be access via Redhouse Lane.

The locations of the main site accommodation, parking and pedestrian routes
are to be determined as part of the engineering, procurement and construction
(EPC) contractor’s scope.
Infrastructure Corridors
Approximately 46.5 ha of land will be used within which the Project will
house new water intakes, pipes and discharges, fuel conveyors and associated
facilities. Most of this land will be located in the confines of the existing Drax
Power Station. These areas are referred to throughout the ES as
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‘Infrastructure Corridors’. Within these corridors the Project will require the
following aspects to facilitate the operation and also to tie it in with the
existing units:








conveyors for incoming coal, biomass and limestone;
conveyors for outgoing pulverised fuel ash and gypsum;
pipeline for incoming cooling water;
pipeline for water discharged from cooling infrastructure;
cable run for outgoing electricity;
access road to connect to the existing Drax Power Station; and
pipeline for outgoing CO2 / connection with NGCL pipeline.

Construction Access
The Project will be accessed via Drax New Road, which connects to the A645,
known as the Drax Link Road, connecting the existing power station to the
A614 and junction 36 of the M62 motorway. All heavy commercial traffic
currently arriving at, or leaving the Project site (regardless of its origin or
destination) must travel from the M62 junction 36 along the A614 and the Link
Road to the site. It is expected that this arrangement will continue to be
enforced, where practicable, for the Project.
5.5.4

Construction and Contracting Philosophy
The Project will be constructed under a contract covering engineering,
procurement, construction, and commissioning services. In addition to
statutory obligations, the EPC contractor will be obliged to adopt the
environmental working practices operated by CPL.

5.5.5

The plant will be constructed by an experienced contractor with a proven
track record of working on similar UK and international projects following
best practice in respect of quality, health, safety and environmental
procedures. CPL will be responsible for the operation and maintenance of the
plant following construction.
Health and Safety Management during Construction
General Considerations
The EPC contractor will prepare and maintain a health and safety policy, and
manage the health and safety of employees and others affected by works
within its site. The contractor, in accordance with CPL’s requirements, will
also develop an accident and incident reporting procedure.
Other health and safety considerations include the following.


CPL will ensure that the EPC contractor develops a project safety
document for the application under the Construction (Design and
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Management) Regulations 2007 (CDM), within and outside of the site’s
operational boundaries.


The EPC contractor will be required to prepare and maintain a site
emergency plan.



The performance of the EPC contractor will be monitored on a regular
basis against the health and safety plans in order to highlight any
deviations or exceptions, recovery plans and areas of concern.



The EPC contractor will carry out HAZOP (1) studies of key plant systems.

HSE Management Plan
The EPC contractor will be required to implement a health, safety and
environmental (HSE) management plan. This plan will identify the mitigation
measures and management procedures to adequately control the health,
safety and environmental impacts. Mitigation measures committed to in the
ES, identified in the DCO and any consent conditions will be included in the
HSE management plan.
5.5.6

Testing and Commissioning
Tests on completion will ensure the plant is fit for purpose prior to
commercial use, and that the Project complies with the contractual
performance and environmental guarantees.
Firing of the boiler will be intermittent during the early part of the
commissioning period. It is possible that during commissioning the emission
of oxides of nitrogen will be temporarily higher than those during normal
operation. However, operational periods during commissioning will usually
be short and operation will typically be at low load.

5.6

OPERATION

5.6.1

Start-up and Shutdown
The following steps are required to start-up the plant:


the plant systems are brought on line in air-mode, and the plant is
warmed through, with the steam headers brought up to full
temperature. If the steam systems have remained in a warm or hot
stand-by condition, with only a minimal fall in temperature or

(1) Hazard and Operability Studies (HAZOP) are a structured and systematic examination of a planned or existing process
or operation in order to identify and evaluate problems that may represent risks to personnel or equipment, or prevent
efficient operation. Typically it is a qualitative technique based on guide-words and is carried out by a multi-disciplinary
team (HAZOP team) during structured meetings.
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pressure, then warming up of the plant will be greatly reduced or not
necessary;
transfer of operating regime from air-mode to oxy-mode requires
availability of the ASU system;
produced CO2 will be vented to atmosphere from the stack until it is
within the required specification for transfer to the CO2 pipeline. The
venting duration would be minimised as far as is reasonably
practicable; and
Once CO2 is within specification, venting can cease and transfer to the
CO2 pipeline can commence.

The time to start-up depends on how long plant has been offline on stand-by.

5.6.2

Control and Operating Philosophy
Data from the continuous monitoring of emissions to air and discharges to
water will be integrated into the Project’s data control system (DCS) with
relevant signals operating control-room alarms. Operational staff will have
access to environmental information and be trained to ensure compliance with
regulatory limits. Historical records will be stored within the DCS and will be
retrievable on demand.
Major plant maintenance shutdowns will be planned on a long-term basis,
with intermediate stoppages being infrequent and of short duration only.
It is anticipated that CPL will include the Project within the existing
environmental management system (EMS) for Drax. The EMS will be an
integral part of the site’s overall management system. The EMS will be
defined as the policies, management principles, organisational structure,
responsibilities, standards/procedures, process controls and resources that are
in place to manage environmental protection across all aspects of the business.
The EMS will comprise procedures that will ensure that the plant operates as
intended and that any faults or incidents are detected and corrected.
The Project will be operated and maintained using a set of written procedures
and guidance developed, where appropriate, from the manufacturer’s
operating and maintenance manuals. A system will be in place to maintain
and update these procedures where necessary to ensure a control on content
and to clearly define the responsibilities of each individual on the site.
The EMS will place particular importance on:





reducing risks to the environment to a level that is as low as reasonably
practicable, using best available techniques;
integrating EMS responsibilities within line management;
a commitment to personnel environmental awareness and competence;
the ongoing monitoring and review of environmental performance; and
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5.6.3

a commitment to working to achieve continuous improvement in
environmental performance.

The Management of Potentially Hazardous Substances
CPL has been granted Hazardous Substance Consent by Selby District Council
(SDC) to store the following materials / chemical on site during operation
(Table 5.5).

Table 5.5

5.6.4

Materials Subject to Hazardous Substance Consent
Name or relevant category
or description of substance

Part and entry number (c) in
schedule 1 to the 1992 regulations

Maximum Quantity in
tonnes

Anhydrous ammonia

Part B2 (toxic)

Oxygen

Part A, 27

2,505

Hydrogen

Part A, 15

1.25

Light Fuel Oil (BS2869:2010)

Part A, 36

2,450

Propane

Part A, 18

6

100

Grid Connection Arrangements and Sources of Electromagnetic Effects
CPL has applied to National Grid for a grid connection to a nearby substation. Electrical connection will be via buried cables on land entirely within
land owned by the Drax Plc.
As the electrical connection will be by largely buried cable there will be no
significant additional source of Electro Magnetic Fields (EMF) generated by
the Project.

5.6.5

Sources of Light Emissions
All site lighting, during all phases of the Project, will be directed downwards
and inwards to reduce light pollution off-site. The design of the lighting will
provide the minimum level required for security and operational purposes.
Lighting design will be undertaken for both construction and operation in
compliance with guidance issued by the Institution of Lighting Engineers
(Guidance Notes for the Reduction Obtrusive Light 2005) and the publication
by Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) Lighting in
the Countryside: Towards Good Practice. Requirements included in Schedule
2 to the draft Order (Document Ref. 2.1) secure the approval and
implementation of lighting schemes for the construction and operational
stages. Site lighting for all stages of development has been assessed as not
having a significant adverse effect on local amenity or other receptors.
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5.6.6

Fuel Deliveries
It is intended that the coal and biomass will be delivered to the Project by rail.
However, the Project still requires good road access to accommodate road
delivery of materials, equipment and personnel.

5.6.7

Operational Working Hours
The shift cycle has yet to be determined but it is likely that the working hours
will be divided into two or three shift cycles with the majority of workers in
the daytime shift. The total operational workforce across the shift cycles will
be 60 - 70.

5.6.8

Abnormal Operation
Fire detection systems will be installed that will allow CPL to quickly shut
down the operation in the event of an incident.
Emergency procedures will be developed in conjunction with the emergency
services, the emergency planning officer and adjacent site users. The plans
will be tested periodically. CPL will prepare a station management policy and
will provide a mechanism for preventing spills and managing the
consequences of any such incident. It will also provide a mechanism for
identifying on site materials that possess significant impacts or risks and for
determining alternatives where economically or technically viable. All
spillages will be retained within the bunded areas and treated as necessary.
Disposal will occur off site into a suitably licensed site.
A dedicated store of fire-fighting water will be retained in the raw water tank.
Suitable retention capacity will be available to hold the anticipated maximum
quantity of water that may be used in a fire-fighting event.

5.6.9

Operational Maintenance
In addition to considering operational activities, the ES has also assumed that
maintenance activities (typically inspection, repair, alteration, reconstruction,
replacement or improvement as required) will take place on the Project site
during the operational phase.

5.7

CO2 TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE INFRASTRUCTURE

5.7.1

Introduction
The Project will be completely carbon capture ready to the point of producing
export specification CO2. However, the Project does not include any CO2
transmission or storage infrastructure since this will be constructed and
operated by NGCL and is subject to a separate DCO application. Nonetheless
the following text is provided as an overview of this related development.
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NGCL was created as an independent subsidiary of the National Grid to
develop CCS transportation and storage infrastructure in the UK. It is
currently working with industry, universities and the government on ways to
deliver the necessary infrastructure.
The first aspect of the CCS infrastructure is planned to be in the Humber
region where the highest concentration of CO2 emitters are located with
approximately 10 % of total UK emissions. The aim is to create the necessary
infrastructure which would allow CO2 to be captured from industry and taken
by pipeline to be sequestered permanently under the North Sea.
The NGCL CCS project is currently envisaged to involve the construction of a
cross country and undersea pipeline to transport the captured CO2 from the
Project site to a storage location in the North Sea within saline groundwater
formations. In the longer term, it is hoped that the infrastructure will serve as
a regional network for the wider Yorkshire and Humber region as shown in
the Figure 5.1 below.
Figure 5.1

Transportation Infrastructure

Source: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/In-your-area/Projects/Yorkshire-and-HumberCCS/

5.7.2

NGCL Transmission Pipeline
The Yorkshire and Humber CCS pipeline project will involve the construction
of a cross-country and undersea pipeline. The cross-country element of this is
expected to be 75 km long and use broadly the same technology as the
national high pressure gas pipeline network which is owned and run by the
National Grid. The pipeline will have a diameter of 600 mm and be buried
approximately 1.2 m underground.
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The dense phase CO2 will be piped at a pressure of up to 200 barg (1) to the
storage area under the North Sea.
The undersea element of the pipeline will also have a diameter of 600 mm and
be located on the seabed. The liquid CO2 will be piped at a pressure of 200
barg to the storage area under the North Sea.
The pipeline will be designed to have a capacity to carry up to 17 million
tonnes of CO2 each year. The longer term aim of the project is to create a
regional network with the potential to carry tens of millions of tonnes of CO2
each year.
5.7.3

Additional Infrastructure
Above ground installations will be needed for the pipeline to operate safely
and efficiently. These include:

5.7.4



a multi junction which would allow other power stations and industrial
plants to be connected;



three block valve sites along the route which would allow sections of the
pipeline to be isolated to facilitate operation and maintenance;



a pipeline inspection gauge trap (referred to as PIG trap) adjacent to the
Project for monitoring and maintenance; and



a pumping station to be located between the villages of Barmston and
Fraisthorpe to increase the CO2 pressure prior to offshore transportation.

Future Development
The Yorkshire and Humber region is a very suitable location for the growth of
CCS due to the concentration of large CO2 emitting industries including
power plants and industrial facilities in the area, accounting for 10 % of UK
emissions or 60 million tonnes of CO2 annually (Figure 5.2).
Given the relative proximity of these industries they could readily be
connected to the presently proposed CCS pipeline (or to future pipelines if its
capacity is consumed) over time as the CCS technology is developed and costs
reduced.

(1) Pressure above ambient pressure
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Figure 5.2

Major Emitters in the Yorkshire and Humber Region

Source: http://www.ccshumber.co.uk/the-opportunity.aspx

5.8

ALTERNATIVES

5.8.1

General Considerations
The EIA Regulations require an outline of the main alternatives that have been
considered by the applicant and an indication of the main reasons for the final
choice of option, taking into account the likely significant effects. Under the
EIA Regulations there is no requirement to assess alternatives, only a
requirement to provide information on those alternatives that have been
considered.
The development site is constrained to an extent by the presence of existing
132 kV and 400 kV power lines to the north and south of the Operational Area.
The existing coal stock lies to the southern end of the existing Drax Power
Station and with an area of the coal stock now being developed for biomass
storage, the coal reclaim and conveyor systems are inevitably forced to the
western boundary of the existing power station. A haulage road runs from
the south to the north and ash conveyors already exist taking ash to Barlow
mound ash disposal site. It would therefore be logical to follow a similar
route for fuel being conveyed to the Project site.
To minimise conveyor runs, the power train will be located close to the
haulage road and hence conveyor so that the conveyor can discharge into the
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bunkers and up to the mills and into the boiler. The position of the boiler also
minimises the conveyor run for ash disposal.
The Air Separation Units (ASUs) are highly sensitive to hydrocarbons and
hence must be located where atmospheric hydrocarbons are not present or
likely to cause an impact. With the power train and the ASUs fixed, the
remaining areas have been identified for the Gas Processing Unit (GPU) to
minimise the pipe run to the terminal point for NGCL’s pipeline
infrastructure.
A grid connection application has been submitted to National Grid who are
now developing solutions for exporting electricity from the 132 kV and 400 kV
substations at the Drax Power Station site. Discussions with National Grid
will continue over the coming months to identify the exact location and once
confirmed, the route of an underground cable to connect to the sub-station can
be finalised within the agreed Infrastructure corridors.
5.8.2

Alternative Locations
As part of the commercialisation competition process a number of different
options were considered such as the Don Valley project in South Yorkshire,
the Captain Clean Green project in Scotland, the Teesside low carbon project
and C.GEN in Yorkshire. Pilot scale projects include the Ferrybridge Carbon
Capture project in West Yorkshire and the Solutia Manufacturing plant in
Newport, South Wales. The projects at Peterhead and the White Rose CCS
were selected as the two locations as a result of this process.
In terms of a suitable location for demonstrating the oxy-fuel technology for
CCS the selected site at Drax has the following key benefits:








5.8.3

adjoining the existing Drax Power Station;
proximity to the proposed NGCL pipeline (and other heavy CO2 emitters);
existing power transmission infrastructure;
existing coal and biofuel import infrastructure;
good road access and egress;
existing ancillary infrastructure (e.g. for cooling water supply and
discharge) on largely brownfield land; and
spatial contiguity with a large existing facility that will reduce effects such
as visual impact in comparison with a stand-alone facility.

Alternative CCS Technology
Introduction
Currently, post-combustion capture (PCC), oxy-fuel combustion, and
integrated gasification and combined cycle (IGCC) are the front runners to
capture CO2 from fossil fuel based power plants, and major demonstration
projects for these three technologies are underway.
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Post Combustion Capture
PPC uses chemical solvents to capture CO2, and can be accomplished by
adding equipment and process units to existing power plants. PCC imposes
very stringent standards on SOx (sulphur oxides) and ash levels entering the
additional process units. While PCC does not have a significant impact on
operations of the power plant itself, it does adds considerable complexity to
the overall facility and greatly increases the use of auxiliary power and steam.
The CO2 is captured from the exhaust emissions of the combustion process
through its absorption into suitable solvent. The absorbed CO2 is then freed
from the solvent and compressed for onward transportation and
sequestration.
Pre Combustion Capture
A pre combustion system, such as IGCC, involves the conversion of solid,
liquid or gas fuel into syngas (a mixture of hydrogen CO and CO2) using
processes such as gasification or reforming. The reforming process for gas and
gasification processes for solid fuels are well developed and used around the
world. The CO2 is removed before the syngas stream is burned.
From an electricity generation perspective, the back end of an Integrated
Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) system operates on the same principals
as CCGT but with the addition of a series of front end processes needed to
convert a solid fuel to hydrogen gas. The gasification process converts solid
fuel, such as coal or biomass, into syngas, through sub stoichiometric
combustion in oxygen. The syngas passes through a shift reactor which
largely converts the contained CO and water into H2 and CO2. An acid gas
removal section removes the CO2 (and sulphur species) form the fuel stream
giving a h2 rich stream for combustion in the CCGT and a CO2 stream for
compression and onward transport to sequestration areas.
Oxy-Fuel
Oxy-fuel combustion, significantly changes how the combustion is conducted
in a conventional power plant. It uses oxygen instead of air, thus eliminating
nitrogen from the oxidant gas stream and producing a CO2-enriched flue gas.
This flue gas is ready for sequestration after water has been condensed and
other impurities have been separated out. This allows the CO2 to be captured
without the need for additional chemical separation.
Conclusions
As outlined above, the Project is part of a commercialisation project run by
DECC whereby funding is awarded to projects to try and develop CCS
technology, expertise and a market for CCS in the UK. Currently there are
two projects under consideration, White Rose and Peterhead in
Aberdeenshire. The Peterhead CCS Project proposes to retrofit PCC
equipment to an existing, operational gas turbine at the Peterhead Power
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Station. Therefore, in combination, the White Rose and Peterhead projects
will further understanding of two technologies and it is beneficial that they do
so considering the programme is aiming to assess and assist the development
of viable cost effective CCS technology. In this respect the main conclusion is
the selected ‘alternative’ for the Project delivers the outcome of low carbon
power generation.
5.8.4

Alternative Technologies for Electricity Generation;
Since the purpose of the Project is to demonstrate commercial scale low carbon
electrical generation a consideration of alternative technologies for power
generation is not relevant.

5.8.5

The Do Nothing Alternative
The do nothing alternative would result in a possible solution to low carbon
power generation not being demonstrated and therefore possibly not being
considered as part of a future low carbon power generation mix for the UK
and Europe.

5.9

WASTE MANAGEMENT

5.9.1

Introduction
This Section describes how solid waste arising as a result of the Project will be
managed. It sets the relevant policy background and summarises the waste
generated, and how it will be managed through all three phases of the Project:
construction, operation and decommissioning.
A framework Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP) is included in Volume 3,
Section RE of the R and a more detailed SWMP is being developed separately
and will provide information regarding site waste management operations.
The Environmental Permit (EP) will also provide more specific detail on how
the different waste streams will be managed in due course.

5.9.2

Legislation and Policy
European Legislation and Policy
The key EU policies relating to waste are implemented through the EU
Framework Directive on Waste (Directive 2008/98/EC), also known as the
revised Waste Framework Directive (rWFD). This defines waste throughout
the European Union (EU) and provides the legislative framework for all
aspects of waste handling. It defines the waste hierarchy of prevention, reuse,
recycling, recovery and disposal. The principles of the waste hierarchy are
embedded in all relevant national and local waste policies and are illustrated
in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.3

The Waste Hierarchy

Source: DEFRA, Waste Management Plan for England, 2013.

The rWFD also stipulates that by 2020 at least 70 % of non-hazardous
construction and demolition waste shall be prepared for reuse, recycled or
recovered.
National Policy
National Policy Statements (NPS)
NPS EN-1 on energy (1) outlines what is required by applicants in relation to
waste. In summary, the applicant should:


set out the arrangements that are proposed for managing any waste produced and
prepare a Site Waste Management Plan;



include information on the proposed waste recovery and disposal system for all
waste generated by the development;



provide an assessment of the impact of the waste arising from development on the
capacity of waste management facilities to deal with other waste arising in the
area for at least five years of operation; and,

(1) The Overarching National Policy Statement on Energy (NPS-EN1). Department of Energy and Climate Change. July
2011. Section 5.14.
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seek to minimise the volume of waste produced and the volume of waste sent for
disposal unless it can be demonstrated that this is the best overall environmental
outcome.

It also outlines the assessment principles relevant to waste. It should be
satisfied that:


any such waste will be properly managed, both on-site and off-site;



the waste from the proposed facility can be dealt with appropriately by the waste
infrastructure which is, or is likely to be, available. Such waste arisings should
not have an adverse effect on the capacity of existing waste management facilities
to deal with other waste arisings in the area; and,



adequate steps have been taken to minimise the volume of waste arisings, and of
the volume of waste arisings sent to disposal, except where that is the best overall
environmental outcome.

NPS EN –2 (1) also highlights the importance of understanding the waste
generated in electrical generation plant, particularly, that the applicant should
assess the production and disposal of ash and de-sulpho gypsum.
The assessment principles in NPS EN-2 highlight the need:


to demonstrated mitigation measures to reduce the amount of ash produced are to
use coal which will have a lower ash content or to co-fire biomass;



that waste management arrangements minimise the amount of residue that cannot
be used for commercial purposes.

Other Relevant National Policy
The key national waste policy relevant to the project is outlined below.
The Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) Regulations 1991 (as amended),
inter alia, place a duty of care on waste producers to ensure that waste is
handled correctly.
The Hazardous Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2005 (as amended),
inter alia, define hazardous waste and require producers to register annually if
quantity is greater than 500 kg/year.
The Site Waste Management Plans Regulations 2008, although revoked in
December 2013, nonetheless provide useful guidance on site waste
management plans. The regulations require the production of a plan and its
implementation prior to activity on site and state that developers must record

(1) National Policy Statement for Fossil Fuel Electricity Generating Infrastructure (EN-2). Department of Energy and
Climate Change. July 2011. Section 2.9.
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all design, construction methods and materials used as well as setting targets
and recording achievement of wastes reused, recycled and disposed.
The Environmental Permitting Regulations (England and Wales) 2010 require
certain prescribed processes to have an EP from the EA or be registered as
exempt with the EA or local authority (Selby District Council in this instance).
An EP places conditions on the management of waste and requires waste for
landfill to be treated in accordance with Article 4 of the EU Waste Framework
Directive.
The Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011 implement the revised EU
Waste Framework Directive. They revise the requirements for collection,
recovery and transport of waste and require business to demonstrate that they
have followed the waste hierarchy. They exclude some waste categories such
as:


uncontaminated soil and naturally occurring material excavated during
construction if it is reused on site in its natural state; and



land reclamation if the sediments are proven to be non-hazardous.

The Waste Management Plan for England 2013 supersedes the 2007 Strategy.
It outlines the government’s policy and objectives for waste management in
England. The plan provides an overview of the waste management situation
in England and fulfils the requirements of the revised Waste Framework
Directive and Schedule 1 of the Waste Regulations 2011.
The Waste Prevention Programme for England 2013 sets out the
Government’s programme to reduce waste production. It encourages
businesses to contribute to a more sustainable economy by embedding waste
reduction into design and offering alternative business models with new
products and services.
Local Policy
The Municipal Waste Management Strategy (MWMS) for the City of York and
North Yorkshire (1) outlines the vision for York and North Yorkshire to be
followed between 2006 and 2016 and is based on the waste hierarchy.
Although this policy relates to municipal waste, alignment of waste
management arrangements for other wastes with locally adopted policies is
important. Key objectives of the MWMS include:


to reduce the amount of waste produced in York and North Yorkshire to
be one of the best performing areas in England and Wales by 2013; and

(1) Let’s Talk Less Rubbish, a Municipal Waste Management Strategy for the City of York and North Yorkshire, 2006 – 2026
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to promote the value of waste as a resource by maximising opportunities
for reuse and working closely with relevant groups and maximising the
recovery of materials and / or energy from waste not reused, recycled or
composted to reduce landfill.

Site Specific Policy
The Drax Power Station site and operations have their own corporate waste
management strategy. Waste materials produced onsite they are assessed and
managed as high up the waste hierarchy as possible. This is achieved through
the provision of suitable facilities to facilitate source segregation across the
generating plant on numerous levels.
5.9.3

Waste Arising through the Project
The principles of the waste hierarchy, outlined above, will be followed
throughout each phase (construction, operation and decommissioning) of the
Project.
Construction
A separate Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP) is being prepared for the
Project. The plan will detail the quantities and types of waste expected during
the construction phase. It will also detail how these are expected to vary over
time.
It is anticipated that the majority of waste generated during construction will
be from site preparation. This waste is largely expected to be uncontaminated
soil and other, inert material excavated during construction that will be reused
on site, either within the construction process, or for land reclamation.
As far as practicable, structures and equipment used in the construction phase
will be made from recyclable materials so that during decommissioning the
materials can be reused or recycled elsewhere.
Any hazardous waste arising will be managed in accordance with the
Hazardous Waste Regulations and the waste hierarchy, and
stored/transported as required by the legislation. This will be documented
within the SWMP.
Operation
Waste and by-products generated during operation are expected to be mainly
made up of the following:


pulverised fuel ash (PFA) (1) and furnace bottom ash (FBA) (1);

(1) PFA consists of the very fine particles of ash that pass through the boiler and are removed from the exhaust gases to
prevent emission. These can be used to replace cement, filler or aggregates in concretes.
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gypsum;
general municipal waste;
sludge resulting from the waste water treatment plant; and,
filters and waste relating to the air separation unit (ASU) and the gas
processing unit (GPU).

Ash Production and Management
In 2013, 1.3 million tonnes of ash was produced on the existing Drax Power
Station site. Total ash production on the site is however expected to reduce
over time due to the replacement of 50% of the coal inputs with a biomass
feedstock.
The Project is expected to generate an additional 120,000 tonnes per annum
(tpa). Two types of ash will be produced:



pulverised fuel ash (PFA), approximately 80% of ash produced; and
furnace bottom ash (FBA) approximately 20% of ash produced.

Current management paths for ash produced at the existing Drax Power
Station are shown in Table 5.6 below. It is envisaged that ash produced as a
result of the Project will follow similar routes. A significant proportion (81%)
of ash currently produced on site is sold to the construction industry under an
industry quality protocol agreed with the Environment Agency (EA) for use
as a cement or aggregate substitute. The protocol outlines a number of criteria
which need to be satisfied for the materials to be classified as ‘end of waste’.
The protocol ensures that waste conforms to the European product standards.
Only a very small proportion (~1%) is sold for reuse/ recycling outside the
quality protocol.
Currently only 18% of ash produced is sent for disposal at the adjacent Barlow
Mound landfill. This landfill currently has over 6 million m3 void capacity (2).
The design of the coal milling plant and boiler for the Project will be optimised
to produce PFA and FBA of a quality that allows them to be sold on the
market and therefore the proportion of ash sent to landfill is expected to
decrease.
Both the PFA and FBA will be stored in dry and conditioned forms to allow it
to be sold for use as concrete fill, earth structure reinforcement, grouting and
block making.
Table 5.6

Ash Production and Management (3)
2011

2012

2013

(1) FBA consists of the larger pieces of ash that fall to the bottom of the boiler and are subsequently removed. These
materials are used as an aggregate to make light weight aggregate blocks.
(2) Pers Com: Andrew Christian, Head of Materials Handling, DPL. Sept 2014.
(3) Figures provided by DPL from their 2013 Environmental Performance Review (Draft)
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2011
362,480
230,344
842,438
49,943
121,369
1,606,574

Ash to Landfill (tpa dry)
FBA Sold under Quality Protocol (tpa)
PFA Sold under Quality Protocol (tpa)
FBA Sold outside Quality Protocol (tpa)
PFA Sold outside Quality Protocol (tpa)
Total Ash Produced (tpa)

2012
546,024
288,454
711,792
0
37,639
1,583,909

2013
235,800
248,598
828,762
5106
14,510
1,332,776

Gypsum By-product
The Project will use limestone in the flue gas desulphurisation plant to remove
sulphur dioxide. The process turns the limestone into gypsum (up to 200,000
tonnes per year) which will then be sold for use in the making of plasterboard
and other plaster products. FGD gypsum is classed as a by-product rather
than a waste because it is regarded by the relevant authorities as meeting the
four tests set out in Article 5(1)(a)-(d) of the rWFD. The conditions (which
must all be met) are that:


further use of the substance or object is certain;



the substance or object can be used directly without any further processing
other than normal industrial practice;



the substance or object is produced as an integral part of the production
process; and



further use is lawful, i.e. the substance or object fulfils all relevant product,
environmental and health protection requirements for the specific use and
will not lead to overall adverse environmental or human health impacts.

The status of FGD gypsum as a by-product is acknowledged by the EA in the
relevant quality protocol (1), where FGD gypsum that meets its requirements is
regarded as a by-product, not a waste.
General Municipal Waste
DPL current operations generate municipal waste largely from office and
other staff operations (paper, printer cartridges, food and packaging waste
and used IT equipment etc.). This is currently 210 tpa, with 99% being
managed through recycling or energy recovery in line with DPL’s overall
Waste Management Strategy. This is unlikely to increase as a result of the
Project.

(1) Quality Protocol - Gypsum: End of waste criteria for the production and use of recycled gypsum from waste
plasterboard; Environment Agency and WRAP, 2013
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Sludge from Waste Water Treatment Plant
The Project, through the waste water treatment process, will generate
approximately 18m3 of sludge per day (approximately 6500 m3 per annum).
This is expected to be hazardous in nature principally due to its alkalinity.
This waste is expected to be taken off site and treated, prior to disposal as
hazardous waste.
Ion exchange resins and used reverse osmosis membranes will be produced
although expected tonnages are not available at this time. These are expected
to be non-hazardous and have the potential to be reused/ recovered.
Waste Relating to ASU and GPU
The maintenance and replacement of filters within the ASU and GPU will
produce a periodic waste stream, specifically as follows.


Mercury removal within the Hg- Absorbers will generate approximately
90 tpa of activated carbon. This is expected to be managed as hazardous
waste but is also potentially be recoverable.



The flue gas drying process will generate approximately 55 t (every two
years) of desiccant. This is expected to be managed as hazardous waste
and be potentially recoverable (1).

Any hazardous waste arising as a result of operations will be managed in
accordance with the Hazardous Waste Regulations and the waste hierarchy,
and stored/transported as required by the legislation. These management
measures will be documented within the EP.
Waste Storage and Handling
All wastes generated by the Project will be stored and handled according to
the relevant regulations and best practice.
All waste will be stored and segregated to maximise opportunities for reuse
and recycling in accordance with the waste hierarchy principles.
Amenity issues (litter, dust, odour and vermin etc.) will be mitigated through
covered containerisation and appropriate dust and odour control equipment
as required by the EP.

(1) Alstom, Power Plant: Basis of Design. Deliverable T201. CPL Document Number 120103-S-EN-002
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All waste contractors will be appropriately licensed and permitted in
accordance with the Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) Regulations
1991 (as amended).
Decommissioning
The Project has been designed to ensure, as far as practicable, structures and
equipment will be made from recyclable materials so that during
decommissioning the materials can be reused or recycled elsewhere.
An Environmental Departure audit will be carried out before
decommissioning occurs. This will assess all potential environmental risks
associated with the Project and make recommendations as to the appropriate
remedial action.
The whole decommissioning process will be carried out in accordance with
the relevant legislation, the recommendations from the Environmental
Departure audit and guidance in force at the time.
On completion of the demolition works a Final Environmental Departure
Audit will be undertaken to ensure all remedial work has been completed
successfully and the reports will be available to future users of the site.

5.10

GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

5.10.1

Construction Environmental Management
A framework Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has
been developed (and is included within Volume 3, Section J) and will be
adopted, and further developed by the selected EPC contractor. The main
purpose of the CEMP ultimately produced by the EPC contractor will be:


to provide a mechanism for ensuring that measures to mitigate potentially
adverse environmental and socio-economic impacts are implemented;



to ensure that standards of good construction practice are adopted
throughout the construction of the Project;



to provide a framework for mitigating impacts that may be unforeseen or
unidentified until construction is underway;



to provide assurance to third parties that their requirements and the
commitments made in the Environmental Statement with respect to
environmental performance will be met; and
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to provide a framework for compliance auditing and inspection to enable
CPL to be assured that its aims with respect to environmental performance
are being met.

The CEMP will be further developed as the Project proceeds through the
detailed design and pre-construction phases, to also reflect the results of
discussions with relevant bodies such as the Local Planning Authorities,
Environment Agency, English Heritage and Natural England, and to include
details of the conditions and requirements imposed by the consents obtained.
The CEMP will address a range of matters including:

5.10.2

 control of surface run-off and drainage;
 construction waste management;
 construction traffic routing and access;
 control of dust;
 control of noise;
 storage and handling of fuels, lubricant oil and other hazardous materials;
 protection of sensitive habitats and species;
 archaeological watching brief; and
 public communication and complaints handling procedures.
Operational Environmental Management
During operation, it is anticipated that CPL will include the Project within the
existing EMS for the main Drax Power Station. DPL aims to ensure that:


activities with a potential for environmental impact are adequately
covered by procedures certified to ISO14001;



all staff have been effectively trained to recognise the environmental
impact of their jobs and means of managing those impacts, including the
capability of responding to emergency situations;



all equipment with a potential to cause an environmental impact is
adequately maintained in order to reduce the potential for an incident;



line management are accountable for compliance with regulations and the
environmental performance of their area of responsibility, including the
management of contractors; and



staff are encouraged to identify areas where environmental improvements
may be made either to on-site impacts or to those caused by procurement
or suppliers. –

The operational EMS will be an integral part of the site’s overall management
system. The EMS will reflect the policies, management principles,
organisational structure, responsibilities, standards/procedures, process
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controls and resources that are in place to manage environmental protection
across all aspects of the business.
The EMS will place particular importance on:






reducing risks to the environment to a level that is as low as reasonably
practicable (ALARP), using best available techniques (BAT);
integrating EMS responsibilities within line management;
a commitment to personnel environmental awareness and competence;
the ongoing monitoring and review of environmental performance; and
a commitment to working to achieve continuous improvement in
environmental performance.
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6

CONSTRUCTION PHASE EFFECTS AND MITIGATION

6.1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides a summary of the assessments of construction phase
effects and mitigation. It is not intended to be comprehensive and is focused
on the main potential effects under each assessment subject area. Full
accounts of the assessment for each subject, together with assessment
methodologies, significance criteria and mitigation can be found in the nine
Technical Reports that make up Volume 2 of the ES. Cumulative effects are
summarised in Chapter 9.

6.2

SOILS, HYDROGEOLOGY AND LAND QUALITY

6.2.1

Effects Considered
Without the mitigation measures described in this ES the people working on
site, visiting the site, or living within certain distances from the site could be
exposed to health risks. Similar considerations also apply to the environment
in terms of degrading soil resources or groundwater quality, with secondary
effects on surface water quality, in the area.
Effects during construction have the potential to result from:


changes in contamination sources, such as the mobilisation of an existing
source or introduction of new ones; and



changes in the linkage pathways (or introduction of new ones) between
contamination sources and sensitive locations, also called ‘receptors’ (e.g.
construction workers and visitors, or surface water courses) compared to
baseline conditions.

Conceptual risk related to potential soil contamination and construction are
graphically represented in the conceptual site model shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Conceptual Site Model

Construction of the Project will include movement of large amounts of soil
material, either from site or onto site from other places, which might be of
poor quality or contain contaminants. Changes to the land surface may have
significant changes shallow groundwater flow paths or recharge patterns.
Installation of structural piles may create pathways for contamination through
the glacial clays to the bedrock aquifer. Pollutants might be spilled on the
ground, and thence to water, through poor handling and storage of fuels, oils
and other chemicals required during construction.
The storage and handling of solid wastes and liquid wastes on site poses a
theoretical risk to the soil and water environments. However, as described in
Chapter 5, waste management is an integral part of the Project and there is no
aspect of the construction phase which poses a challenge to standard waste
management practices employed in the construction industry. Some such
measures are set out in the Construction Environmental Management Plan.
6.2.2

Mitigation Measures
In order to mitigate the effects during the various earth moving works, import
and placement of fill, excavation, piling and foundation works, appropriate
good practice techniques will be employed. The mitigation will follow the
basic principles of negative impact mitigation: avoid, reduce, repair, offset.
That is, it is preferable to avoid or change the activity such that the impact is
removed or reduced. If that cannot be practically achieved, then actions to
reduce the impact are taken, or to repair the area after the impact, or finally to
provide an offset for an affected resource. This will be achieved through
thoughtful design of the Project and careful management of all construction
activities. Resources to assist with design and construction include the CEMP,
the design aspects of the Construction Design Management Regulations
2007 (1) (CDM), and guidance from Construction Industry Research and
Information Association (CIRIA) and DEFRA guidance on the management of
soils and water in development projects.
A number of mitigation measures are described in the Geology/Land Quality
Technical Report in Section D, Volume 2 of the ES, some of which are
summarised below.


Volumes of materials moved into, around and out of the site will be
minimised through careful design of the Site and the construction
schedule.



Fill material used during land raising activities will be validated prior to
use and tracked from origin.

(1) The CDM regulations are currently being revised and subject to a consultation. The Project will monitor these changes
and risk register etc will be adjusted accordingly when the Regulations are enacted.
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The potential to create pathways for contaminants to travel to the
Sherwood Sandstone aquifer will be minimised through appropriate
design of pilings.



In the unlikely scenario that contamination is found on the Project site and
requires remediation, risk assessments and a remediation strategy will be
used to outline the treatment of the contaminated materials



A Waste Management Plan will be developed in accordance with relevant
non-statutory guidance from the Department for Environment Flood and
Rural Affairs (DEFRA, 2008), WRAP and in consultation with the local
authority.

A Soil Management Plan (SMP) will be developed in line with DEFRA
guidance document. The main objective of the SMP will be to mitigate
impacts to soils by preserving the ecologically (and economically) valuable
topsoil in managed stockpiles that would otherwise be buried, compressed,
mixed or lost. Topsoil in stockpiles are maintained until such time as they can
be utilised on site for rehabilitation of land following decommissioning, e.g.
on the construction camp and laydown areas.
A separate Sediment Control Plan (SCP) will be designed and followed by
contractors throughout the construction process. This will outline the routine
working and emergency procedures for the control and mitigation of erosion
and dust generation during excavations and soil handling, such as stockpiling
soil away from watercourses and undertaking earthworks during dry weather
conditions where possible.
An overarching CEMP will demonstrate how these risks will be managed,
how mitigation will be delivered by the construction contractor and the how
the effectiveness of mitigation will be monitored.
6.2.3

Significance of Effects
When mitigation measures are taken into account all the identified effects in
relation to changes in ground conditions and contamination impacts are
assessed as not significant.
Secondary effects on terrestrial habitats, ecological populations and to the
agricultural or other land use of temporarily occupied areas will be not
significant.

6.3

SURFACE WATER RESOURCES AND FLOOD RISK

6.3.1

Effects Considered
Construction activities have the potential to result in surface water
contamination through the pathways briefly described below (for instance
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sediment run off from excavations, mobilisation of contamination potentially
present in soils during excavation / piling etc.) or via direct introduction of
new contaminants including spills.


Construction activities (including excavation of materials, import, soil
removal, compaction, dewatering, increase of hard standing), have the
potential to affect surface water quality through the mobilisation of
existing contamination (see Section 6.2) and/or the introduction of new
effluents. Impacts on surface water quality have the potential to lead to
secondary effects on biological receptors including people and
biodiversity.



Construction activities could result in changes to surface water runoff,
hydrological characteristics and flood risk on the Project Site and
surrounding environment. These activities may also lead to sediment
mobilisation across the Project site. Such effects, in the absence of
mitigation may not be limited to the Project site and could affect the
nearby water bodies including Carr Dyke and River Ouse.



The likelihood of flood risk from the River Ouse may not be changed by
construction activities; however, the level of flood hazard to the exposed
workforce, machinery and the Project site may change during construction
activities should a flood event of sufficient magnitude occur.

In the majority of cases, potential effects during construction can be avoided
and minimised through standard construction management practices.
6.3.2

Mitigation Measures
In order to mitigate the effects during foundation works and general
earthworks, appropriate good practice techniques will be employed.
In the first instance the surface water environment will benefit from a number
of mitigation measures described for protecting soils and groundwater below
in Section 6.5.2 and these are not repeated.
Construction activities will be undertaken through the development of a
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). The Contractor will
be required to adhere to the CEMP which will be enforced through the DCO
and discharged / enforced via the local planning authority (Selby District
Council (SDC) in this instance). Some of the core elements of the CEMP will
relate to surface water quality and flood risk. A draft CEMP is included in
Volume 3, Section J of this ES.
Full compliance with Construction Design and Management Regulations 2007
and other Health and Safety legislation will apply throughout any works on
the Site (including any pre-construction activities).
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In terms of such matters as site run-off and drainage, the Project Site will be
constructed in accordance with best working practices and measures to
protect the water environment will be in accordance with those set out in
relevant Environment Agency Pollution Prevention Advice and Guidance
(PPG) notes.
The first phase of construction activity will involve raising the land on Site
above the 1 in 200 year tidal (including the impact of climate change) flood
level (i.e. 5.13 m AOD). This will mitigate flood risk for the main areas of
construction in the Operational Area.
A temporary site emergency response and contingency plan will be developed
in consultation with the EA, SDC and the EPC contactor. The plan will
include measures (e.g. egress and access routes, safe refuge) for safety of
people working on Site should flooding occur and affect non-raised areas such
as the construction laydown areas.
6.3.3

Significance of Effects
Residual effects are those which remain after mitigation measures have been
implemented. In the case of surface water and flood risk there are not
anticipated to be any significant residual effects once the mitigation measures
outlined above and detailed in the Surface Water / Flood Risk Technical Report in
Section C Volume 2 of the ES have been implemented.
Secondary effects related to changes in water quality and flood risk on
terrestrial habitats, ecological populations and to the agricultural or other land
use of temporarily occupied areas will be not significant.

6.4

AIR QUALITY

6.4.1

Effects Considered
The construction phase of the Project has the potential to affect air quality as a
result of dust deposition and vehicle exhaust emissions related to the
construction of the Project and the movement of vehicles on local roads. Near
neighbours and residents and other sensitive receptors along the roads are the
main possible receptors that could be affected.

6.4.2

Mitigation Measures
Codes of construction practice, including dust suppression and vehicle
maintenance, will be adopted. However, the primary purpose of these
measures will be to maintain safe working conditions for the construction
workforce and to avoid dust nuisance to the neighbouring Drax Power Station
since residential receptors are too distant to be exposed to significant effects.
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6.4.3

Significance of Effects
The potential for dust effects has been assessed. Based on the criteria within
Section 5.1.4 of Chapter A (Volume 2), the scale of demolition activities is
considered small although ‘earthworks’ (for instance site raising and
construction laydown areas) are regarded as large.
On the basis of the adopted criteria:







the sensitivity of the area to dust soiling effects is deemed to be low as
there are less than 10 properties within the DCO order limits;
receptor sensitivity to human health effects is assessed as low based on
there being less than ten properties within 50m and background fine
particulate concentrations being characterised as relatively low;
the significance of adverse effects caused by dust from demolition
activities and trackout is negligible and the significance from dust from
earthworks and general construction activities is low; and
there are no ecological receptors that require further assessment from the
potential impacts of dust.

Any effects from dust during the construction phase can be considered as not
significant and will in any case be further mitigated by the measures
documented in the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
and these measures will benefit the small number of receptors that could
potentially be affected.
The assessment of the potential effects due to the increased traffic has been
undertaken for a number of receptors for the worst case construction scenario.
Only roads that were identified as meeting the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) assessment screening threshold have been included, and the
closest receptor to those roads identified. The magnitude and significance of
impacts was assessed based upon the Institute of Air Quality Management’s
(IAQM) guidance. Effects resulting from negligible predicted changes to
concentrations in air of NO2, PM10 and PM2.5 are all considered not significant.

6.5

NOISE AND VIBRATION

6.5.1

Effects Considered
The construction of the project will involve significant amounts of earth
moving, importing of fill, excavations, the use of mobile plant, trenching,
piling, construction generator sets, erection of buildings and structures all of
which comprise sources of noise and to a lesser extent vibration. As such
there is the potential for noise effects at nearby noise sensitive receptors and
vibration effects on people and property.
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In addition Project construction traffic on the public highway has the potential
to increase traffic noise levels currently experienced by residents and other
sensitive land uses along the roads that Project traffic will use.
6.5.2

Mitigation Measures
Noise control on open sites is primarily achieved through one or both of two
means: acoustic barriers between source and receptor; and selection of
inherently quiet plant and maintenance of that plant so that it operates within
its specifications. In some instances it may be possible to plan activities so that
the noisiest ones are kept well away from receptors.
Construction workings hours will be 0700 to 1900 Monday to Friday and 0700
to 1300 on Saturdays. No work will take place on Sunday or bank holidays
(other than in exceptional circumstances). The workings hours do not apply
to construction works which do not exceed a noise limit of 50dB (a) at the
DCO Order limits (and are covered by a prior agreement of Selby District
Council), or for the delivery or removal of materials, plant, machinery and
abnormal indivisible loads and finally to emergency situations.
As will be shown below the assessment has not demonstrated a need for
acoustic barriers during construction and therefore the focus will be on the
plant and equipment used.

6.5.3

Significance of Effects
The criteria adopted for the assessment of construction noise are based on BS
5228, which proposes an assessment criterion for daytime activity of 65 dB
LAeq for low noise areas and for Saturday morning works..
For the wider road network the noise from construction traffic has been
compared to a criterion based on 3 dB(A) change which is generally
considered to be the smallest noise change that is noticeable under normal
listening conditions. .
The predicted construction noise levels at one metre from the facades of the
noise sensitive receptors around the site are shown in Table 4.1 for the noisiest
phase of construction.

Table 4.1

Predicted Construction Façade Noise Levels dB LAeq
Location

Predicted Noise
Level, dB LAeq

Foreman’s Cottage
Landing Lane
Wren Hall
Camblesforth
Barlow
Drax Abbey Farm

56
43
44
35
39
57
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Long Drax
Old Lodge

41
47

The results show that the levels are below the BS 5228 criterion of 65 dB LAeq
and therefore no significant effects are expected as a result of construction
activities.
All traffic coming from the Project site will travel along New Road. The
predicted noise levels changes suggests an increase in noise levels of no more
than 1 dB(A) on any other road link which is used by construction traffic.
Since this is below the criterion of 3 dB(A) no significant effect is predicted.
The main activities during construction with the potential to create vibration
include driven piling and vibro-compaction. As a worst case scenario driven
piling techniques produce significantly higher levels of vibration than the use
of either bored piling or vibro-replacement techniques due to the impulsive
action of the drop hammer striking the pile. Studies show that levels of
vibration from driven piling fall below the level at which vibration may be
perceptible in a residential environment within a distance of 100 m (1). The
nearest sensitive receptor (Foreman’s Cottage) is over 275 m from the part of
the plant where vibrating equipment is likely to be located. Vibration during
construction was not regarded as having the potential for significant effects
and was scoped out of detailed assessment.

6.6

ECOLOGY

6.6.1

Effects Considered
A number of potential effects were considered during construction as follows:


direct effects (direct physical damage from groundworks) on statutory
designated sites, non-statutory designated sites and NERC priority
habitats;



direct effects (direct physical damage from groundworks) on species
present (smooth newts, foraging and nesting bats, reptiles, badgers,
breeding birds and invertebrates) on the Project site and in the vicinity of
the Project; and



secondary effects from increased traffic levels during construction (and
subsequent emissions, dust and exhaust fumes) leading to air quality
impacts at statutory designated sites, non-statutory designated sites and
NERC priority habitats.

(1) TRL Report 429. Groundborne Vibration Caused by Mechanised Construction Works. D.M.Hiller & G.I.Crabb.
Highways Agency 1995
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6.6.2

Mitigation Measures
Some generic measures have been embedded into the design of the Project to
ensure that effects on ecology are avoided and minimised as outlined below.


Most work will occur during daylight hours, however, any lighting
required during construction will be shielded and directed away from
surrounding habitat to minimise light disturbance to fauna.



Staff will be made aware of the local species and a site speed limit will be
maintained in order to reduce the likelihood of killing and injuring
protected fauna.



Best Available Techniques (BAT) will be used in order to minimise
emissions to air during construction.



Best Available Techniques including efficient well maintained, quiet
machinery with in-built noise attenuation will be used to minimise
disturbance from noise.



Where it is necessary to clear vegetation, clearance works will take place
outside of the bird breeding season.



Buffer zones will be maintained around field drains, dykes and ponds
during construction. At drain and ditch crossings, best practice design
and standard good construction practice will ensure the watercourses
remain unaffected.
Measures will be taken (soil management, reintroduction of native species
etc) to ensure that invasive species do not colonise areas where vegetation
is removed.



Additional mitigation measures include the following.


Measures will be taken to avoid direct disturbance to NERC Priority
Habitat types (including reedbed, hedgerow, arable land, lakes, ponds,
rivers, streams and ditches). Peripheral habitat will be retained in the
northeast of the operational area where possible. A buffer will be retained
around any ponds or ditches that are retained to prevent pollution and
siltation during construction and operation.



Any ponds lost in the Operational Area will be netted prior to construction
to confirm the presence of smooth newts. Any populations found will be
translocated to a suitable habitat.



A 30 m (100 m during piling) buffer zone will be established around
suitable bat roosting trees adjacent to the site during construction. In
instances where a buffer zone cannot be maintained, a pre-construction
survey will be undertaken to confirm bats remain absent.
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6.6.3



Scrub vegetation will be maintained at the fence line in the centre of the
Operational Area ensuring the retention of bat foraging habitat and
maintenance of a connectivity route between two pipistrelle roosts. The
majority of construction work will occur during daylight hours.



Above ground vegetation clearance (staged) will occur between August
and October in order to minimise effects on reptiles. Fencing will be used
prevent to reptiles from recolonising the site if needed (until construction
is complete). Potential reptile hibernation sites will be fenced off and
alternative hibernacula provided. Where these measures are not possible
excavation within the reptile hibernation season will be supervised by an
Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW).



A Badger Licence will be agreed with Natural England which will provide
details of specific mitigation measures.



Mitigation areas will be provided within the Project site to reduce impacts
on habitats and fauna.

Significance of Effects
No residual significant effects are expected on ecological receptors during
construction.
No direct disturbance effects will occur to statutory designated sites.
It is anticipated that there will be some habitat loss and disturbance during
construction mainly due to groundworks and site raising. This is likely to
cause localised effects on smooth newts, bats, snakes, badgers, breeding birds
and invertebrates. Rapid habitat loss where vegetation clearance is necessary
will further affect any species present.
Effects on breeding birds will be significant (at a local level in the absence of
mitigation) as the Project site is currently used as foraging habitat for a range
of bird species of importance in the local area, and an area is currently used by
a Schedule 1 species for foraging only. Secondary disturbance to nesting and
foraging birds (due to noise, lighting, traffic movements and human activity)
will also occur. After mitigation (including habitat enhancement), these
effects are anticipated to be not significant.
A draft badger licence will be agreed with Natural England which will outline
suitable mitigation measures against disturbance effects and ultimately habitat
loss. With mitigation, residual effects are predicted to be not significant.
No bats were found in the trees identified with roosting potential and no
impacts on roosts are predicted. Impacts on foraging and commuting mainly
relate to small numbers of common pipistrelle, and very low use by Myotis
(mouse-eared bats) species. The main foraging area is Barlow mound and
alternative routes are available. Post construction additional foraging and
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commuting habitat will be provided around the site periphery. Residual
effects are predicted to be not significant.
There is the potential for mortality of/injury to grass snake during ground
clearance operations (associated with the direct loss of habitat, including 10 ha
of optimal reptile habitat). Given that the population is low and there is
alternative habitat in the surrounding area, into which the small population
should be easily accommodated, effects are predicted to be not significant.
Effects on invertebrates are also predicted to be not significant.
Given the relatively small increases in traffic levels above existing levels (and
subsequent small changes to roadside noise and air quality, see Sections I.6.4,
I.6.5 and I.6.9), effects on statutory designated sites, non-statutory designated
sites and NERC priority habitats in the vicinity of the Project are not
anticipated. Disturbance effects from noise and lighting are also considered
unlikely given that the closest statutory site is located 0.66 km from the site.

6.7

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL AMENITY

6.7.1

Effects Considered
During construction, there will be potential short term landscape and visual
impacts from construction machinery and activities on the project site,
including:


clearance of vegetation and topsoil stripping, including the removal of up
to 0.25 ha of shelter belt planting and up to 0.4 km of hedgerow
vegetation;



loss of approximately 44 ha of arable land (10.5 ha permanent) and
approximately 8.5 ha of scrub/unimproved grassland (8.5 ha permanent);



re-routing of local public right of way (PRoW) 35.47/6/1;



construction of buildings and other structures;



introduction of tall construction machinery, including cranes;



construction of internal roads for access to the buildings and storage areas;



introduction of construction laydown areas, including to the north and
east of the main Project site, which will be used for machinery and
material storage and may include site compounds (i.e. offices and canteen
facilities for construction workers);



introduction of temporary fencing;



plant and vehicle movements; and
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6.7.2

introduction of construction site lighting, in particular during the winter
months.

Mitigation Measures
A number of measures can be applied to reduce, as far as practicable, the
temporary effects during the construction phase. These include:


limiting land clearance and occupation to the minimum necessary for the
works;



restricting construction site lighting outside normal working hours as far
as practicable to the minimum required for safety and security;



maintenance of tidy and contained site compounds; and



spreading of topsoil and replacement of turf, or reseeding and planting as
soon as possible after sections of work are complete.

In addition, the early establishment of hedgerow planting prior to, or early in
the construction programme, will help to further reduce impacts during
construction.
6.7.3

Significance of Effects
Construction effects are characteristically temporary and short term in nature.
Given the already industrial nature of the Project Site, effects on landscape
character during construction are expected to be not significant.
The significance of the temporary construction effects to visual receptors will
depend on the sensitivity of the receptor and the magnitude of change in view
from that receptor. Effects on receptors at two viewpoints (both recreational)
are expected to be moderate: looking southwest from the Trans Pennine Trail
southwest of Hemingborough and looking east from public footpath
35.47/6/1. Effects of minor significance are expected on another recreational
receptor looking west from the Trans Pennine Trail near Barmby and on two
residential receptors: west from Pear Tree Avenue, Long Drax and south from
White House Farm. Effects on receptors at all other viewpoints during
construction are expected to be not significant.

6.8

ARCHAEOLOGY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

6.8.1

Effects Considered
During the various construction activities for the Project there is potential for
direct physical damage to known and unknown cultural heritage assets,
mainly from groundworks (top and sub-soil stripping, excavations, trenching
and piling). There is also potential for secondary effects from changes to
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groundwater levels or soil chemistry, however these will be mitigated through
the measures set out in Section G.6.2.
These possible effects are most likely to be confined to areas within the Inner
Study Area that are subject to such activity but uncontrolled excursions
beyond the site boundary could damage assets beyond the Inner Study Area,
with Drax Augustinian Priory the most vulnerable asset.
6.8.2

Mitigation Measures
Construction impacts will be mitigated by a staged programme of
archaeological works, in accordance with a written scheme of investigation
(WSI) to be agreed with NYCC’s archaeological adviser. The archaeological
works will be based on the results of previous archaeological works within the
Inner Study Area, as well as the results of the further evaluation programme
and the WSI which forms Section G.2 of this ES. The archaeological works will
concentrate on areas which are considered to be of moderate to high
archaeological potential based on the results of the previous archaeological
works and are likely to comprise:


a programme of strip, map and record in areas of moderate to high
potential; and



archaeological monitoring of ground works where appropriate.

English Heritage has also suggested carrying out a community heritage
project into the documentary evidence for the WW1 airship construction
works at Barlow. Preliminary discussions with Barlow Parish Council have
been undertaken and CPL recognises that this could become part of the
‘legacy’ of the archaeological work.
In addition, the boundary with Drax Augustinian Priory will be clearly
marked by fencing and construction vehicles will not enter this area.
6.8.3

Significance of Effects
Effective application of the mitigation measures set in this ES will ensure that
there are no significant effects on Drax Augustinian Priory and unknown
cultural heritage assets. The ongoing archaeological monitoring of work
during construction will allow the effectiveness of mitigation to be assessed
and measures adjusted if required.

6.9

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT

6.9.1

Effects Considered
For the purposes of the Traffic Assessment undertaken for the EIA, a car
occupancy level of two persons per vehicle across the whole construction
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period has been assumed and that all arrivals will be via private car to the
Project site (1).
The construction period is expected to last for 56 months, with a peak staffing
level of around 3,300 staff on-site at the height of the construction programme,
plus approximately 1,000 staff associated with outage works on the Drax
Power Station as a worst case scenario.
Heavy goods vehicle (HGV) and abnormal indivisible loads (AIL) sizes,
weights and numbers have been obtained from CPL based on similar
development built by Alstom and BOC Linde. HGV traffic will peak at
approximately 180 HGVs per day during the first year of construction but the
HGV peak will not be coincident with the workforce traffic peak which will be
around year 4 of construction.
Changes to traffic flows were quantified and movements at junctions were
analysed. The Traffic Assessment considered overall effects in terms of the
following:









traffic flows on the road network;
driver delay at junctions;
pedestrian delay;
severance, fear and intimidation for pedestrians and cyclists;
accidents and safety;
pedestrian amenity;
changes to the existing accident rate; and
hazardous loads.

Increased traffic can also lead to possible effects on roadside receptors from
increased pollutant emissions and noise. These have both been assessed to be
not significant (see Sections E.6.4 and E.6.5 respectively).
6.9.2

Mitigation Measures
Specific measures to manage Project-related traffic will be set out in the
Construction Environmental Management Plan. The fine details of such
measures will be developed in a detailed Travel Plan (a draft of which is
included in Volume 2, Section E.1) association with the construction contractor
and Selby District Council and are likely to include such matters as:





shift working;
defined routes for construction traffic, especially HGVs and AILs;
implementation of a construction workforce Travel Plan; and
peak spreading of HGV deliveries.

(1) Similar assumptions have been made for the outage work on the Drax Power Station in assessing cumulative traffic
effects.
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The Construction Environmental Management Plan will also highlight how
pedestrian and cyclists can access the site. All HGV traffic will use the
dedicated HGV route from the M62 (junction 36) to the Project site via the
A645.
Additionally a modest amount of highway works are however proposed on
the highway adjacent to the Project site to allow improved access (applicable
chiefly to the construction phase but also for operation). These are described
briefly below.


Two junctions will be constructed: one off New Road and one off Pear
Tree Avenue (to serve as an emergency entrance / exit) in order to allow
access into construction laydown areas. These junctions will be temporary
in nature and will be returned to their existing state following the end of
the construction period.



A four-arm crossroad junction will be constructed on New Road to the
north of the existing Drax Power Station materials handling entrance. This
junction will allow access into both the Construction Laydown Areas as
well as into the ‘Operational Area’.



In order to facilitate operation of the abovementioned junction, a stretch of
carriageway of around 150 m in length will be realigned and widened to
provide two full lanes on New Road.



The four-arm crossroad junction formed will be controlled by traffic
signals during construction. The junction itself will be retained following
the start of the operational period of the Project; however, the eastern arm
of the junction will be removed in order that the junction becomes a simple
T-Junction.

The works associated with the realigned carriageway and the four-arm
crossroads junction are included within the DCO.
6.9.3

Significance of Effects
Construction workforce travel to and from the Project site will lead to
increased traffic flows particularly on New Road, the A645 (towards the M62)
the A614 Rawcliffe Road, the M62 (J36) and the A1041 leading to minor to
moderate increases in peak hour traffic. Similarly HGV movements on the
same roads will also lead to minor to moderate increases.
AILs will move on dedicated pre-planned routes and will represent an
obstruction or source of delay for normal vehicles. However the timing and
management of AIL movements will result in minor effects at most to other
road users.
Analysis of junction capacity with the Project traffic indicates that the
junctions which will be affected by the Project will, with one small exception,
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operate with sufficient reserve capacity in all scenarios, with limited queuing
experienced. The one exception is one arm of the M62 northern roundabout
junction and this would only apply for a few months of peak Project
workforce construction traffic coinciding with outage work on the Drax Power
Station, and then only during the daily peak morning and evening periods.
Overall, other than the one exception mentioned above, all junctions are
expected to operate with good levels of capacity and limited queuing in both
the construction and operational phases of the development is expected to
occur. Significant effects in terms of driver delay are not anticipated.
Low levels of pedestrian and cyclist activity on the roads that will be used by
the Project means that while it may be slightly more difficulty to cross roads at
peak times there will be no significant effects in terms of pedestrian delay,
severance, fear or intimidation and pedestrian amenity due to the increased
flows.
There is the potential for the increased traffic to change the present accident
rate. However, there is no clear pattern identified in current accidents on the
local road network and the measures described under ‘mitigation measures’
above, especially in regards to junction design and traffic controls are
expected to maintain accident risks at current levels.

6.10

SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

6.10.1

Effects Considered
The main focus of the assessment is the effect on employment as measurable
and specific to the location of the Project. Effects in this regard are reported as
Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs and the Gross Value Added (GVA) by these
jobs. The effects of these jobs on the local labour market and the economic
well-being of the local population are also considered qualitatively. Possible
effects on housing/accommodation availability due to increased demand from
the workforce and local tourism and recreational amenity dues to combined
sources of construction disturbance were also considered.
The Project will also temporarily and permanently occupy land, some of
which is in current agricultural use. The interruption to and/or loss of use of
this land could affect the land user.

6.10.2

Mitigation
Workforce, Employment and Procurement
The Project will be constructed under a contract covering engineering,
procurement, construction, and commissioning services. In addition to
statutory obligations, the engineering, procurement and construction (EPC)
contractor will be obliged to adopt the environmental working practices
operated by CPL, which will apply to all works relating to the Project.
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The EIA has identified a number of positive economic benefits from the
Project. Some negative effects could occur associated with the influx of
workers and their families, during construction. Mitigation measures include
the following:


CPL will keep Selby District Council (SDC) and North Yorkshire County
Council (NYCC) informed on the progress of the Project.



CPL and the SDC and NYCC will further publicise the Project and its scale
so local and regional businesses are aware of the development and can
plan accordingly.



CPL and the national government will publicise the Project so that the
wider business community is aware of the CCS development and its wider
implications for the future of UK economic growth.

As far as possible and practicable with availability of the necessary skills, the
workforce will be recruited from the local area which will reduce the influx of
workers and subsequent effects associated with this.
A Construction Method Statement and / or local procurement policy will be
discussed with the EPC contractor to address recruitment opportunities. A
register will be created for interested companies and individuals to express
their interest in tendering for work or seeking employment.
Disturbance to Local Amenity and Neighbouring Land Uses
Construction disturbance and its possible effects on local amenity use will also
be addressed by a number of measures variously described in Sections 6.4, 6.5
and 6.9 (and corresponding Technical Reports in Volume 2 of the ES) aimed at
controlling dust and other emissions to air, noise and traffic. In addition no
work will take place on Sunday or bank holidays (other than in exceptional
circumstances). If work needs to be undertaken outside of normal working
hours (0700 to 1900 Monday to Friday, and 0700 – 1300 on Saturdays) it will be
subject to the requirements outlined in the DCO.
Occupied Land
Temporarily occupied land will be returned to its former use through
stockpiling and carful management of topsoil during construction and
reinstatement measures at the end of construction. Measures described in
Sections F.6.2 and F.6.3 to protect the quality of soils and water resources will
also maintain good soil and water quality for resumption of agricultural
activity on temporarily occupied land.
CPL is currently negotiating with the tenant on the compensation settlement
for land required permanently and temporarily during construction. The
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temporary land take is circa 10% of the tenant farmers agricultural land area
and will not affect the overall viability of the farm business.
6.10.3

Significance of Effects
Employment
Estimates of construction staff peak at approximately 3,300 and vary over the
five year construction period. These are represented graphically below in
Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2

Construction Staff

As noted previously, construction phase effects will be assessed on the basis
that ten years of construction worker jobs is equal to one Full Time Equivalent
(FTE) job. It is estimated that there will be an average of approximately 1,000
staff employed on site during the five year construction period. As such the
Project will generate approximately 500 FTE during this period equating to a
major positive benefit.
Housing and Accommodation
An influx of workers, especially at construction peak could exert pressure on
the availability of accommodation. However, given the proximity of major
urban centres such as York (32 km and within a 30 minute drive time) and
Leeds (60 km and with a drive time estimated at 45 minutes) many workers
will likely come from those areas, or choose to live temporarily there.
Agricultural Land Use
The Project will temporarily occupy 23.4 ha of land currently in agricultural
use for rotational cropping such as oilseed rape, wheat, second wheat and
barley.
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Tourism, Recreation and Amenity
There is currently a footpath running from New Road to the western
boundary of the existing Drax Power Station site. This footpath is partly in
the footprint of the Project and it is therefore planned to divert it to the north,
crossing both Long Drax Parish and Barlow Parish. The route of this
diversion is currently being agreed with North Yorkshire County Council.
Ultimately, there will be no effect on the ability of the local population to
access the paths they currently use.
As outlined in Chapter 4, tourism is not a particularly important sector in the
local economy and so the construction of the Project is not anticipated to have
a significant effect on the tourism industry or tourism related businesses.
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7

OPERATIONAL PHASE EFFECTS AND MITIGATION

7.1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides a summary of the assessments of operational phase
effects and mitigation. It is not intended to be comprehensive and is focused
on the main potential effects under each assessment subject area. Full
accounts of the assessment for each subject, together with assessment
methodologies, significance criteria and mitigation can be found in the nine
Technical Reports that make up Volume 2 of the ES. Cumulative effects are
summarised in Chapter 9.

7.2

SOILS, HYDROGEOLOGY AND LAND QUALITY

7.2.1

Effects Considered
During the operational phase, there will be storage and handling of chemicals
and wastes and the potential to contaminate soils and groundwater, with the
potential for secondary effects on people and ecological receptors. Accidental
spills could also affect soils and groundwater and also have the potential for
onward transmission to other receptors.
The presence of buildings and areas of hardstanding will reduce the
infiltration of rainwater to the ground. Groundwater abstraction could put
pressure on resources.

7.2.2

Mitigation Measures
The Project will be designed and built under strict quality control procedures
and will be maintained to appropriate safety and the integrity of
environmental controls systems.
All areas where potentially polluting substances (process chemicals and
waste) will be stored and used will be designed with appropriate bunding to
industry standards. Bunds will provide 110% of stored volume and be
constructed of impervious materials on the base and sides. In the rare event of
spill of oil or other fluid into the bund system, the fluids would be pumped
out for re-use if possible, or disposed of in an environmentally acceptable
manner. The retainage design includes interceptor and treatment systems
which are designed to separate oily water.
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Fuel and other raw materials will be offloaded at the existing Drax Power
Station and transferred to the Project site. Management procedures for waste
transport off the Project site will be in place, and regularly audited.
The Project site will be operated in accordance with best working practices
and measures to protect the land and water environment and these will be
governed by the terms of the Environmental Permit to be obtained for the
operational Project.
Water abstraction will be within the current licence conditions, and these will
continue to be monitored by Drax Power, and regulated and permitted by the
Environment Agency.
7.2.3

Significance of Effects
Impacts and the risk of impacts during operations will be avoided and /or
minimised through good operational management practice. With these
provisions in place, effects on soils and water resources and secondary effects
on ecological receptors and people are considered to be not significant.
The shallow groundwater in made ground and superficial deposits will see
minimal impacts on recharge and the deeper sandstone aquifer is a confined
aquifer and is a not fed by infiltration. There will be no significant effects on
groundwater resources or their users.
Groundwater abstraction will be within the existing licensed levels and will
not cause any significant effects on the resource or other resource users.

7.3

SURFACE WATER RESOURCES AND FLOOD RISK

7.3.1

Effects Considered
The operational phase of the Project will generate new potential effects on the
nearby water environment, namely from newly introduced contamination
sources and quantities of trade effluents, which, in the absence of mitigation,
could adversely affect the nearby water environment and ecological habitat.
Storage and handling of materials (oils, fuels, lubricants and others) could
potentially lead to leaks and/or spills into the water environment through
surface water runoff and drainage which could have an adverse impact on the
water quality of the Carr Dyke (e.g. increased hydrocarbon concentrations, pH
and temperature variation), and downstream areas of the River Ouse. This
would in turn affect the aquatic habitats of the watercourses and the quality of
water for other abstraction users downstream.
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An increase in surface water abstraction demand required for the operation of
the Project could also affect local water quality and decrease the quality and
quantity of available water for other abstraction users, specifically, local
agricultural users although it is within the terms of Drax Power Ltd’s existing
abstraction consent.
The Project will operate on a platform constructed to bring it to a level that is
above the flood risk level for the area. However, this will reduce the storage
capacity of the flood plain and the Project will change (increase) the rate and
volumes of surface water run-off from the pre-Project levels. Together these
factors could increase the risk of flooding elsewhere.
7.3.2

Mitigation Measures
A number of mitigation measures will be adopted during operation as
described below.


The process water required for and liquid effluents resulting from the
Project will be managed by new proposed processing and treatment
infrastructure;



A completely new separate surface water management system will be
introduced to manage surface water runoff after development;



All water abstraction and discharge required during the operation will be
within the current abstraction licences and discharge consents;



The post development surface water runoff will be diverted to the existing
greenfield runoff and subsequently to Carr Dyke and the River Ouse in
accordance with the existing Drax Power Station discharge consent;



Surface water runoff, processing and waste water discharges to adjacent
water bodies will be treated to the acceptable standards set by the EA by
providing a waste water treatment basin, siltation basin, surface water
basin, separation ponds and a comprehensive monitoring system;



All areas where potentially polluting substances will be stored and used
will be designed with appropriate bunding to industry standards;



Emergency and contingency plans will be developed to safeguard
operational activity, site users and quality of surface water; and



The Project will be controlled under a variation to Drax’s existing
Environmental Permit. Additionally, it will be operated in accordance
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with best working practices and measures to protect the water
environment (in accordance with the relevant EA’s Pollution Prevention
Advice and Guidance notes).
7.3.3

Significance of Effects
Contamination risks to surface waters from spills and leaks will benefit from
the same mitigation measures proposed in Section 7.2 for the protection of
soils and groundwater. The various other mitigation measures inherent in the
design, some of which are summarised above, will prevent significant effects
on water quality and secondary effects on ecology and other surface water
users.
The operational part of the Project site will be raised above the expected 200year tidal flood level (including an allowance for climate change and 1 in 5
year fluvial flood event). On the basis of a flood risk assessment (FRA)
contained within Volume 2, Section C.1 the predicted flood level for such an
event equates to 4.53 m above ordnance datum (AOD). A further provision of
600mm (as freeboard) is suggested by the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) to ensure safety of personnel and sensitive equipment.
Flood risk to the operational Project will therefore be appropriately managed.
Flood risk effects to neighbours as a result of the Project and associated loss of
floodplain storage are not considered significant. No other risks from other
flood sources have been identified in the study area.
In order to manage surface water runoff at the Project site, two different
approaches have been considered at the north and south side of Carr Dyke.
At the north side, the additional surface water runoff due to development will
be primarily stored in a 4500 m3 storage basin then discharged to a terminal
point using two pumps with a maximum discharge of 500 m3 per hour (i.e.
two pumps with 139 litres per second (l s-1 capacity). The treated process
water and surface water will eventually reach the terminal point where the
mixed water will be discharged into the River Ouse under the existing
discharge permit held by Drax Power Station.
At the south side of Carr Dyke, a maximum surface water runoff of 21 l s-1 will
be generated during a 1 in 100 rainfall event including an allowance for future
climate change influence. This figure falls within the total volume of surface
water allowed to be discharged into Carr Dyke under the greenfield runoff
rate from the whole Site (i.e. 39 l s-1). It is, therefore, proposed that 21 l s-1 of
the greenfield runoff allowance be allocated to surface water runoff generated
from the south side of Carr Dyke area. As a precautionary approach, a storage
basin of 1,150 m3 for the south side of Carr Dyke is also proposed.
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With respect to people working at the Operational Site, safe access and egress
routes or an area of safe refuse must be provided. Safe refuge within the Site
boundary can be provided in the form of areas within office buildings with a
minimum floor level of 5.13 m AOD. Considering the layout and topography
of the Site and surrounding areas, the safe access and egress routes will be
directed towards the south of the Site where the existing Drax Power station is
located. Prior to commencement of operations at the Project Site, an
emergency plan will be produced outlining the procedures to be followed in
the event of an emergency, including flooding.

7.4

AIR QUALITY

7.4.1

Effects Considered
There is the potential for air quality effects as a result of direct emissions to air
from operation of the Project in both oxy-mode and air-mode. Impacts on air
quality could lead to secondary effects on both sensitive human and ecological
receptors. In addition, there is the potential for air quality effects as a result of
Project start-up and shut down and emissions during some foreseeable nonroutine operations.
In addition to the above, potential impacts on air quality could result from
increased traffic during operation. However, operational traffic levels will be
much lower than construction levels and since construction traffic was
assessed as having negligible impacts on air quality similar considerations will
apply to operational traffic.

7.4.2

Mitigation Measures
The plant will operate using Best Available Techniques (BAT) so plant specific
mitigation measures have been incorporated into the data used to model
emissions from the Project and predict impacts on air quality. Flue gas from
the boiler will enter the electro-static precipitator where fly ash will be
removed, then pass through wet flue gas desulphurisation where acidic gases
such as sulphur oxides and hydrogen chloride will be captured and removed.
The plant will also include selective catalytic reduction (SCR) to reduce the
emissions of NOx.
In addition, air-mode operation will be minimised as far as possible.
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7.4.3

Significance of Effects
Summary of Predicted Air quality Effects on Sensitive Human Receptors
Dispersion modelling was undertaken to assess the effects from the
operational Project (oxy-mode and air-mode) on sensitive human receptors. In
order to capture the maximum off-site impacts the dispersion model utilises a
grid of receptors. Effects on human receptors are assessed using the
maximum ground level concentration predicted at any point on the grid
predicted by atmospheric dispersion modelling and can be taken as a worst
case approach. In addition, the results of the modelling are based upon the
worst case results for any of the five years of meteorological input data used.
The modelling indicates that when the Project is operating in oxy-mode, air
quality effects on human receptors are not expected to be significant for all of
the pollutants assessed with the exception of arsenic and chromium (VI)
where a not insignificant process contribution has been identified. However,
guideline levels for the protection of human health (as recommended by the
Environment Agency and DEFRA Expert Panel on Air Quality Standards) will
not be exceeded.
When the Project is operating in air-mode, air quality effects on human
receptors are not significant for the majority of the pollutants assessed. The
exceptions are sulphur dioxide and arsenic where a minor adverse effect is
predicted; and chromium (VI) where a slight adverse effect is predicted. In
practice, the effects associated with arsenic and chromium (VI) will not arise
as the plant will not operate in air-mode on a long term. In addition,
guideline levels for the protection of human health (as recommended by the
Environment Agency and DEFRA Expert Panel on Air Quality Standards) will
not be exceeded. Similar considerations apply to sulphur dioxide.
In order to account for Project start-up and shut-down, additional modelling
was carried out based on the plant operating in oxy-mode and air mode
respectively, in combination with the auxiliary boiler. The modelling results
indicated that air quality effects on human receptors are acceptable for all of
the pollutants assessed during oxy-mode and air mode.
Summary of Predicted Effects on Sensitive Ecological Receptors
Dispersion modelling was undertaken to assess the effects from the
operational Project (oxy-mode and air-mode) on sensitive ecological receptors.
The modelling indicates that, when the Project is operating in oxy-mode, the
maximum predicted concentrations at any point within the habitats identified
and subsequent effects on sensitive ecological receptors will be not significant
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for nutrient nitrogen and acid deposition, and for ambient concentrations of
nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide, ammonia and hydrogen fluoride.
A worst case for the Project in terms of emissions to atmosphere would be the
plant operating in air mode 100% of the time for up to three years during
commissioning, followed by the rest of the operational life operating for up to
56% of the time in air mode. These worst case assumptions are based on the
Emissions Performance Standard (EPS) setting a regulatory back-stop on CO2
emissions from new power stations and would effectively limit operation in
air mode to no more than 56% of any year after a three (up to) commissioning
phase.
During the first three years (as a worst case scenario) at 100% air mode, the
following impacts at protected nature conservations sites have been identified
by the atmospheric dispersion modelling, and considered within a Habitats
Regulation Assessment Report (Stage 1) (see Volume 3, Section L of the ES):





Humber Estuary Special Area of Conservation (SAC), acid deposition;
Skipwith common SAC, acid deposition and SO2;
Thorne Moor SAC, acid deposition; and
River Derwent SAC, SO2.

During the rest of the operational life of the Project at 56% air mode (worst
case), the following impacts have been identified by the atmospheric
dispersion modelling:




Humber Estuary SAC, acid deposition;
Skipwith common SAC, acid deposition; and
Thorne Moor SAC, acid deposition.

No significant effects of SO2 occur under this scenario (up to 56% air-mode).
Via pre-application consultation with the Planning Inspectorate, Natural
England and the Environment Agency it was agreed that Stage 2 of the
Habitats Regulation Assessment Report (Appropriate Assessment) would
focus on the following aspects:



impacts on Skipwith Common SAC and the River Derwent SAC from SO2;
and
acid deposition impacts at Skipworth Common and the River Derwent.

The Humber SAC was screened out due to the distance between the sensitive
qualifying features and the Project.
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Further discussion of these effects is included in Section 7.6.3 below and
detailed analysis is contained within the Volume 3, Section L.

7.5

NOISE AND VIBRATION

7.5.1

Overview
Daytime noise levels
The usual guidance used for the assessment of industrial noise is British
Standard BS4142. This suggests a system of criteria which is based on the
background noise level. The background noise level is the LA90 which is the
noise level which is exceeded for 90% of the time.
Night time noise
Other benchmark criteria are provided in British Standard BS 8233 that gives
guidelines for avoiding disturbance at night which vary between 40 and 45 dB
LAeq. These noise targets, which apply outside a building, are based on
preserving good standards for sleep within the building. The standard
assumes that buildings are not fitted with noise insulation, so higher external
noise levels could be acceptable to residents if noise insulation were provided
which resulted in suitable internal noise levels

7.5.2

Effects Considered
The assessment has considered construction and operational noise. For
operation modelling has been undertaken in (oxy-mode) which is regarded (as
the ASU and GPU are both fully operational in this mode) as the ‘worst case’
for noise emissions. Construction traffic has been considered in detail and
found not to give rise to impacts; the effect of operational traffic is expected to
be less.

7.5.3

Mitigation Measures
The Project is at an intermediate stage in FEED, but noise control was an issue
identified early in scoping and has duly received considerable attention to
date from CPL. A number of mitigation measures have been identified and
factored into the equipment sound power levels.
The predictions have been based on noise modelling of the operational plant
and it is noted that noise control has been considered thoroughly in the
design, by placing loudest noise sources indoor, supplying low noise design
equipment (transformers, cooling tower fans etc), adding silencers on air
intakes/outlets and upstream/downstream main boiler fans, using acoustic
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screen or enclosure on major outdoor pumps and motors, acoustically
insulating valves and pipes. These acoustic mitigation measures will reduce
the overall noise levels at receptors and, at the same time, will reduce the risk
of any audible tone.
Acoustic design has been optimized so that no single noise source dominates
the overall plant noise. The contribution of each main group of equipment
(e.g. ASU, GPU, Power Block, and hybrid water coolers) is therefore evenly
distributed when measured at some distance (over 100 m) from operational
plant boundary. This further reduces the risk of having a tonal characteristics
emanating from one specific equipment item, as it will be masked by the other
noise sources of similar output.
The plant design has included mitigation on all the key noise generating plant
items. The types of mitigation that will be applied will generally include the
following:

7.5.4



placing loudest noise sources indoors;



procuring low noise equipment (transformers, cooling tower fans etc);



adding silencers on air intakes/outlets and upstream/downstream of
main boiler fans;



using acoustic screens or enclosures on major outdoor items such as
pumps and motors, and



acoustically insulating valves and pipes.

Significance of Effects
All receptor locations are provided in Table 3.1 of the Noise and Vibration
Technical Report (Volume 2, Chapter B) and shown on Figure B.1. Receptors
numbers are provided in brackets below for ease of reference.
Construction
The construction noise assessment concluded that noise levels are below the
BS 5228 criterion of 65 dB LAeq and therefore no significant effects are
expected as a result of construction activities.
Noise levels from sheet piling were predicted to be no higher than 64 dB LAeq
at the nearest sensitive receptor (Foreman’s Cottage) which is over 275 m from
the part of the plant where vibrating equipment is likely to be located.
Although the results show that piling is likely to be noisier than other
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activities and may be audible at receptors it is not likely to give rise to
significant noise impacts.
All construction traffic coming from the Project site will travel along New
Road; however no noise sensitive receptors are close to the road in this
location. The predicted noise levels changes suggests an increase in noise
levels of no more than 1 dB(A) on any other road link which is used by
construction traffic. Since this is below the criterion of 3 dB(A) no significant
effect is predicted.
Operation – Night time
The predicted noise levels exceed baseline noise levels at times, and BS4142
would suggest that complaints may be likely in these situations at some
locations (specifically receptors Foreman’s Cottage (1), Barlow (4) and Drax
Abbey Farm (5) based on night-time noise levels.
A situation which is worse than marginal, but not a level where complaints
become likely is expected at receptor locations Old Lodge (7) and Landing
Lane (8). A further situation which is below a marginal situation is predicted
at Wren Hall (2) and Camblesforth (3).
However, the predicted night-time noise levels are only above 45 dB(A) at
Foreman’s Cottage (by 2 dB(A)). However, it will be possible to ensure that
these noise levels are acceptable within the building. This would involve
ensuring that suitable internal noise levels could be achieved to avoid sleep
disturbance by using noise insulation and appropriate acoustic ventilation.
Predicted noise levels at Drax Abbey farm are equal to 45 dB(A) so meet the
upper end of the BS 8233 guidance and are unlikely to require mitigation to
achieve suitable internal noise levels. However, both Foreman’s Cottage, and
Drax Abbey Farm are owned by Drax so that the Project could ensure that
such off-site mitigation could be installed. Predicted noise levels at Barlow are
40 dB(A) and off-site noise mitigation will not be required to meet the BS 8233
guidance levels.
Operation – Day time
During the day lower impacts are predicted with all receptors being below the
marginal situation, which is not expected to result in significant impacts,
except at Foreman’s Cottage (1) and Drax Abbey Farm (5) where the situation
is marginal as defined in BS 4142.
Operational traffic will be at much lower levels than construction phase traffic
and will lead to no significant effects.
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Detailed Mitigation
Further mitigation is likely to be required, either by further attenuation at
source, or by considering noise insulation of affected properties. The latter
would normally only be considered by planners when further mitigation at
source through plant design has been considered. However, the equipment
suppliers have already confirmed that a high level of mitigation has been
applied to the key items of equipment. The noise modelling results also
showed that provision of noise screening between the source and receptor was
unlikely to provide significant benefits due to the height of noise sources on
the new plant. Other factors such as wind direction are also likely to reduce
noise levels on average so the noise impacts may be lower at times, but this
has not been taken into account during the conduct of this assessment to
ensure a worst case scenario is modelled.

7.6

ECOLOGY

7.6.1

Effects Considered
A number of potential effects were considered during operation as outlined
below:

7.6.2



direct effects (physical habitat loss) and secondary effects (due to changes
in air quality and nitrogen and acid deposition, and disturbance including
light and noise) on statutory designated sites, non-statutory designated
sites and NERC priority habitats;



direct effects (physical habitat loss) and disturbance from light and noise
on species present (smooth newts, foraging and nesting bats, snakes,
badgers, breeding birds and invertebrates) in the vicinity of the Project;



increased traffic levels during operation (and subsequent emissions, dust
and exhaust fumes) leading to adverse effects upon statutory designated
sites, non-statutory designated sites and NERC priority habitats; and



secondary effects due to changes in water quality or physical flows at sites
with hydrological connectivity to discharges or to potential sources of
spills and leaks.

Mitigation Measures
A number of mitigation measures have been embedded into the design of the
Project to ensure that effects on ecology can be avoided, minimised, reduced
or compensated for as outlined below.
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7.6.3



Best Available Techniques (BAT) including efficient well maintained, quiet
machinery with in-built noise attenuation will be used to minimise
disturbance from noise. Perimeter attenuation fencing and tree screens
will be also used where necessary to minimise disturbance due to noise
and activity.



The power plant design includes pollution abatement technology such as
sulphur removal.



Suitable habitat for breeding birds (hedges and woodland strips and
buffers around field margins) will be retained to preserve nesting and
foraging resource.



Enhancement areas for birds will be designed in conjunction with
enhancement areas for badgers and other species as part of the overall
Landscape and Ecology Masterplan for the Project.

Significance of Effects
No residual significant effects are expected on ecological receptors during
operation.
No direct effects on either statutory or non-statutory sites are predicted,
however small areas of NERC habitats (in relation to their abundance in the
wider area) will be permanently affected by the Project. Three ponds will be
permanently lost, including one which supports fringing vegetation of local
value to wildlife (including smooth newts). To compensate, a pond with
fringing vegetation will be incorporated into the enhancement area.
Permanent and irreversible habitat loss will lead to long term displacement of
species currently using the Project site including smooth newts, foraging and
nesting bats, snakes, badgers, breeding birds and invertebrates. Once
mitigation is in place (as described above), effects on habitats and species are
predicted to be not significant.
An enhancement area for breeding birds will be designed in conjunction with
the enhancement area for badgers in order to part replace the habitat lost,
including a pond with fringing reeds and a replacement hedgerow to be
planted with native species to improve the nesting and foraging resource.
These habitats will also benefit other species, eg of invertebrates.
Detailed air quality modelling has been undertaken (Volume 2, Chapter A) and
potential effects on Natura 2000 sites analysed within a Habitats Regulations
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Assessment Report (Volume 3, Section L) which concluded that effects in oxymode (i.e. the normal and planned mode of operation) would not be
significant (both for the Project alone and in combination with other planned
development within the area of influence).
The air quality assessment also looked at a worst case scenario of three years
of operation in air mode 100% of the time followed by operating in air mode
for 56% of the time as a theoretical worst case scenario allowable under the
EPS. During the first three years at 100% air mode, the following impacts at
European protected sites were identified by the emissions modelling:





Humber Estuary Special Area of Conservation (SAC), acid deposition;
Skipwith common SAC, acid deposition and SO2;
Thorne Moor SAC, acid deposition; and
River Derwent SAC, SO2.

During the rest of the operational life of the Project with the plant operating at
up to 56% air mode, the following impacts were identified by the emissions
modelling:




Humber Estuary SAC, acid deposition;
Skipwith common SAC, acid deposition; and
Thorne Moor SAC, acid deposition.

The assessment was based on predicted levels at the nearest part of a
protected area to the Project. While the Humber SAC is less than 15 km away
at its closest the actual habitats (coastal dune systems) vulnerable to acid
deposition are more than 60 km away and would not be affected. There will
therefore be no likely significant effects from the Project on the Humber
Estuary SAC.
Likely significant effects were identified on the other three European sites and
further assessment was undertaken.
Skipwith Common SAC receives baseline acid deposition in excess of the
critical loads for the vulnerable parts of the site. However, the majority of the
site is in ‘favourable’ status and the remainder in ‘unfavourable but
recovering’ status. Acid deposition is not noted as a threat to the site and in
the worst case the Project would contribute just 2.5% of existing background
levels and therefore no effect on the integrity of the SAC is predicted due to
acid deposition. Predicted SO2 concentrations at the site are below the critical
level for effects on vegetation supported by the site and as a result, the
increase in SO2 will not result in an effect on the integrity of the site.
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Thorne Moor SAC receives baseline acid deposition in excess of the critical
loads for the vulnerable parts of the site. However, the majority of the site is
in ‘unfavourable but recovering’ status from a threat of scrub encroachment
and drying out. Acid deposition is not noted as a threat to the site and in the
worst case the Project would contribute just 1.5% of existing background
levels and therefore no effect on the integrity of the SAC is predicted due to
acid deposition.
The predicted concentrations of SO2 do not exceed the critical level for SO2 for
effects on vegetation supported by the site. As a result, the increase in SO2
will not result in an effect on the integrity of the site.
In summary the Stage 2 assessment contained in Volume 3, Section L concluded
that the Project would not result in any effects on the integrity of any of the
considered European sites.
Given the relatively small changes in traffic levels during operation (and
subsequent emissions, dust and exhaust), impacts on air quality at statutory
designated sites, non-statutory designated sites and NERC priority habitats in
the vicinity of the Project are not anticipated. Disturbance effects from noise
and lighting are also considered unlikely given that the closest statutory site is
located 0.66 km from the site.
Secondary effects at sites with hydrological connectivity are not anticipated
given there will be no variation to the current abstraction and discharge
licences and the River Derwent SAC is located upstream of the Project site.
Mitigation measures described in Volume 2, Sections I.7.2 and I.7.3 will guards
against contamination from leaks and spills being transmitted to downstream
sites.

7.7

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL AMENITY

7.7.1

Effects Considered
During operation, there will be potential long term landscape and visual
effects from plant and activities associated with the project, including:




the physical presence of new structures in the landscape immediately
north of the existing Drax Power Station (an approximately 120 m high
chimney stack, an approximately 72 m high oxy fuel boiler and an
approximately 49 m high ASU);
the permanent loss of up to 13.4 ha of agricultural land within the
footprint of the Operational Area;
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7.7.2



the visibility of the conveyors, including the movement of coal and
biomass to the west of Drax Power Station from the existing coal yard to
the project site;



the presence and movement of vehicles within and around the operational
area; and



potential visibility of plumes from the chimney stack and cooling towers.

Mitigation Measures
Due to the height of certain elements of the Project, visual screening with
vegetation will in some cases not be possible and is unlikely to mitigate
potential landscape and visual effects to any great length but will screen some
of the lower level smaller structures and infrastructure.
Landscape and visual mitigation measures will be designed in detail taking
into consideration some of the mitigation required by other topic disciplines
such as ecology, as noted in Section H.7.6.2. The integrated landscape and
ecology mitigation measures will be presented in the Landscape and Ecology
Masterplan, Figure H.7, Section H.1.

7.7.3

Significance of Effects
Given the industrial setting, effects on landscape character during operation
are expected to be not significant.
The introduction of the Project, will lead to a permanent change to the view of
the Drax Power Station site which in turn will change the view for local
receptors. Given the industrial setting, the effects are expected to be
moderate at worst at two locations which are both recreational):



looking southwest from the Trans Pennine Trail southwest of
Hemingbrough; and
looking east from Footpath 35.47/6/1.

The predicted views from these viewpoints are shown in Visual baseline and
Photomontages/wirelines Section H, Figures H.8 to H.24.
Effects on receptors at three viewpoints are expected to be minor:


a recreational receptor looking west from the Trans Pennine Trail near
Barmby on the Marsh;
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a residential receptor looking west from Pear Tree Avenue, Long Drax;
and
a residential receptor looking south from White House Farm.

Effects on all other receptors are expected to be not significant.

7.8

ARCHAEOLOGY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

7.8.1

Effects Considered
The only operational effects of the development that have been identified as
having the potential for significant effects on cultural heritage assets are
changes to their setting in the wider landscape. The starting point for the
assessment of setting effects is consideration of the height and mass of the
proposed buildings. The buildings of the Project which are 50 m tall or higher
are those which are most likely to be visible in the wider landscape. These
comprise the ASU 49 m, the Boiler 72 m, and the Stack at 120 m. During
operation, adverse effects upon the setting of cultural heritage assets may be
experienced, largely as the result of visual impacts.

7.8.2

Mitigation Measures
A strip of landscaping is proposed between the scheduled area and Drax
Power Station, which will act to reduce the operational effect on the setting of
Drax priory.
The Landscape and Ecology Masterplan contained within Volume 2, Section
H.1 has identified an area of tree planting along the southwest side of the
scheduled monument, between the Carr Dyke and the pond to the northwest.
English Heritage indicated that they were content that finer details of the
landscaping and boundary work around the scheduled monument can be
discussed during the examination phase of the DCO process.
No further mitigation is proposed with respect to operational effects on the
setting of heritage assets. Most effects resulting from the visibility of the
Project in views that contribute to the setting of heritage assets cannot simply
be mitigated due to its size and scale, which must however be viewed in the
context of the much larger mass of the Drax Power Station.

7.8.3

Significance of Effects
Residual effects to all cultural heritage assets (scheduled monuments and
Grade I and II listed buildings) are expected to be not significant with the
exception of the Drax Augustinian Priory, where moderate effects are
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expected while the Construction Laydown Areas is active at the same time as
the Operational area. However, following the reinstatement of the
Construction Laydown Area to its current condition, the effect will be of
minor significance.

7.9

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT

7.9.1

Effects Considered
During operation there will be operational traffic associated with the
operational workforce, together with possible import and export of materials
in Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGV).

7.9.2

Mitigation Measures
Operational HGV traffic for the Project (and for Drax Power Station) will
travel to and from the site via specified local routes, specifically the dedicated
HGV route from the M62 (junction 36) to the Project site via the A645

7.9.3

Significance of Effects
Operational traffic movements due to the workforce are expected to be
relatively small in number, with an operational workforce of 60 staff over two
or three shifts. Even without spreading this number over the operational
shifts the associated traffic would be negligible and will not have a significant
effect.
Fuel for the operational phase of the Project is expected to arrive by rail
directly into the Project site.
Export of gypsum and other materials should not generate additional
operational HGV movements as rail is the preferred transportation method.
However, even if all material was to be transported by HGV it would result in
86 HGV movements per day. If all ash left the site by road then there would
be approximately 10 HGVs per day, however, the preferred disposal method
of ash is through the Drax ash facility, with storage on-site or at Barlow
Mound, and therefore will result in no HGV movements on the wider road
network.
Any operational HGV movements that are required will be small in
proportion to the movements generated by the construction phase, impacts
will be less and the effects on the local road network will not be significant.
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7.10

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

7.10.1

Effects Considered
The main effects considered during operation are related to employment,
especially locally. Also considered are the potential economic benefits to the
local, regional and national economies. Wider socio-economic benefits are
possible by virtue of the nature of the Project, which is more than a
straightforward power generation proposal.
Other effects assessed included pressure on housing at a local level.

7.10.2

Mitigation Measures
The mitigation measures proposed by CPL are primarily aimed at maximising
local long-term opportunities for employment and for the provision of goods
and services. By virtue of the long-established presence of the Drax Power
Station in the local economy the Project is well placed to deliver such benefits.
The beneficial effect of employment opportunities can additionally be
enhanced by sourcing goods and services from the local area where possible.
Specific measures include the following.

7.10.3



CPL and Selby District Council (SDC) will engage with research centres to
promote increased innovation and technological development.



SDC and other stakeholders will promote and develop the wider area as a
place to live and work.



CPL will engage with local stakeholders at an early stage to gain an
understanding of the skills requirements and promote local suppliers.



CPL and SDC will engage with local educational providers to ensure the
numbers of skilled workers available locally are maximised.

Significance of Effects
Employment
It is expected that the Project will employ approximately 60 full time
equivalent staff when fully operational. Exact shift patterns and employment
numbers have yet to be determined but it is expected these will be spread over
three operational shifts with the majority on day shift.
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Economic benefits to a local/regional economy accrue not just from the direct
employment of a project but also indirectly from a multiplier effect. Table 7.1
sets out the various factors involved in the assessment based on accepted
approaches for estimating such benefits. Overall, the net employment gain is
estimated to be approximately 120 full time equivalent jobs. Therefore, the
Project is predicted to have a long term positive effect on the local economy.

Table 7.1

Operational Employment Multipliers

Indirect Multiplier
Induced Multiplier
Total Multiplier Jobs
Direct Jobs
Less Leakage and
Deadweight
Total Net Jobs Gain

Sub Regional
26.4
19.8
46.2

Regional
26.4
19.8
46.2

0.00

-31.86

Total
52.8
39.6
92.4
60.0
-31.86

46.2

14.34

120.54

Housing
If some of the operational workforce moves to the area it would lead to an
increased demand for housing in the local area. However, this is not expected
to be a major issue given the employee numbers predicted for the Project as
outlined above, especially given the proximity of local urban areas such as
York (25 km) and Leeds (50 km) and the ease of access to the site as outlined
above. Many of the new jobs may be taken by people already living locally.
The population of Selby District is predicted to grow by 520 households per
annum up to 2031. In this context even if all 60 members of the operational
workforce looked for housing locally the impact would be negligible and there
will be no significant effects.
Regional Effects
Wider economic effects, although not quantified may include inward
investment in the form of Research and Development (R&D) locating to the
area influence to take advantage of expertise and experience in CCS and to
further develop the technology for use in any future projects of a similar or
related nature as part of the Government’s CCS Roadmap. Furthermore the
Project will facilitate the construction of the CO2 transmission pipeline which
will be of future benefit to other industrial users or stimulate new CCS
projects.
The Project is predicted to have an overall positive effect on the economy of
Selby District and North Yorkshire.
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National Benefits
The Project will assist the UK in establishing itself in the international CCS
market with the potential to capture between 2% and 10% of the market. The
CCS Association believes that countries that develop CCS early will have the
additional benefit of being able to export skills and technology to other
countries and the sector could develop into a lucrative industry for the UK.
There are other significant economic benefits associated with CCS. The Gross
Value Added (GVA) is estimated by the CCSA to be in the order of £2 to £4
billion per year by 2030 with a cumulative value of £15 to £35 billion
depending on whether installed capacity is 10 GWe or 20 GWe. The UK
market has the potential to capture a high proportion of engineering services,
project management, procurement and commissioning activities and would
benefit from crossover with the oil and gas industry.
A report carried out by Ecofin (1) estimates that successful deployment of CCS
in the UK could cut the cost of meeting the nation’s carbon targets by up to 1%
of GDP annually by 2050.
Future CCS is important for both the energy and industrial sectors in the UK
(the regional benefits are discussed above). Power generation aside, CCS will
allow high CO2 emitting industries such as cement, steel and chemicals to
continue to operate in the UK continuing to provide jobs and support the
economies of the areas where those facilities are located as well as the wider
national economy. Many of those industries have few options for using
renewable energy as many of the emissions are generated from process as well
as the fuels used.
Overall, the Project is anticipated to be the first step in a ‘new’ industry that
could have a positive effect on the national economy in the long term if the
full benefits are realised.

(1) Carbon Capture and Storage Mobilising private sector finance for CCS in the UK, November 2012
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8

DECOMMISSIONING PHASE EFFECTS AND MITIGATION

8.1

INTRODUCTION
As described in Chapter 5, the Project has been designed and will be operated
with eventual decommissioning in mind. To the extent practicable structures
and equipment will be made from recyclable materials so that during
decommissioning the materials can be reused or recycled elsewhere. The
Project will be operated in way that prevents contamination of land and
groundwater so that once structures are removed the site can be used for
another development activity or returned to its current use.
Before decommissioning activities begin, an Environmental Departure Audit
(or similar) will be carried. This will assess all potential environmental risks
associated with the Project and make recommendations as to the appropriate
remedial action. This audit will also help ensure that that all remedial work
has been completed successfully and the reports will be available to future
users of the site.
The whole decommissioning process will be carried out in accordance with
the relevant legislation pertaining at the time, the recommendations from the
Environmental Departure Audit and guidance from parties such as the
Environment Agency and Selby District Council (or their successors).
The remainder of this chapter provides a high level overview of the likely
affects associated with decommissioning activities under the same subject
headings as used in Chapters 6 and 7.
Throughout the following it is assumed that any laydown areas used during
decommissioning will be carefully selected to avoid sensitive environmental
features and will be reinstated to their former condition on completion of the
works. It is also assumed that the raised platform will be covered with topsoil
and appropriately vegetated or returned to farmland if the Project site is not
used for an ensuing industrial activity.

8.2

GEOLOGY / LAND QUALITY
Decommissioning is anticipated to at least involve the removal of all above
surface structures and some buried services, followed by reinstatement of
ground to a condition suitable for whatever after use is proposed.
Potential effects during the decommissioning phase will be broadly similar to
those during the construction phase in that there will be an influx of new
workers (i.e. receptors) to dismantle, demolish and remove the plant and
equipment.
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Many of the mitigation measures to manage potential negative effects during
the decommissioning phase will be similar to those for the construction phase
albeit at a smaller scale. The design of the Project will have had the post
operational land use in mind and have been designed to minimise the amount
of rehabilitation works needed and the operational phase will have been
operated so as to have minimised the amount of waste or contamination to
handle during decommissioning.
With these measures and other measures in place temporary adverse effects in
relation to ground conditions and contamination will be mitigated and effects
are considered to be not significant.

8.3

SURFACE WATER / FLOOD RISK
The Project design provides mitigated for flood risk at the site.
The mitigation measures applied to protect the ground surface and
groundwater quality will also act to protect the quality (and ecology) of local
surface waters and water resources downstream of them. Since
decommissioning activities will take place on a site with an operational
surface run-off and drainage system in place impacts are likely to be similar
but of lesser magnitude than for the construction phase.
During decommissioning there will be no significant effects on water
resources, or secondary effects on ecology band eater users, in the vicinity of
the Project site.

8.4

AIR QUALITY
Given the distance of residential receptors at the present time there is little
scope for dust or any other form of air quality impact during
decommissioning on the basis that new residences or other sensitive land uses
move closer to the Project boundary during the operation years.
Nevertheless potential sources of dust nuisance, especially if they pose a
potential hazard to the workforce or neighbours, will be identifies, isolated
and removed to an appropriate facility for treatment and disposal before any
dismantling or general demolition activities take place. There will be no
incineration of waste materials on site and where required standard dust
control mitigation measures will be used such as wetting of tracked surfaces,
wetting of stockpiles and covering of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) loads
exiting the site.
The volume of traffic involved during decommissioning will be less than
during construction and will not lead to significant air quality effects at
roadside receptors.
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With mitigation in place there will be no significant air quality effects on
people of ecological receptors.

8.5

NOISE AND VIBRATION
Decommissioning is likely to involve similar noise levels to those that arose
during construction and unless noise sensitive receptors move closer to the
site than is the present case there will be no significant effects.
Traffic levels for decommissioning will be less than for the construction phase
and will not lead to significant effects at roadside receptors.

8.6

ECOLOGY
In advance of decommissioning ecological surveys will be undertaken to
identify whether protected species may be at risk from dismantling and
demolition activities. Suitable mitigation measures will be agreed with
Natural England (or its successor organisation) and applied before works
begin. Opportunities for nature conservation enhancement post-reinstatement
of the dismantled Project site will be explored but any implementation of
measures will be determined by the after use of the site.
Following decommissioning there will be no effects on ecology in the vicinity
of the Project site.

8.7

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL AMENITY
During decommissioning, there will be potential short term landscape and
visual effects from the introduction of machinery and activities on the project
site, including:


introduction of tall demolition machinery, including cranes;



introduction of laydown areas, which will be used for machinery and
material storage and may include site compounds (i.e. offices and canteen
facilities for demolition workers);



introduction of temporary fencing;



plant and vehicle movements; and



introduction of temporary site lighting, in particular during the winter
months.

The mitigation measures outlined for the construction phase can also be
applied to reduce, as far as practicable, the temporary effects during the
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decommissioning phase. Assuming that these measures are applied, and that
the areas of development are returned to agriculture/grassland, no significant
residual effects will remain after decommissioning.
Following decommissioning there will be no effects on landscape and visual
amenity in the vicinity of the Project site.

8.8

ARCHAEOLOGY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
Some of the mitigation measures applied during the construction phase in
regard to protecting off site heritage assets, namely the Drax Augustinian
Priory, will be equally effective in ensuring that effects on archaeology and
cultural heritage during decommissioning activities will be not significant.
Following decommissioning, there will be no effects on the setting of cultural
heritage assets in the vicinity of the Project site, subject to whatever after use is
proposed for the site.

8.9

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT
The results of junction capacity modelling for construction and the likely
fewer trips generated during decommissioning indicate there should be no
significant effects on transport and traffic and other road users.
Given the nature of the dismantling and demolition activities it is unlikely that
abnormal indivisible loads (AILs) will be generated and therefore no likely
effects from movements of AILs on other road users.

8.10

SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Any potential redeployment of staff ahead of closure will be managed in
advance. Options such as early retirement or transfer to other facilities owned
by CPL will be investigated in consultation with staff ahead of closure.
Overall though there will be a loss of employment and multiplier effects that
reverses the beneficial effects of the operational phase.
For the decommissioning works themselves, opportunities will exist for local
contractors and workers to be involved in the various technical and nontechnical aspects of the decommissioning works. These employments, good
and services and will be procured through a similar register to that used for
the construction phase. At this stage the numbers of workers and duration of
works cannot be estimated but in employment terms the benefits are likely to
be of the same order of magnitude as those during construction.
It should be worth noting that certain aspects of large power station
decommissioning, especially rapid demolition by controlled explosion can
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draw a large crowd of spectators and media interest. Plans will be put in
place to manage this aspect in terms of movement of traffic and people so that
it all proceeds safely.
Once the site has been completely abandoned and reinstated it will provide a
platform which may need slight raising for proof against future flood risk, but
which otherwise is available for development which could facilitate local
economic benefits.
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9

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

9.1

INTRODUCTION
Cumulative effects may result from the combined effects of the Project with
those from other projects and plans. The consideration of cumulative effects is
important as the effects of the Project in isolation may not be significant but
when combined with other projects they may be.
Cumulative effects have been considered and where appropriate assessed
under all the subject areas considered in the EIA following the methodology
set out in Section 3.6.3. Table 3.7 lists those receptors potentially vulnerable to
cumulative effects and Table 3.8 describes the Project’s area of influence by
receptor.
Other plans and projects screened into the cumulative assessment were
identified in consultation with various consultees and these are described in
Section 3.6.4. Their approximate location is shown on Figure 3.7.
The detailed assessments of cumulative effects are presented in the Technical
Reports in Chapters A to I and summaries are provided by subject area in the
following sections.

9.2

SOILS, HYDROGEOLOGY AND LAND QUALITY
There is one proposed project with the potential to create cumulative effects
with the White Rose CCS. This is construction of the National Grid Carbon
Limited (NGCL) pipeline, specifically the segment in relative close proximity
to the Project site. This is proposed for the northern area of the site. Coordination of the two projects will create opportunities to minimise waste and
material movements and therefore minimise negative effects for both projects.
Construction activities for the two projects generate similar risks in terms of
potential for harm to soils and groundwater and potential for encountering
contamination. All potential impacts are readily amenable to mitigation and
assuming that the NGCL pipeline construction adopts the same or similar
standards to the Project there will be no significant cumulative effects on soils
or groundwater.

9.3

SURFACE WATER RESOURCES AND FLOOD RISK
Construction of the NGCL pipeline in proximity to the northern part of the
Project site has the potential to create cumulative water related effects with the
Project. However the scale of works associated with the NGCL pipeline
construction is very small compared with the scale of the Project activities. In
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addition with mitigation measures in place for both projects, the potential for
the two projects together to have significant cumulative effects on water
resources is very small.
In addition to construction of the NGCL pipeline, the other potential
cumulative effect is the interaction of multiple surface water abstractions from
or discharges to the River Ouse. The mitigation for this potential impact lies
in the Environment Agency’s policy for granting and maintaining abstraction
and discharge licences. This is done considering such matters as the total
catchment capacity (for abstraction), other discharges and environmental
quality objectives (for discharges) and other users and sustainability (for both
abstraction and discharges). Taking into consideration that the Project’s
abstraction and trade discharges will be within existing consents it will not
contribute to any significant cumulative effects on water resources.
Assessment of cumulative flood risk is an inherent aspect of flood risk
assessment. The flood risk assessment for the Project concluded that:




9.4

raising the site base level would protect the Project from flood risk in the
event of a breach of the River Ouse flood defences;
the presence of the Project would not significantly increase flood risk to
neighbours or decrease river plain flood storage capacity; and
surface water run-off and drainage could be discharged at sustainable
rates to neighbouring watercourses.

AIR QUALITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Since the Project is located adjacent to a section of the NGCL pipeline there is
a potential for dust impacts from the projects to overlap at the nearest
receptors. The risk would only exist under certain conditions and if works in
such proximity on both sites were concurrent. The risk is therefore medium
but amenable to standard construction site control measures and therefore no
significant cumulative effects are anticipated.
Air quality impacts associated with construction phase traffic have been
assessed taking into consideration Project traffic and that from other plans and
projects and the effects have been found to be not significant.
A review has been undertaken of existing and proposed facilities in the area
that may contribute to operational phase cumulative impacts on air quality at
sensitive human and ecological receptors.
Based on the distance between the sites in question, any increase in pollutant
concentrations used for the assessment is assessed to be minimal and therefore
not significant. With regard to sensitive habitats, there are no designated sites
which fall within the area of influence of any two or more emission sources of
a similar order of magnitude to the Project and therefore cumulative air
quality effects are considered not significant.
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All else being equal, if the Project replaced conventional fossil-fuelled power
generation of similar output it would result in a reduction of UK carbon
emissions to the global atmosphere.

9.5

NOISE AND VIBRATION
There are no receptors that would experience cumulative vibration effects
from the Project combined with any other project.
Construction of the NGCL pipeline in proximity to the northern part of the
Project site has the potential to create cumulative noise effects with the Project
on a small number of receptors. However, the Project itself will not have
significant effects at these receptors and so if there are effects they would be
dominated by construction works from the NGCL pipeline in closer
proximity.
Construction traffic noise considered the cumulative effects of Project traffic
with other sources and concluded no significant effects.

9.6

ECOLOGY
Cumulative effects relating to ecology and nature conservation have been
assessed in relation to the list of plans and projects detailed in Chapter 3 of the
ES.
It is possible there may be some short-term disturbance effects on some local
ecological receptors from construction of the Project and nearer sections of the
NGCL pipeline; however these will not be significant and will be fully
mitigated in the longer term through reinstatement and other measures.
In operation, the main potential cumulative effect was considered to arise due
to air quality impacts from the Project together with those from other projects
and sources. The air quality assessment considered all relevant projects and
plans within 30 km and determined that there are no cumulative effects.

9.7

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL AMENITY
The only other development with above ground elements proposed within the
same Landscape Character Area as the Project is the NGCL pipeline and
specifically the receiving/launching facilities (the PIG trap and associated
facilities). This feature will be very small in comparison with the Project,
which itself will generally be viewed against the backdrop of or screened by
the Drax Power Station. The significance of effects on landscape and visual
amenity are as assessed for the Project and there will be no increase in
significance as a result of cumulative effects.
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9.8

ARCHAEOLOGY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
Only the Project and the NGCL pipeline have the theoretical potential to affect
the same or related archaeology and cultural heritage features.
However, there will be no significant cumulative effects during construction
to known or presently unknown features since adequate mitigation will be in
place for both projects to prevent any harm. During operation the NGCL
pipeline will be buried and only small surface facilities will be visible (the PIG
trap and a few small facilities).
The incremental change to setting effects for Drax Abbey introduced by the
NGCL pipeline will not increase the significance of effects due to the Project
alone.

9.9

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT
An assessment of cumulative effects is an integral aspect of the traffic and
transport assessment and the conclusions on cumulative effects are as
summarised in Section 4.5 of the Transport Assessment (Volume 2, Section E)
and below.
The cumulative effect from the Project during the construction phase will be
associated with an increase in traffic on the surrounding road network. This
effect could be combined with changes in traffic at certain locations as part of
the following projects:


The Drax Power Station annual outages increase traffic significantly and
will be on the same site and use the same roads. The traffic assumptions
(e.g. flows from the construction of the Project) assumed a worst-case
capacity situation of peak construction at the Project combining with the
peak month of outage from the Drax Power Station, along with growth on
the background network. As such outage traffic is integral to the
assessment.



National Grid Carbon Ltd pipeline: the construction of this project could
overlap with that of the Project and this would cause extra traffic given the
proximity of the project to the Drax Site Raising. Effects can be expected to
occur on the A614, which is a designated supply road, and on the M62.



The Pollington Airfield Biomass Project could also have significant
cumulative impacts given its location approximately 11 km south of the
Project.
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Thorpe Marsh Gas Pipeline can be expected to have a cumulative effect
with the Project if the construction periods overlap given that the end of
the pipeline is located only 3 km west of the Project site.

Table 4.20 of the Traffic Assessment (Volume 2, Section E) provided an analysis
of potential cumulative effects. The assessment concluded that it is unlikely
that the projects reviewed will be at the height of their construction traffic
generation at the same time that the Project is at its peak construction (some 33
to 36 months after construction starts). Furthermore the assessment concluded
that the cumulative schemes will in fact be close to completion (based on
available data) by the time that the Project reaches its peak construction
period.
In particular, the Thorpe Marsh Gas Pipeline is due to complete construction
in 2017, before the Project reaches peak construction. The Pollington Airfield
development is expected to bring the majority of material to site by canal, and
the NGPL pipeline has a relatively small level of traffic to accommodate, and
it is not expected to overlap peak construction periods.
As a result, it is considered that the Project construction period can be
accommodated on the local highway network given the known interactions
and traffic levels of the neighbouring committed and proposed developments.
9.10

SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The construction phase of the Project could lead to pressures on provision of
accommodation during phases concurrent with Drax outage work. However
given the likely catchment area for the workforces and availability of
accommodation this is unlikely to lead to significant cumulative effects within
the region.
The Project will have positive benefits in terms of employment and
expenditure in the local economy and these benefits will be cumulative with
other plans and projects of similar scale.
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10

CONCLUSIONS

An EIA has been undertaken of the White Rose Carbon Capture and Storage
Project (the Project), which will be developed by Capture Power Limited
(CPL) on land owned by Drax Power Limited adjacent to the existing Drax
coal and biomass fired power station.
The EIA commenced with scoping, the main purpose of which was to identify
the likely significant effects of the Project that would require investigation and
to develop the resulting terms of reference for the assessment studies. The
scoping process also involved setting out the scope of the EIA in terms of its
technical, spatial and temporal coverage and the baseline data to be collected.
The scoping process was advised by interaction with the Project design team
and also benefitted from the Project being proposed for the same site as the
consented Ouse Renewable Energy Project (OREP). OREP will not proceed;
however, it was subject to a detailed EIA and received Section 36 consent.
In December 2012 a Scoping Report for the Project was submitted to a range of
consultees. In January 2013 the Secretary of State responded with a Scoping
Opinion including responses from the consultees. Further baseline studies
ensued and impact assessment proceeded iteratively with the developing
design. Considerable iteration between the design and EIA teams was
required for certain subjects such as air quality and noise. This iterative
process helped to develop and quantify certain parameters for assessment and
to include the necessary mitigation.
During the next 15 months or so the EIA proceeded with data acquisition,
consultation and impact assessment. Consultation included public meetings
in April 2014 and subject specific discussions (e.g. over cultural heritage
matters, ecology) with statutory consultees. In June 2014, as required by
Section 42 of the 2008 Planning Act, CPL consulted with those persons
specified in that and following sections of the Act, and in regulations made
pursuant to the Act. These persons included local authorities, prescribed
consultation bodies, affected owners and other interests in land. This formal
consultation stage was based on providing consultees with information
compiled at that point in time on the Project’s environmental and social
effects. This information was provided in the form of the Preliminary
Environmental Information Report (PEIR).
Feedback from the consultation on the PEIR informed the completion of the
EIA and production of this ES which forms part of the DCO submission.
As a matter of necessity the EIA work has been undertaken ahead of a
completed design and the Project is at the time of ES preparation in the Front
End Engineering Design (FEED) phase. Many design matters will be resolved
later in detailed design and some, such as detailed construction working
methods, will only be resolved once a construction contractor has been
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appointed. The EIA has overcome this by establishing a reasonable worst case
scenario for certain parameters and assessing this scenario. In some instances
the effects remaining after assessment were still significant and/or it was
believed they could be reduced further and so additional iterative assessment
between the EIA and design teams ensued. The subjects of air quality and
noise are examples of where additional iterative assessment was especially
necessary.
The main conclusions in regard to the likely significant effects of the Project
are as follows.


Potential impacts on soils and groundwater are amenable to tried and
tested mitigation measures (eg for waste management, storage of fuels and
chemicals) and no significant effects are predicted to these resources.
These mitigation measures will also serve to protect surface water
resources from accidental harm.



There will be no significant effects on surface water resources or on
ecological populations and human users that rely on them. Process
effluent discharges will be treated and within the current consent
conditions for the Drax Power Station.



There will be no significant flood risk to the operational Project as it will be
built on a raised platform, the height of which has been determined by
flood risk assessment studies and it will be served with suitable
emergency access and egress. The presence of the raised platform will not
significantly increase the risk or severity of flooding on neighbouring land.



During construction there will be no significant effects on air quality due
to dust or traffic emissions. During the normal oxy-mode of operations it
is predicted there will be minor adverse effects on air quality for two
substances (arsenic and chromium VI) but no substances will cause levels
above those designed to protect human health to be exceeded. There will
be no significant effects on ecological receptors due to acid or nitrogen
deposition. During air-mode it is predicted there could be minor adverse
effects on air quality for three substances (sulphur dioxide, arsenic and
chromium VI) but no substances will cause levels above those designed to
protect human health to be exceeded. In the worst case, critical loads of
acid and nitrogen deposition could be exceeded at some protected nature
conservation sites, although these quality impacts are not predicted to lead
to significant ecological effects. In reality air mode is not likely to lead to
significant effects on air quality or protected sites because although the
Project will start-up and shut-down in air-mode, and will also operate in
air-mode when the oxygen separation unit, gas processing unit or the CO2
pipeline are off-line, these events are expected to be relatively infrequent
and short term in nature.



Predicted noise levels from construction activities will be within accepted
criteria and there will be no significant effects even at the nearest property
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during the noisiest activity. No significant noise effects are predicted from
construction traffic. There will be no significant effects from vibration.
During operation, significant noise effects are predicted at two properties,
both of which are owned and on land owned by Drax Power Limited.
CPL will explore further mitigation measure including the option of noise
abatement at the receptors.


There will be no direct disturbance effects on statutory designated sites.
Effects on ecological populations will stem mainly from habitat loss and
disturbance. There will be some locally significant effects on breeding
birds. In the longer term as landscaping and habitat enhancement
measures become established, breeding birds and other animals (eg
badgers, bats) will benefit and there will be no significant ecological effects
during operation. A Habitats Regulations Assessment screening exercise
was undertaken and concluded that there will be no likely significant
effects on protected sites either alone or in combination with other plans or
projects.



There will be no significant effects on landscape character during
construction and operation as a result of the current industrial nature of
the landscape at the Project site. There will be effects of minor and
moderate significance on a small number of nearby recreational and
residential receptors during construction and operation. Long-term effects
on the visual amenity of nearby residents during operation will be of
minor significance only.



Known features of cultural heritage will be protected during construction
and investigative measures will be taken to establish and protect unknown
features. Application of these measures will result in no significant effects
on archaeology or cultural heritage. The presence of the construction
works and the built Project will change the setting of the listed Drax
Augustinian Priory, leading to temporary effects of moderate significance
during construction and effects of minor significance during operation.



Construction traffic will lead to increased flows of cars and HGVs on the
local road network but significant effects in terms of delays are predicted
at one junction and then only for the peak time of construction traffic flows
at peak times of the day. Other than this, significant effects are not
predicted to road users from any other Project activities during
construction and operation.



During the years of construction, the Project will generate approximately
500 full time equivalent jobs equating to a major positive benefit. During
operation, the Project will employ approximately 60 full time staff which
with the ‘multiplier effect’ equates to approximately 120 full time
equivalent jobs. The Project is therefore predicted to have a long term
positive effect on the local economy.
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The Project also has a more strategic socioeconomic benefit in that it will
assist the UK to become established in the Carbon Capture and Storage
market at a time when this market is just beginning to develop. As a key
participant from the outset UK industries would be in a position to reap
considerable benefits as this market grows globally.

Cumulative effects were assessed for all environmental and social subjects.
The assessment included consultation on other projects and plans to be
screened into the assessment. To the extent possible, potential cumulative
effects were assessed as an integral part of the assessment for each subject.
For example the traffic and transport assessment (and therefore the
assessments of traffic-related air quality and noise impacts) took the Project
construction traffic peak and superimposed this onto the future baseline
(increased from the present baseline to allow for growth) plus the peak traffic
associated with annual outage work at the main Drax Power Station.
Together these inputs provided the cumulative situation.
The assessment of cumulative effects demonstrated that in general the
mitigation measures planned for the Project adequately mitigated its
contribution to cumulative effects with other projects. Construction of the
Project concurrently with nearby elements of the National Grid Carbon
Limited pipeline construction will benefit from coordination but are readily
manageable.
The ES sets out the mitigation measures that the Project is committed to
implementing. During construction, CPL will deliver on the commitments it
has made in the ES with the help of a Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) (an outline of which is presented in the ES). The
CEMP will be a living document and will continue to be developed as the
Project proceeds through the detailed design and construction phases, to
reflect the results of any discussions with relevant bodies such as Selby
District Council, the Environment Agency and Natural England and to
include details of the conditions imposed by the final DCO. CPL’s
construction contractor will also have input to development of the CEMP and
all works will be required to comply with its provisions. The Project will be
operated in accordance with the provisions to be contained within the
Environmental Permit to be obtained from the Environment Agency.
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